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ABSTRACT 

 

Microalgae are considered as attractive platforms for the synthesis of high-value 

heterologous proteins due to their many beneficial attributes including ease of cultivation, 

lack of pathogenic agents, and low-cost downstream processing. However, recombinant 

protein levels are low compared to microbial platforms and commercial production is not 

a reality yet. Promising research using the model microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

has highlighted this potential, particularly for transgene expression in the chloroplast.  

The objective of this research was to study different strategies for expression in the C. 

reinhardtii chloroplast aimed at increasing growth rate and recombinant protein 

production, by means of cell engineering and bioprocess optimisation. Two main 

approaches were considered for this purpose. Firstly, the insertion of the light-harvesting 

protein proteorhodopsin (PR) into the cell membrane, that has been reported to increase 

growth rate and culture lifespan in bacterial systems. This has resulted in PR accumulation 

to low yet detectable levels providing a moderate increase (12 %) of specific cell growth. 

Noteworthy, this is the first demonstration of an integral membrane recombinant protein 

expressed in the chloroplast.  

The second approach was to express a gene for a novel fluorescent protein (VFP) under 

the control of different regulatory elements. Detectable VFP levels were produced, with 

increased protein levels when using the psaA promoter/5’UTR element, and with co-

expression of a gene for the Spy chaperone. These strains were used to study the effect of 

temperature, media and light intensity on recombinant protein production and cell 

growth. Protein levels and fluorescence allowed determining improved cultivation 

conditions as 30 °C under mixotrophic mode, and these conditions were tested for the 

accumulation of a therapeutic protein (Cpl-1 endolysin). In conclusion, protein 

productivity was observed to be protein-specific and improved conditions that increase 

protein levels for one protein cannot necessarily be extrapolated to the accumulation of a 

different protein.  
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE 

 

ΔpsbH psbH-deficient strain  

ΔrbcL  rcbL-deficient strain 

A520  absorbance at 520 nm 

A680  absorbance at 680 nm 

A740  absorbance at 740 nm 

aadA  aminoglycoside 3' adenyl transferase 

Amp  ampicillin 

ATP  adenosine triphosphate 

bp  base pairs 

dNTP  nucleotides mix 

DsRed Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein 

ECL  enhanced chemiluminescence 

EGFP  enhanced green fluorescent protein 

FP  fluorescent protein 

GFP  green fluorescent protein 

HA  hemagglutinin 

HSM  high salt minimal medium 

Kb  kilo bases 

kDa  kilo Dalton 

LHCs  light-capture complexes 

LS  large subunit of the RuBisCo enzyme 

mM  millimolar 

mRNA messenger RNA 

NADPH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

OD750  optical density at 750 nm 

PCR  polymerase chain reaction 

PFD  photon flux density 
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PR  proteorhodopsin  

PSI  photosystem I 

PSII  photosystem II 

RuBisCo ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 

SDS  sodium dodecyl sulphate 

Sp  spectinomycin 

SS  small subunit of the RuBisCo enzyme 

St  streptomycin 

TAP  tris-acetate-phosphate medium  

TP  tris-acetate-phosphate medium without acetate or tris-minimal 

tRNA  transfer RNA 

TSP  total soluble protein 

UTR  untranslated region 

VFP  vivid verde fluorescent protein 

µ  specific growth rate 

µmol m-2 s-1 light intensity unit that refers to µmol of photons per unit of area and time 
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STRAIN NOMENCLATURE 

 

Bst-same   Chlamydomonas reinhardtii ΔpsbH recipient strain 

BST-VFP   Bst-same transformed with the pASapI.VFP plasmid 

CC-2653   Chlamydomonas reinhardtii ΔrbcL recipient strain  

CC-2803   Chlamydomonas reinhardtii ΔrbcL recipient strain  

CC-F    CC-2653 transformed with the P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid 

H1    TN72 transformed with the empty pSRSapI expression vector 

TN72    Chlamydomonas reinhardtii ΔpsbH recipient strain (cell wall-less) 

TN72-Cpl1   TN72 expressing the Cpl-1 endolysin   

TN72-PR   TN72 transformed with the pASapI.PR plasmid 

TN72-PRΔpsbC  TN72-PR, with disrupted psbC gene 

TN72-PRΔpsbK  TN72-PR, with disrupted psbK gene 

TN72-VFPpA (pA) TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP plasmid 

TN72-VFPpAX  TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP.noHA plasmid 

TN72-VFPpS (pS)  TN72 transformed with the pSRSapI.VFP plasmid 

TN72-VFPSpy (Spy) TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP.Spy plasmid 

TNE    TN72 transformed with the empty pASapI expression vector 

TNEΔpsbC   TNE with disrupted psbC gene 

TNEΔpsbK   TNE with disrupted psbK gene 
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PLASMID NOMENCLATURE 

 

P-266    plasmid containing the native rbcL gene from C. reinhardtii 

P266-rbcL-VFP  plasmid containing the fusion construct rbcL-VFP 

pASapI   expression vector containing the C. reinhardtii  atpA promoter/   

    5’UTR and the C. reinhardtii rbcL 3’ UTR 

pASapI.PR   pASapI containing the proteorhodopsin gene 

pASapI.VFP   pASapI containing the vfp gene 

pASapI.VFP.noHA  pASapI containing the vfp gene without the HA tag sequence 

pASapI.VFP.Spy  pASapI containing the vfp gene and the Spy chaperone gene 

pJET.psbC   pJET vector containing the psbC gene from C. reinhardtii 

psbC.KO   plasmid for psbC knockout, containing the aadA-disrupted psbC 

    gene 

psbK.KO   plasmid for psbK knockout, containing the aadA-disrupted psbK 

    gene 

pSRSapI   expression vector containing the C. reinhardtii psaA   

    promoter/5’UTR and the C. reinhardtii rbcL 3’ UTR 

pSRSapI.VFP  pSRSapI containing the vfp gene 

pUC.atpX.AAD  plasmid containing the aadA cassette 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, the production of recombinant proteins has been carried out using bacterial 

and yeast fermentation systems, or mammalian cell cultures. Fermentation-based systems 

are generally low-cost, robust and flexible, with well-established procedures for the 

expression of heterologous genes in order to produce mostly small non-glycosylated 

proteins. However, these microbial systems have some significant disadvantages, such as 

being unable to perform appropriate post-translational modifications, which are crucial 

for the biological functionality of most eukaryotic proteins, with a tendency to produce the 

proteins as insoluble aggregates. Additionally, bacterial cells naturally produce 

endotoxins, which can lead to purification obstacles and potential adverse effects for the 

final users. As a consequence, several restrictions are faced when considering these 

systems for the production of bio-products for human application. On the other hand, 

mammalian cell cultures, although effective in producing properly folded active proteins, 

are expensive and pose several drawbacks as well, such as the use of complex media, high 

sensitivity to shear stress, accumulation of toxic metabolites, possible pathogenic 

contamination and relatively low productivity (Rasala and Mayfield, 2011; Walker et al., 

2005). In addition to these platforms, baculovirus-infected insect cells have generated 

promising results in terms of recombinant protein expression; however, the development 

of this system is still in progress. 

Transgenic plants have gained significant attention in the last few years as a potential host 

for recombinant proteins due to the high level of protein expression achieved and the low 

cost of cultivation (Ma et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2012). Nevertheless, critical issues arise from 

the lack of transgene containment and possible allergic reactions to plant antigens. 

Microalgae, the subject of the research presented in this thesis, have the same 

photosynthetic mechanism as higher plants. However, the energy from photosynthesis is 

directed to cellular growth and reproduction rather than maintaining differentiated 

structures such as woody stems, and thus the level of protein could reach up to 30-50 % of 

dry weight biomass. Potentially, microalgae offer all the benefits of higher plants coupled 

with the high productivity associated with microbial fermentations. Moreover, microalgae 

can be grown in suspension with nutrients at or near optimal conditions (Maliga and Bock, 

2011; Walker et al., 2005; Wijffels et al., 2013).  
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1.1 Microalgae 

The term microalgae describes a very diverse group of prokaryotic (cyanobacteria) and 

eukaryotic organisms which are unicellular or filamentous microbial species capable of 

performing photosynthesis; therefore, they are primary producers and basic components 

of the food chain. Some microalgae can grow in mixotrophic conditions, using an organic 

carbon source in addition to CO2, or even in heterotrophic mode (Leite et al., 2013). This 

versatility makes them suitable to inhabit various different environments, from hyper-

saline to freshwater environments to relatively dry ones, such as soil and rocks. Figure 1.1 

shows different microalgae used in research, such as Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and 

Volvox carteri, and in commercial applications, notoriously Dunaliella salina for the 

production of β-carotene, Haematococcus pluvialis for the production of astaxanthin, and 

Arthrospira platensis (also known as Spirulina) which is commonly used as a food 

supplement (Borowitzka, 2013). 

 

Figure 1.1 Different microalgae that are widely used in research and for commercial purposes: 
Chlorella vulgaris for production of biolipids, Dunaliella salina for the production of β-carotene, 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Volvox carteri, widely used in research as a model organism, 
Haematococcus pluvialis for the production of astaxanthin, and Arthrospira platensis (also known as 
Spirulina) used as a food supplement (photographs taken from www.sbs.utexas.edu/utex). 

These organisms are considered a major natural source of high-value compounds such as 

carotenoids, long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids and phycocolloids (Spolaore et al., 

2006). In the last decade, there has been considerable interest in new biotechnological 

applications of microalgae, including the generation of renewable fuels (biodiesel), 

treatment of wastewater and control of water pollution, atmosphere regeneration in 
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biospheres, production of high-value products such as bioplastics, nutraceuticals and 

therapeutics, mitigation of greenhouse gases, production of hydrogen and, more recently, 

bioremediation or as a biosensor of environmental toxins such as heavy metals (Leite et 

al., 2013; Spolaore et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2005). This diversity in applications 

illustrates the potential of these diverse organisms to carry out a variety of functions in 

different environments and conditions. 

A number of species of microalgae are categorised as Generally Recognised As Safe (GRAS 

status) for human consumption since they do not suffer from issues of bacterial endotoxin, 

prion or viral contamination (Franklin & Mayfield 2004). This aspect is a major concern in 

other expression systems currently used for recombinant protein production, and a great 

advantage in microalgae due to the potential of using these organisms with reduced 

purification requirements for direct oral administration. 

1.1.1 Green microalgae 

Green microalgae are a subgroup of microalgae that comprise thousands of species that 

share the presence of both chlorophyll a and b in double-membrane bound plastids 

(chloroplasts) and have the ability to store its reserves in the form of starch (amylose or 

amylopectin) (Lewis and McCourt, 2004).  

They also share the common feature of containing a mixture of light-harvesting complex 

proteins (LHC) especially adapted to their own environment’s light exposure. These 

antenna complexes are divided into two distinctive protein families, LHCI and LHCII, 

based on their predominant association with the photosystems I (PSI) or 2 (PSII), 

respectively (Figure 1.2). These are embedded in the thylakoid membrane of the 

chloroplast and play a vital role as structural scaffolds for the precise orientation of the 

chlorophyll and carotenoid cofactors (Mussgnug et al., 2007). Besides their function in 

light capture, these complexes are important for preventing photo-oxidation by means of 

dissipation of excess light when irradiation surpasses the photosynthetic capacity 

(Beckmann et al., 2009). 

Green microalgae can be found in soil, freshwater and marine environments, in symbiosis 

with other organisms and also in extreme habitats under high salt concentration or low 

temperature (Hallmann, 2007). 
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Figure 1.2 A) Schematic representation of the thylakoyd membrane in the chloroplast with all the 
different components involved in photosynthesis. B) Simplified representation of the structure of a 
photosystem (Reproduced from Campbell et al., 2008). 

Taxonomically, green microalgae branch from the clade Viridiplantae, which is further 

subdivided in two major lineages: Chlorophyta and Streptophyta (Figure 1.3). The clade 

Chlorophyta comprises most of what has been commonly denominated green microalgae, 

composed by both green swimming individual cells or colonies (Lewis and McCourt, 

2004). Within this clade, the monophyletic group Chlorophyceae is the one of major 

interest in research, since it includes many of the model organisms, such as 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, that have been traditionally used to study flagellar motion, 

photosynthetic mutations and genetic manipulation (Manuell and Mayfield, 2006). 

 

Figure 1.3 Overview phylogeny of the green lineage, starting from a hypothetical ancestral green 
flagellate (AGF). The Chlorophyta includes the majority of described species of green algae, whereas 
the Streptophyta are comprised of the charophytes, a paraphyletic assemblage of freshwater algae, and 
the land plants (replicated from Leliaert et al. 2012). 
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1.1.1.1 The microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii  

The green microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has been an actively investigated 

microalga during the past decades (Harris et al., 2009a). Taxonomically, it belongs to the 

Eukaryote domain (Table 1.1), but like all green algae and plants, it possesses a plastid of 

prokaryote origin (Dorrell and Howe, 2012; Higgs, 2009; Scharff and Bock, 2014). In 

addition, chloroplast ribosomes and an RNA polymerase present in the chloroplast 

resemble bacterial ones, and the majority of chloroplast genes are organised in 

polycistronic units that resemble bacterial operons (Barkan, 2011). 

Table 1.1 Taxonomic classification of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Domain Eukaryota 

Kingdom Plantae 

Phylum Viridiplantae 

Division Chlorophyta 

Class Chlorophyceae 

Order Volvocales 

Family Chlamydomonadaceae 

Genus Chlamydomonas 

Species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

 

 

This unicellular organism is an ovoid cell between 10 – 20 μm along its long axis and it 

possesses multiple mitochondria, two anterior flagella for motility and mating, a large 

pyrenoid for CO2 fixation, an eyespot responsible for the swimming orientation with 

respect to light, and a single chloroplast that contains the photosynthetic apparatus and is 

the location of critical metabolic pathways (Figure 1.4) (Harris et al., 2009b). Its cell wall is 

composed mainly of hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins, with no presence of cellulose 

(Harris, 2001). The nuclear genome is 100 to 110 million base pairs (bp), comprising 17 

genetic linkage groups (chromosomes), with a very high guanosine and cytidine (GC) 

content of ∼ 65 % (Harris, 2001; Mayfield and Kindle, 1990; Merchant et al., 2007).  
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Figure 1.4 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii structure (replicated from Merchant et al. 2007) 

The sequencing of the C. reinhardtii genome was completed in 2007 (Merchant et al., 

2007) and a flux balance analysis (FBA) to estimate intracellular fluxes of its central and 

intermediary metabolism under different cultivation conditions was carried out as well 

(Boyle and Morgan, 2009). 

The chloroplast surrounds the nucleus, covering approximately 40 – 60 % of the cell 

volume. This organelle possesses its own genome (plastome), which is a circular structure 

of 203 kb with a GC content of 34.6 % and a high proportion of repetitive DNA that 

accounts for 20 % of the sequence. It encodes 99 genes, including five rRNA genes, 17 

ribosomal protein genes, 30 tRNAs specifying all of the amino acids, five genes encoding 

the catalytic core of a eubacterial-type RNA polymerase and 33 genes encoding proteins 

associated with photosynthesis (Maul et al., 2002). An important feature is its polyploidy, 

meaning that approximately 50 – 80 identical copies of the plastome can be found in the 

chloroplast (Franklin and Mayfield, 2005; Higgs, 2009; Purton, 2007). 
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C. reinhardtii cells are haploid, existing as two genetically distinctive mating types, (mt+) 

and (mt-), and these cells can reproduce asexually by binary fission, or can be induced to 

undergo a sexual cycle. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, nitrogen deprivation triggers pairing of 

opposite gametes, and this fusion forms a diploid cell (zygospore) with a particularly 

strong outer wall, in order to offer protection against adverse environmental conditions. 

Once nitrogen levels are restored, the sexual division process (meiosis) proceeds, forming 

four haploid cells: two of each mating type (Harris, 2001; Pröschold et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 1.5 Chlamydomonas cell cycle, showing both sexual and asexual reproduction (replicated from 
www.chlamy.org). 

 

1.2 Genetic Manipulation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii remains the model organism for comprehensive genetic 

engineering studies and the expression host for heterologous genes in microalgae (Rasala 

et al., 2014; Wijffels et al., 2013). Over the last years, extensive research has been carried 

out with this alga, establishing robust methods for genetic manipulation of its three 

genomes: nuclear, chloroplast and mitochondrial. Each genome presents distinctive 

features and challenges, which will be discussed in the following sections. 
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1.2.1 Nuclear transformation 

The transformation of the nuclear genome in C. reinhardtii has been extensively studied 

during the past two decades and various methods of DNA delivery into the cell have been 

developed. Transformation methods such as microparticle bombardment (biolistics), 

vortexing in the presence of plasmid DNA and glass beads, agitation in the presence of 

DNA and silicon carbide whiskers, electroporation, and Agrobacterium infection have all 

been achieved (Hallmann, 2007; Potvin and Zhang, 2010; Walker et al., 2005). Of all 

methods, glass bead agitation (Kindle, 1990) remains the preferred one due to the low 

cost and non-specialist equipment that is required. In this procedure, the abrasive action 

of the beads forms transient pores in the cell wall/membrane through which the foreign 

DNA can enter the cell. Higher transformation rates have been demonstrated when using 

cell wall-less mutants since the lack of a wall facilitates the entry of DNA (Kindle, 1990). 

Several factors control the expression of different nuclear genes and these have been 

exploited in the expression of transgenes. For example, it has been shown that light 

increases the transcription level of genes that encode the small subunit of ribulose 

bisphosphate carboxylase and the chlorophyll a/b binding proteins; deflagellation causes 

a transient increase in the synthesis of tubulin; copper deprivation induces the synthesis 

of cytochrome C6; ammonium deprivation stimulates the synthesis of nitrate reductase; 

and sulphur limitation induces the production of a periplasmic arylsulfatase (Davies et al., 

1992). Making use of a potential reporter function from such genes, a mutant expressing a 

chimeric sequence encoding the arylsulfatase gene (ars) fused to the promoter of the 

endogenous β2-tubulin gene was developed. It was noted that the transcript accumulation 

was relatively low in comparison to the endogenous gene, suggesting that other factors 

may play a role in the level of transcription (Davies et al., 1992). Similar results were 

obtained by Debuchy et al. (1989) who expressed the ARG7 gene encoding 

argininosuccinate lyase in transformed arg7 cells, finding that although most 

transformants appear to contain multiple ARG7 insertions, the level of transcription was 

low.  

The most extensively dominant marker used is encoded by the ble gene, which confers 

resistance to the phleomycin antibiotic family. This gene has several advantages as a 

selectable marker, such as its small size, its portability as a cassette, it contains no 

repetitive DNA and the selection method for transformants is straightforward (Lumbreras 
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et al., 1998; Stevens et al., 1996). Moreover, it appears to be suitable for a range of algal 

species, particularly those that show inherent resistance to most antibiotics and 

herbicides (Walker et al., 2005).  

Approaches considered for improving transgene expression include the incorporation of 

cis-elements near or within the inserted sequence, in the form of endogenous promoters 

or endogenous introns. The promoter from the ribulose bisphosphate 

carboxylase/oxygenase small subunit 2 gene (RBCS2) has been used with good success for 

transgene expression (Nelson et al., 1994; Stevens et al., 1996). It has also been observed 

that the promoter of the endogenous HSP70A works as a transcriptional activator when 

fused to the promoter of the reporter gene (Schroda et al., 2000). Further studies by  

Schroda et al. (2002) have identified that this promoter acts by reducing transcriptional 

silencing, with transgene silencing droping from 80 % to 36 % when the HSP70A promoter 

was present. Other regulatory elements, such as introns, have provided enhancement also. 

The first intron of RBCS2 has given good results as an enhancer of transgene expression 

when inserted within the sequence of the ble marker, resulting in higher antibiotic 

resistance and protein expression (Lumbreras et al., 1998). It is acknowledged that most 

of the nuclear genes in C. reinhardtii need introns to be actively expressed; however, 

heterologous genes should not contain their own introns as they will most likely not be 

spliced correctly. Thus, a combination of a heterologous gene with homologous introns 

appears to be the ideal design (Hallmann, 2007; Specht et al., 2010). 

A major difficulty when transforming nuclear DNA is the inability to perform homologous 

recombination, which leads to transgenes integrating in random locations within the 

genome. As a result, the isolation of mutants is a long process that comprises a distribution 

of expression levels. The expression of a foreign gene can be enhanced when selecting or 

designing genes that have a similar codon bias to the one of endogenous genes, with a GC 

content comprising 66.3 % of the total. Additionally, the third nucleotide among codons is 

almost 85 % of the times G or C (Nakamura et al., 2000). This codon usage is likely to have 

an effect on whether a transgene will or will not be translated efficiently and possibly on 

any silencing effects observed at transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels (Sharp and 

Li, 1987; Tuller et al., 2010). 
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1.2.2 Chloroplast transformation 

C. reinhardtii has become a model species for molecular-genetic studies of the chloroplast 

genome since it is one of the few organisms for which chloroplast transformation is well 

established (Walker et al., 2005). Furthermore, the chloroplast is the location of some 

important biosynthetic pathways and where soluble proteins and intrinsic membrane 

proteins can be stored. Thus, this compartment presents itself as an ideal place for the 

synthesis and accumulation of high-value recombinant compounds (Purton, 2007).  

The most established method for chloroplast transformation is microparticle 

bombardment (biolistics), but biolistics requires expensive equipment and materials, and 

agitation with glass beads in the presence of DNA is a more cost-effective alternative 

(Kindle et al., 1991). This simple method has been further refined and is at present used 

routinely (Economou et al., 2014). Selection of transformants can be performed either by 

co-transformation with genes conferring antibiotic resistance or by means of phototrophic 

rescue and both strategies are widely used (Purton et al., 2013).  

The codon bias of the C. reinhardtii chloroplast shows a distinctive GC content of 33.72 % 

and favours A or T in around 80 % for the third position (Nakamura et al., 2000). These 

features need to be considered for the construction of transgene inserts, since it has been 

widely demonstrated that using the codon bias of the chloroplast gives a higher 

expression of the foreign gene (examples of this shown in Table 1.2).  

Unlike nuclear transformation, gene insertion in the chloroplast happens via homologous 

recombination, and thus transformation can be precisely targeted to a specific location 

within the genome (Figure 1.6). The chloroplast provides transgene containment since 

chloroplast genome inheritance occurs from the maternal parent (mt+) only, while the 

chloroplast DNA of the (mt-) parent is destroyed during cell mating (Harris et al., 2009c; 

Umen and Goodenough, 2001). Moreover, the chloroplast offers a higher level of protein 

expression, the ability to introduce groups of genes as operons and no gene silencing 

effects (Purton, 2007; Rasala et al., 2010; Scharff and Bock, 2014; Walker et al., 2005).  
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Figure 1.6 Diagram representing homologous recombination in the C. reinhardtii chloroplast after 
transformation. Gene XX contained in plasmid X is recombined in the targeted locus flanked by genes A 
and B. 

In order to allow efficient recombination and make a transformation event stable, foreign 

DNA requires plenty of homologous sequence flanking it. Conventionally, this flanking 

sequence corresponds to approximately 1 kb of homology on either side of the insert to be 

introduced. Nonetheless, it has been observed that with flanking regions of as little as 51 

bp upstream and 121 bp downstream of the recombination event for complementation of 

psbA, coding for a subunit of the PSII, the transformation was successful (Dauvillee et al., 

2004).  

Although the search for more successful promoters and UTRs is still under development, 

best results to date in terms of recombinant protein concentration have been obtained 

with the psbA regulatory elements, mainly in psbA-deficient strains (Rasala et al., 2010; 

Specht et al., 2010) and with the psaA promoter/5’ UTR (Michelet et al., 2011).  

The interaction of cis-acting elements with nuclear-encoded trans-acting factors is also an 

important consideration when maximising the expression of transgenes in the chloroplast. 

The expression of three different heterologous proteins resulted in low levels of protein 

production in comparison with the levels achieved by endogenous genes carrying the 

same leader sequence, despite similar levels of mRNA accumulation (Franklin and 

Mayfield, 2004). One possible factor that was suggested to play a role is the endogenous 

UTRs and coding regions that have evolved to form secondary structures enhancing 
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translational efficiency through interactions with trans-acting factors. This suggests that 

when heterologous coding sequences lacking these structures are used, then interactions 

are affected, leading to diminished translational levels. This assumption was partially 

demonstrated by Suay et al. (2005) when studying the effect of a stem-loop structure in 

the 5’ end of the rbcL transcript, which is responsible for the folding of a proximal short 

sequence that provides stability to the transcript. The requirement of this specific 

structure for stabilisation may suggest the interaction of a trans-acting factor that protects 

transcripts from rapid degradation. A further demonstration of this cis-trans interaction 

was observed by Michelet el at. (2011). When a nuclear-encoded factor associated with 

psaA splicing was mutated, accumulation of both the chimeric mRNAs and the 

recombinant proteins expressed under the control of the promoter/5’UTR of psaA were 

considerably increased, indicating a clear influence of this trans-acting element in the 

expression of chloroplast transgenes.  

Nuclear-encoded proteins could also act as light-regulated trans-acting factors (Bruick and 

Mayfield, 1999; Eberhard et al., 2011). This fact was observed in photosynthesis-deficient 

nuclear mutants, in which specific relationships between nuclear factors and the 5’ UTR of 

chloroplast mRNAs (such as psbA, psbC, psbD and atpA) were discovered. Many of these 

nuclear proteins showed increased binding activity to their corresponding chloroplast 5’ 

UTR under illuminated conditions, potentially acting as light-dependent translational 

activators, offering a regulatory tool to modulate certain chloroplast gene expression.  

Five different endogenous promoters/5’ UTR and four endogenous 3’ UTR were analysed 

and even though it was not possible to identify novel RNA structures formed in chimeric 

mRNAs, a distinctive effect of the 5’ UTR was discovered. When varying the 5’ UTR 

sequence, increases on the level of transcription (8-fold) and translation (65-fold) of a 

heterologous gfp were detected, whereas no effect originated from the type of 3’ UTR used 

was observed. However, the 3’ UTR is required to be present for transcript accumulation 

(Barnes et al., 2005). Another interesting change observed was the effect of light as a 

driving force when using different light-regulated 5’ UTRs, which appears to cause an 

effect completely differentiated from the translation efficiency, a phenomenon that was 

also observed for psbA (Eberhard et al., 2002).  

It has been demonstrated that gene copy number and transcript abundance have a 

relatively small effect on the level of protein synthesis for cells cultivated in either 

mixotrophic or phototrophic conditions (Eberhard et al., 2002). Recently, considering the 
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low overall rate of mRNA translation obtained for three codon-optimised heterologous 

proteins in comparison to an endogenous protein, it was suggested that translation may 

be the core stage limiting the expression of recombinant proteins, and reduced ribosome 

association could contribute to this decrease (Coragliotti et al., 2011; Specht et al., 2010).  

Lastly, only one sequence resembling the activity of an enhancer has been identified in the 

chloroplast, which is contained in the coding sequence of rbcL, approximately 140 bp 

downstream of the transcription starting site (Klein, 2009). This sequence enhances 

transcription by approximately 10-fold and it has been noted that without this ‘enhancer’ 

element, the rbcL promoter is weaker and comparable to the atpB promoter. 

1.2.3 Mitochondrial transformation  

The insertion of foreign DNA into the mitochondria follows the pattern observed in the 

chloroplast, where the DNA is inserted via homologous recombination (Boynton and 

Gillham, 1996). Codon optimisation can be taken into account as well, following the base 

composition of the mitochondrial genome that accounts for 47.5 % GC, with a 

predominance of 51.35 % for G or C in the third position (Nakamura et al., 2000).  

Mitochondrial transformation was first achieved using biolistics, which resulted in the 

recovery of the respiratory function of a mutant carrying a deletion in the mitochondrial 

cob gene encoding cytochrome b (Boynton and Gillham, 1996). Transformants were 

capable of growing under heterotrophic conditions, but the first colonies appeared on the 

selective plates only after 4-8 weeks, a slower recovery in comparison to the appearance 

of chloroplast transformant lines. It is suggested that both the higher number of 

mitochondria per cell and the lower probability that a single mitochondrion incorporates 

multiple DNA inserts could contribute to this delay on the appearance of transformants.  

Several years later, another attempt with respiration-deficient strains transformed with 

intact mitochondrial DNA and DNA constructs containing the missing regions, resulted in 

the generation of transformants within 2-4 weeks (Yamasaki et al., 2005). Homologous 

recombination occurred in several regions of the mitochondrial genome, but the 

transformation yield was low. Further studies have been performed in this regard; 

however, mitochondrial transformation is not a straightforward procedure yet (Cardol 

and Remacle, 2009). 
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1.3 Foreign gene expression in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii chloroplast 

A major challenge in chloroplast engineering is to produce a desired protein in its active 

form at high concentration, in order to make a process commercially viable. C. reinhardtii 

can potentially produce recombinant proteins at a lower cost than other systems in a 

transgene-containment manner, overcoming issues that make the use of higher plants not 

as straightforward so far and clearly challenging traditional bioprocess platforms (Scharff 

and Bock, 2014). 

As explained in the previous section, genetic manipulation of the chloroplast of C. 

reinhardtii presents itself as a very promising strategy to generate high-value recombinant 

proteins, and the ongoing advances in this regard will be described in the following 

sections. 

1.3.1 Expression of recombinant proteins  

The feasibility of producing recombinant proteins of high value in the C. reinhardtii 

chloroplast has been demonstrated by different groups and offers several benefits. Among 

these features it is possible to highlight that a) transformation is a straightforward 

procedure than can produce transformants within a short period of time of about 4-6 

weeks; b) this organism has a short generation time of approximately 8 – 12 hours, 

achieving high cell densities under proper light and aeration; c) it can grow under 

phototrophic, heterotrophic and mixotrophic conditions; d) there is a variety of well 

characterised endogenous cis elements (promoters and UTRs) to drive expression; e) as 

there is only one chloroplast per cell, a homogenous expressing culture is obtained; f) it 

can be grown at different scales in a cost-effective manner; g) it shows an important level 

of transgene retention, ensuring the containment of a genetically-modified organism; and 

h) the chloroplast possesses a variety of chaperones and disulfide isomerases that can 

assist in the folding of complex multicomponent proteins (Cardi et al., 2010; Gong et al., 

2011; Potvin and Zhang, 2010; Purton, 2007; Rasala et al., 2010; Tran et al., 2009; Walker 

et al., 2005). Table 1.2 summarises the main achievements in the expression of 

recombinant proteins used as reporters or markers in the C. reinhardtii chloroplast.  

It is worth mentioning the results obtained when expressing luciferase, where a higher 

level of the recombinant protein was achieved when the luciferase gene was fused to the 

promoter and UTRs of the endogenous gene psbA and was incorporated in a recipient 
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strain lacking the psbA gene (Mayfield and Schultz, 2004). This was further studied by 

Manuell et al. (2007) and it was concluded that the 5’UTR of the mRNA encoding psbA 

competed with that of the foreign gene to undergo translation initiation. They also noticed 

that when psbA was reinserted elsewhere under the control of the psbD promoter/5’ UTR 

photosynthesis was restored without altering the expression level of the foreign protein, 

obtaining a photosynthetic culture with higher productivity (Rasala et al., 2010). This 

latter approach of phototrophic recovery is currently used as selection method for 

transformants. Furthermore, this same approach was used by Muto et al. (2009) with the 

rbcL endogenous gene, obtaining important increases in protein productivity as well.  

Despite the successful expression of a few fluorescence-based reporter genes such as 

green fluorescent protein or luciferase in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii, as observed in 

Table 1.2, it has not been possible to find a reporter that produces enough fluorescence in 

order to use it to quantify protein accumulation. The availability of such a reporter would 

serve as a powerful tool to explore various regulatory sequences and protein 

accumulation. 

Another example of the application of the C. reinhardtii chloroplast expression platform is 

in the field of edible vaccines, especially for disease control in high-density farms. A fusion 

protein against the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), the agent of an important 

disease of livestock, was produced by Sun et al. (2003). This protein reached 3 % of total 

soluble protein (TSP) and was able to bind to the intestinal membrane GM1-ganglioside 

receptor, indicating its potential as a mucosal vaccine source. Evidence has been gathered 

that C. reinhardtii delivery of antigens against the bacterial kidney disease by feed or by 

immersion can induce antibody production in different tissues in juvenile rainbow trout 

(Siripornadulsil et al., 2007). Further studies were performed with rabbits where 

transformed C. reinhardtii was ingested either as pellets containing freeze-dried algae or 

as drinking live algae, and in this case only the live organism induced immune response. 

Current work in the Purton group (P. Rajakumar, personal communication) aims to 

investigate the production of a vaccine for the poultry pathogen Infectious Bronchitis 

Virus (IBV) using the antigenic regions of two IBV proteins expressed as a fusion and 

linked to the protein adjuvant Cholera Toxin B (CTB) with the purpose of using this as 

an edible vaccine.  
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1.3.2 Expression of human therapeutic proteins 

Traditionally, most recombinant proteins of human application have been produced in 

transgenic mammalian cell cultures, such as different Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell 

lines, but these systems are expensive due to the complications of growing and 

maintaining sterile cultures, reaching costs in the range of US$75 – US$150/g protein 

(Franklin and Mayfield, 2005). Factors such as the complexity of the medium, low oxygen 

and nutrient distribution, toxic metabolite accumulation, pathogen contamination and low 

resistance to shear stress make this type of cells difficult to handle (Potvin and Zhang, 

2010). On the other hand, yeast and bacterial cultures, despite being a cheaper alternative, 

may present other problems such as the inability to produce a soluble fully biologically 

active protein due to inappropriate folding and lack/different type of post-translational 

modifications. Attempts to express therapeutic proteins have been made in some species 

of higher plants, offering a cheaper successful alternative; however, length of time to 

produce and grow the transgenic plants and recover the final product from leaves or other 

tissues may take years and transgene containment is not possible due to gene flow via 

pollen, which is a major concern with respect to food supply being contaminated by 

transgenic crops (Fletcher et al., 2007; Franklin and Mayfield, 2005; Hallmann, 2007).  

Chloroplasts cannot perform complex post-translational modifications of proteins such as 

glycosylations. Nevertheless, and as it will be further discussed, the expression of  certain 

non-glycosylated versions of proteins such as antibodies has provided evidence that this 

feature could have improved biological functionality compared to mis-glycosylated forms. 

This is due to antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity provided by glycosylations, 

and the observation that glycosylation is not necessarily required for antigen binding 

activity (Mayfield et al., 2007). Disulfide-bond formation, another important post-

translational modification, has been demonstrated for recombinant proteins synthesised 

in the chloroplast owing to its reducing environment, providing an advantage for C. 

reinhardtii chloroplasts over E. coli platforms when used for therapeutic protein 

production (Cardi et al., 2010; Specht et al., 2010; Tran et al., 2009). 

The first approach using microalgae to produce a human therapeutic  protein was carried 

out over a decade ago by Mayfield et al. (2003). This group expressed a large single-chain 

antibody against the herpes simplex virus, obtaining levels of the recombinant antibody of 

between 0.5 – 1 % TSP in its fully active form, despite that it did not include the 
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glycosylations of the natural human antibody. A few years later, a protein concentration 

comparable to bacterial systems of up to 10 % TSP was achieved for the first time by 

Manuell et al. (2007), when expressing the mammalian protein bovine mammary-

associated serum amyloid (M-SAA), replacing in the host cell the endogenous gene psbA 

with a psbA-m-saa construct, a replacement strategy that was previously shown to 

improve transgene expression (Mayfield and Schultz, 2004). The protein produced, which 

was largely in soluble form, was capable of activating mucin synthesis in the human gut 

epithelial cells at comparable level as the human M-SAA. Following these good results, 

another study carried out by Rasala et al. (2010) tested a set of seven human proteins of 

potential therapeutic application in order to assess the versatility of C. reinhardtii as a 

useful platform for commercial recombinant protein synthesis. They observed that three 

proteins accumulated to levels above 1% TSP (3 % maximum) and one accumulated to 

similar levels when fused to a stable highly-expressed protein. Even though productivity 

could still be improved, these values can be taken as a good starting point for commercial 

development, and provide evidence of the potential of C. reinhardtii as a valuable platform 

for recombinant biopharmaceutical production. 

Monoclonal antibodies and antigens have also been successfully expressed in the algal 

chloroplast. A full-length human immunoglobulin monoclonal antibody against anthrax 

composed of two heavy-chain and two light-chain proteins was produced with a yield of 

100 µg protein/g dry biomass (Tran et al., 2009). This recombinant antibody showed 

almost identical antigen affinity to the antibody expressed in mammalian cells, once again 

without the presence of the original glycosylations. Moreover, the protein remained 

soluble avoiding costly stages of denaturation and folding, as usually happens with 

bacterial systems. In terms of antigens, the antigenic structural protein E2 from the swine 

fever virus was produced at a concentration of 2 % TSP (He et al., 2007), and it was shown 

that it could trigger an immune response in mice when provided subcutaneously. In 2008, 

the first report on the production of a human auto-antigen emerged when the human 

glutamic acid decarboxylase (hGAD65) associated with type I diabetes was expressed in C. 

reinhardtii chloroplasts with antigenicity and functionality. The yield was moderate (0.3 % 

TSP), however, codon and regulatory-sequences optimisation were not applied in this 

case, which gives plenty of room for yield improvement (Wang et al., 2008).  

Due to the prokaryotic origin of the chloroplast, and the possibility to express properly 

folded eukaryotic proteins that are otherwise toxic to eukaryotic organisms, a different 
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type of proteins, known as immunotoxins, have been considered. These human-made 

proteins consist of an antibody domain for binding target cells and molecules of a toxin 

that inhibits the proliferation of the targeted cell. These proteins accumulated in soluble 

form and proved their activity in vitro inducing cellular apoptosis (Tran et al., 2013).  

In terms of microalgal vaccines, a heat-stable fusion antigen against Staphylococcus aureus 

was produced. This construct is composed of the D2 fibronectin-binding domain of S. 

aureus fused to the cholera toxin B subunit, a mucosal adjuvant that promotes the proper 

association of the antigen with its receptors in the gut and improves antigen-specific 

immune responses. The transgenic line produced the fusion protein at a concentration of 

0.7 % TSP (Dreesen et al., 2010). Importantly, they demonstrated the feasibility of using C. 

reinhardtii as an edible vaccine, observing successful antigen binding, which initiated 

mucosal and systemic immune responses producing the corresponding immunoglobulins, 

and reducing the bacterial dissemination and infection in mice. Additionally, a 

transmission blocking vaccine against malaria has recently been successfully expressed. 

The Plasmodium falciparum surface protein Pfs48/45 has proven difficult to express in 

other expression platforms due to the presence of several disulfide bonds in its structure; 

however, in the C. reinhardtii chloroplast it was found to contain the epitopes necessary 

for its activity (Jones et al., 2013). 

1.3.3 Foreign gene expression as complementation of a metabolic pathway 

Genetic recombination aiming at introducing or complementing a metabolic pathway that 

could change metabolic profiles in chloroplasts is still in its infancy. Most developments in 

this area have been performed in other organisms, such as tobacco plants metabolically 

engineered to produce polyhydroxybutyrate (Wang et al., 2009). Su et al. (2005) 

demonstrated the feasibility to express a prokaryotic cyanobacterial polycistron encoding 

the photosynthetic heterodimer allophycocyanin in C. reinhardtii chloroplast reaching 2-3 

% TSP, providing for the first time groundwork for the expression of foreign pathways, but 

no further advances have been reported thus far. 
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1.4 Microalgal cultivation 

Microalgae can be grown in various conditions depending on the requirements of the 

particular strain under study. In recent years there has been a huge development in terms 

of suitable systems for this purpose, particularly concerning light penetration in order to 

achieve high cell densities. The following sections will present a brief introduction to 

cultivation systems available and cultivation conditions utilised for the growth of 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

1.4.1 Culture systems 

Algae can be grown in open or enclosed systems. Open systems are mainly represented by 

shallow open ponds, which have been widely used for the production of healthy foods, 

such as Spirulina (Ugwu et al., 2008), and for the production of commercially desirable 

supplements with various applications, such as the pigment astaxanthin in Haematococcus 

pluvialis. Enclosed systems, known as photobioreactors, have the great advantage of 

allowing better control of the cultivation parameters, making them more suitable for the 

production of different compounds, especially due to higher biomass productivity. 

Additionally, this method of cultivation is more appropriate for sensitive strains that 

cannot compete easily with other organisms in open systems, and products of higher 

added-value such as pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals, can be generated with high 

standards of process safety and purity (Rosello Sastre et al., 2007). Figure 1.7 shows 

different configurations and designs of photobioreactors, together with a typical open 

pond (raceway) system and large scale outdoor ponds for commercial production of algae. 
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Figure 1.7 Various configurations of photobioreactors (PBR) and open ponds for algal cultivation. First 
row: large scale production in outdoor ponds; second row: raceway ponds; third row: tubular systems 
and bags; fourth row: indoor cultivation systems such as flat panels, a conventional photobioreactor 
and disposable bags (replicated from www.algaeindustrymagazine.com) 

Different photobioreactor systems have been designed in order to achieve efficient 

cultivation, with the main challenge being the difficulty of achieving light penetration that 

is consistent with the cell density. For high-value products, the use of enclosed systems 

illuminated with artificial light is commonly considered, since much more control of light 

intensity, light wavelength, use of light/dark cycles and other variables can be achieved. 

Light can be supplied by natural or artificial sources, or a combination of both. Generally, 

laboratory-scale photobioreactors are illuminated with artificial light and can be easily 

controlled for temperature, whereas most pilot- and large-scale systems are illuminated 

with solar light (mainly due to high costs) and temperature maintenance requires 

additional efforts (Ugwu et al., 2008). Table 1.3 summarises the main advantages and 

disadvantages of various cultivation systems.  
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Table 1.3 Summary of main advantages and disadvantages of different algae cultivation systems 
(adapted from Ugwu et al., 2008) 

Culture system Advantages Disadvantages 

Open ponds Relatively economical, easy to 
build, manipulate and clean up, 
good for mass cultivation  

Poor control of culture conditions, low 
productivity, diffusion of CO2, use of large 
areas, inefficient stirring, easily 
contaminated, water evaporation 

Flat-panel 
photobioreactors 

Large illumination surface area, 
suitable for outdoor cultures, 
good light path, good biomass 
productivities, relatively cheap, 
easy to clean up, readily 
tempered, low O2 accumulation 

Scale-up require many compartments and 
support materials, difficulty in controlling 
culture temperature, some degree of wall 
growth, possibility of hydrodynamic stress 
to some algal strains 

Tubular 
photobioreactors 

Large illumination surface area, 
suitable for outdoor cultures, 
good biomass productivities, 
relatively cheap 

Gradients of pH, dissolved O2 and CO2 
along the tubes, fouling, poor mass 
transfer, possible photoinhibition, some 
degree of wall growth, difficult 
temperature control 

Vertical-column 
photobioreactors 

High mass transfer, good mixing, 
low shear stress, low energy 
consumption, high potential for 
scalability, easy to sterilise, 
readily tempered 

Small illumination surface area,  
sophisticated materials for construction, 
shear stress to algal cultures under high 
mixing rates, decrease of illumination 
surface area upon scale-up 

Internally-
illuminated 
photobioreactors 

Efficient usage of both natural and 
artificial light, heat-sterilized 
under pressure 

Outdoor mass cultivation requires further 
development, capital costs, cleanability, 
loss of energy in transmission to optical 
fibers 

Plastic bags 
photobioreactors 

Low cost, sterility, scalability Inadequate mixing, disposal of great 
amounts of plastic (large scale), fragile 

 

1.4.2 General culture parameters 

Many algae species are flexible in terms of temperature conditions, being able to grow in a 

wide range normally between 15 – 30 °C. However, for C. reinhardtii a temperature range 

of 20 – 25 °C has been traditionally recommended. Regarding pH, this parameter usually 

fluctuates due to CO2 intake and O2 generation, not affecting growth within a certain range 

proximal to neutral. However, O2 needs to be controlled in larger scale cultures so that it 

does not build-up and reach inhibitory levels, which are known to affect negatively 

photosynthesis in many algal species (Acién Fernández et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012). CO2 
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is usually supplemented in a concentration of 5 % in air and its limitation in phototrophic 

conditions can generate metabolic changes that result in accumulation of large amounts of 

starch (Harris, 2001).  

Mixing is crucial for aeration, and to avoid sedimentation and shading of cells in the 

interior of the culture, which interferes with the light penetration and, therefore, light 

incidence. Cultures should be stirred or shaken constantly for maximum growth yield 

(Harris et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2012).  

There are three modes of cultivation for C. reinhardtii based on the carbon source used for 

energy and biomass synthesis: phototrophic, heterotrophic and mixotrophic modes. 

Phototrophic cultivation requires light and an inorganic carbon source in the form of CO2; 

heterotrophic cultivation is based in the use of organic carbon sources only; and 

mixotrophic cultivation benefits from both of the previous modes, metabolising both 

inorganic and organic carbon sources. As a result of a flux balance analysis (FBA) of C. 

reinhardtii cultivated under different conditions, it was possible to estimate the yields on 

carbon for biomass production, observing that heterotrophic cultivation has a low yield, 

while mixotrophic and phototrophic modes are significantly more carbon efficient. These 

estimates can also be taking into account for the selection of one mode over the other, 

depending on the type of recombinant product expressed, considering for example 

whether or not it is growth-associated (Boyle and Morgan, 2009). These yields of biomass 

production are in agreement with the observations that both phototrophic and 

mixotrophic modes of cultivation induce faster growth than heterothophic mode (Harris, 

2001) 

1.4.3 Phototrophic culture 

C. reinhardtii can be grown under phototrophic conditions supplemented with inorganic 

carbon (CO2) as the carbon source and minimal medium containing mostly salts, nitrogen, 

phosphorous, potassium and trace elements. Light provides the energy necessary for 

maintenance and cell growth, which is accumulated in the form of ATP. When irradiation 

exceeds the photosynthetic capacity of the cell, only a fraction of it is actually absorbed 

and used for growth and maintenance. The remaining light, which can account for as much 

as 85 – 90 %, is dissipated as heat or fluorescence, making light absorption an inefficient 

process (Janssen et al., 2003; Mussgnug et al., 2007). In general terms, light conditions for 
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phototrophic cultivation of C. reinhardtii are in the range of 50 – 100 µmol m-2 s-1 for low 

light intensity, and 350 – 1200 µmol m-2 s-1 for high light intensity (Niyogi, 2009). 

In dense cultures, light intensity decreases with the distance from the illuminated surface 

due to self-shading of the cells and light absorption by intracellular pigments. This fact, 

together with the existing mixing conditions, creates cycles of light and dark phases, which 

can be easily observed in an air-lift reactor (Figure 1.8), in which the light seems to form a 

gradient as it penetrates the reactor (Barbosa et al., 2003).  

 

Figure 1.8 Example of an air-lift photobioreactor and the light gradient formed along its radial section 
(replicated from Barbosa et al., 2003) 

In an experiment carried out by Janssen et al. (2000a) , C. reinhardtii cells were cultivated 

in a turbidostat-type reactor (constant turbidity) and exposed to continuous light and 

defined light/dark cycles with distinct light fractions (fraction of time cells are subjected 

to light during a light/dark cycle given by biomass density) and different exposure times 

to darkness, finding that a photon flux density (PFD) higher than 700 µmol m-2 s-1 caused 

inhibition of the growth rate. When comparing 24 hours of saturating continuous light 

against 16/8 hours day/night cycle, the growth rate decreased by only 12 %, even though 

the light supply was decreased by a third.  

Another study conducted by the same group (Janssen et al., 2000b) used air-lift reactors, 

where gas exchange is discarded as a limiting factor due to efficient mixing, and analysed 

the effect of photoinhibition given by higher PFDs. It was observed that the specific growth 
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rate of C. reinhardtii under continuous illumination of 1153 µmol m-2 s-1 was the same as 

the growth rate determined at 627 µmol m-2 s-1 (highest non-inhibitory PFD according to 

the previous study), which agrees with the premise that photosynthetic organisms are 

more efficient at low photon flux densities. Also, the growth rate observed at this high PFD 

under continuous illumination and different light/dark cycles gave evidence of the 

acclimation of the light-absorbing photosystems to diverse light regimes.  

1.4.4 Heterotrophic culture  

Heterotrophic cultivation offers some advantages in comparison to phototrophic 

cultivation, comprising exclusion of light limitation, a potential higher cell density and 

productivity, and lower costs of processing (Chen and Chen, 2006). Moreover, light-

induced proteases in the chloroplast are less active potentially diminishing the protein 

degradation rate under this growth condition (Adam and Clarke, 2002; Nair and 

Ramaswamy, 2004). 

C. reinhardtii is a facultative phototroph and can therefore be grown in the dark supplied 

with an alternative organic carbon source. However, this organism can only grow 

heterotrophically when provided with acetate; other intermediates of the tricarboxylic 

acid cycle cannot sustain heterotrophic growth, nor other carbon sources such as hexoses, 

pentoses, glycerol, ethanol or organic compounds (Harris et al., 2009d). Acetate can be 

directly activated to acetyl-CoA in one step mediated by the enzyme acetyl-CoA 

synthetase, and in this way incorporated into the glyoxylate cycle. This cycle generates one 

molecule of succinate starting from two molecules of acetate, which is further used in the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) to produce energy (Figure 1.9). 

When C. reinhardtii was grown in a chemostat in darkness at 35 °C and pH 7.2 using 

acetate as the sole carbon and energy source (3.4 g L-1), cell densities of around 1.5 g L-1 

were obtained. Acetate worked as a growth inhibitor at high cell concentrations, most 

probably due to sodium accumulation (when sodium acetate is supplemented), which has 

been reported to be inhibitory at concentrations near 7 g L-1; therefore, the use of other 

acetate substrates, such as ammonium acetate or acetic acid, has been suggested (Chen 

and Johns, 1996). 
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Figure 1.9 Scheme of the glyoxylate cycle in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (replicated from Stern, 2009). 

Regarding the nitrogen source, different sources have been evaluated (Zhang et al., 1999) 

finding that urea gave the best results for maximum cell concentration and specific growth 

rate, however, C. reinhardtii uses preferably inorganic ammonium salts as the nitrogen 

source (Harris et al., 2009d). 

1.4.5 Mixotrophic culture 

Mixotrophic cultivation of C. reinhardtii using both organic and inorganic carbon sources 

seems to be the most effective growth strategy, since the effect of light limitation is less 

pronounced. Moreover, it has been clearly observed that this mode of cultivation gives the 

highest biomass yield, when appropriate concentrations of acetate are applied (Moon et 

al., 2013).  

Cultures supplemented with acetate and dim light (4 µmol m-2 s-1) displayed a plastome 

content at least twice as high as its counterpart grown under phototrophic conditions (20 

µmol m-2 s-1), most likely due to a shorter generation time of the cells grown 

mixotrophically (5 h instead of 12). Nonetheless, this phenotypic change did not give 

improve results in terms of recombinant protein productivity (Eberhard et al., 2002).  

A broader study analysed the effect of CO2 concentration on photosynthesis efficiency in 

phototrophic cultures and compared it to a mixotrophic condition (Fischer et al., 2006). 
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When exposed to a light intensity of 120 µmol m-2 s-1, the mixotrophic culture showed 

higher growth rate, whereas the high-CO2 phototrophic culture showed the highest oxygen 

production, surpassing by over 2-fold the level in the other conditions (low-CO2 

phototrophic and mixotrophic). These three modes of cultivation were also exposed to 

high-intensity light (2500 µmol m-2 s-1), where the high-CO2 culture showed a dramatic 

decrease and subsequent cell death, while the other cultures were less sensitive showing a 

much slower decrease on cell density. In order to address how this photo-oxidative stress 

affects gene expression, DNA microarrays containing different nuclear or plastid genes for 

all culture modes were evaluated. Fischer and colleagues found that induction of gene 

expression was higher in both mixotrophic and high-CO2 cultures. However, only 

approximately half of the genes were strongly induced under both conditions, suggesting a 

distinctive effect of the acetate metabolism on the genome expression, which was linked to 

alternative respiration processes protecting the cells from photo-oxidative stress. 

 

1.5 Limitations when expressing foreign genes 

Different limitations need to be addressed and overcome in order to increase cell density 

and protein productivity in a recombinant algal culture with the ultimate purpose of 

establishing a commercially efficient process for the production of a recombinant protein. 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii can be genetically modified in order to alter or introduce 

variations in its genome, which could, as a result, lead to the generation of advantageous 

traits for the strain’s growth or for its protein production machinery. In a similar manner, 

the cultivation conditions used for growing C. reinhardtii such as media composition, light 

supply, light intensity and temperature, to name some, can also trigger changes in the cell 

culture performance, growth rate and protein productivity. Therefore, the use of these two 

approaches is analysed in the following sections with the objective of selecting genetic 

modifications and cultivation parameters to be studied that could potentially maximise 

biomass and/or protein productivity.  

1.5.1 Genetic modification approaches  

A strategy that has been scarcely studied in algae for improving transgene expression is 

the incorporation of regulatory sequences in the insert such as operators, in order to 

generate an inducible expression system that could overcome the disadvantages observed 
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in constitutively-expressed cassettes, in which the transgene expression can affect the 

algal metabolism and biomass density (Cardi et al., 2010). Research carried out by Kato et 

al. (2007) considered the design of a controllable gene expression system composed by 

either the promoters from 16S rRNA or rbcL, containing the lac repressor expression 

cassette. They examined the effect of the position of the operator, and both the repression 

and induction of transcription with the correspondent repressor and inducer molecules. 

For the rbcL promoter, induction was achieved, but repression was not observed; opposite 

results were obtained for the 16S rRNA promoter.  

As discussed previously for phototrophic cultivation, several strategies have been 

developed in order to achieve an optimal light exposure, in terms of light intensity, 

day/night cycle, and light/dark cycles within the light phase, but it will ultimately depend 

upon the type of photobioreactor available whether these manipulations can be effectively 

achieved. Conversely, it is possible to engineer certain cell photon-capture features in 

order to minimise efficiency losses in light absorption. One approach towards this goal has 

been performed by means of diminishing the light-harvesting antenna size. 

 A mutant strain of C. reinhardtii that had down-regulation of the LHC gene family was 

produced, exhibiting a decreased level of light-capture complexes and of chlorophyll 

content through a reduction in the antenna size. This feature additionally conferred a pale 

green phenotype and, as a result, deeper penetration of the light into the centre of the 

reactor, while maintaining a good rate of photosynthesis (Mussgnug et al., 2007). It could 

be observed that light dissipation from the antenna in the transformed strain was 

significantly reduced and photon capture efficiency was improved. Moreover, they 

discovered a higher tolerance to high-intensity light exposure (1400 µmol m-2 s-1) and, 

therefore, lower photoinhibition. Given this tolerance, cultures were grown at 1000 µmol 

m-2 s-1, and it was observed that cell growth and replication of the transformed strain was 

also considerably faster in comparison to the control, providing an additional advantage 

for the use of this type of engineered strains. A similar approach was subsequently used by  

Beckmann et al. (2009) to construct a new strain with constitutive repression of the LHC 

gene family, which showed a reduced concentration of LHCII proteins, a reduction of about 

15 % in the antenna size and a pale green phenotype as well. Additionally, they observed 

increasing photon conversion efficiency as light intensity increased, and higher cell 

density. This strategy could be utilised in high cell density cultures were cells are forced to 

acclimate to uneven light intensity distributions, such as the normal light gradients that 
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occur in the radial dimension of a reactor. Unfortunately, none of these studies evaluated 

the expression of a heterologous protein in such a mutant. 

1.5.1.1 Incorporation of a proteorhodopsin gene 

In some microorganisms it is possible to find completely different photoactive proteins 

that are distinct from the photosystems of algae and plants. These complexes are 

responsible for light absorption and utilisation, and they present an interesting alternative 

protein to be co-expressed in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii. 

These photoactive proteins are known as microbial rhodopsins and are seven-helix 

transmembrane proteins that bind covalently to all-trans-retinal. Light can induce 

isomerisation of all-trans-retinal to 13-cis-retinal (Figure 1.10), resulting in 

conformational changes of the rhodopsin structure that turn it into either a light-activated 

ion pump or phototactic/photophobic biosensor.  Recent research on marine bacteria and 

eukaryotes has revealed novel forms of retinal-based phototrophy with wider functions, 

including light-switched enzymes, light-gated ion channels and light sensors which couple 

to transducer proteins (Bryant and Frigaard, 2006; Ernst et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 1.10 Proteorhodopsin is activated by photoisomerization of all-trans retinal to 13-cis retinal at 
wavelengths of 470 nm. After photoisomerization, the covalently bound retinal spontaneously relaxes 
to all-trans in the dark, providing closure of the ion channel and regeneration of the chromophore 
(replicated from Wong et al., 2012). 

The first evidence of the existence of this type of protein in the Bacteria domain was 

reported 14 years ago (Béjà et al., 2000). These so called proteorhodopsins have the 

ability to generate a photochemically reactive pigment when linked to all-trans retinal. 

Once expressed in E. coli supplemented with retinal, a net outward transport of protons 

was observed, providing evidence for its suspected function as a light-driven proton pump 

(Figure 1.11), and the demonstration of its fast photocycle half-time confirmed this 

function rather than as a sensory rhodopsin.  
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Figure 1.11 Schematic diagram representing the location and function of proteorhodopsin in the cell 
membrane. When activated by light in the presence of all-trans-retinal, it triggers proton pumping 
outwards, and these protons are reincorporated by means of the ATP synthase, generating in this way 
ATP (Adapted from Johnson and Schmidt-Dannert, 2008). 

From this point onwards, the existence of different types of proteorhodopsins has been 

reported (Béjà et al., 2001), where energy-generating pigments are spectrally tuned to 

either shallow or deeper water light fields, evolving into the classification of blue-

absorbing proteorhodopsins, BPR, (absorbance maximum of 490 nm) and green-

absorbing proteorhodopsins, GPR, (absorbance maximum of 520 nm).  

For one class of Flavobacteria expressing a recombinant proteorhodopsin, it was observed 

that light had a positive effect on growth, being primarily stimulated by green rather than 

blue or red light (Gómez-Consarnau et al., 2007). It was additionally noticed that 

supplementation with low or intermediate concentrations of organic matter together with 

light exposure, improved growth and size of the cells. Other studies performed in E. coli 

expressing the proteorhodopsin demonstrated that a) during respiratory challenges, light-

powered proton pumping with green illumination could increase the cellular 

electrochemical potential of protons across the membrane to the extent that it powered 

cell motility and enhanced cell survival (Walter et al., 2007), and b) ATP synthesis could be 

augmented when the culture was light-induced due to reincorporation of protons to the 

cell through the ATP synthase complex, representing a 29 % increase over identical cell 

preparations without light exposure (Martinez et al., 2007).  A study with populations of 

Flavobacteria and bacteria from the SAR11 clade expressing proteorhodopsin was 

performed, and these cultures were exposed to continuous light, continuous dark and 

12/12 hour dark/light cycles. It was found that for both bacteria types the population 
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showed a higher growth when grown under dark/light cycles (Lami et al., 2009). 

Regarding proteorhodopsin transcript to gene ratio, they observed an up-regulation of 

proteorhodopsin expression by continuous light and dark/light cycles, along with a down-

regulation by continuous dark, and the differential expression of proteorhodopsin in these 

two systems could be possibly linked to the physiological status and nutrient availability.  

Soon after, evidence was gathered for the presence of green-absorbing proteorhodopsins 

in a member of the Vibrio genus and it was demonstrated that proteorhodopsin 

phototrophy represents a physiological mechanism that imparted an increased capacity to 

survive during periods of starvation in seawater (Gómez-Consarnau et al., 2010). This 

research observed an improved survival during starvation when cells were exposed to 

light, and improved capacity to recover growth in nutrient-rich environments after 

starvation when exposed to light. Another group observed that the expression of 

proteorhodopsin in the bacterium Shewanella oneidensis conferred extended viability 

under nutrient limitation as well, in addition to an increase in electricity generation 

(Johnson et al., 2010). More recently, some evidence of naturally-occurring 

proteorhodopsin in eukaryotic organisms has been reported (Slamovits et al., 2011) but 

its function has not been identified thus far. It has been speculated that this protein could 

be useful to absorb light in the green spectrum in order to fill the gap in the chlorophyll 

spectrum (Figure 1.12), expecting that PR could either increase the rate of carbon fixation 

or the growth rate of photosynthetic organisms by means of the additional energy supply 

(Walter et al., 2010). 

In terms of green light usage, it has been observed that in vertical-column reactors green 

light was able to penetrate further inside into the reactor, but this could have been 

detected because the chlorophyll a of the green alga cultivated does not absorb light of this 

wavelength (Janssen et al., 2003). However, this fact demonstrates how this light is unused 

because no green-absorbing machinery is present in this type of organisms. 
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Figure 1.12 Gap filled in the light absorption range by incorporation of proteorhodopsin in 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (replicated from Walter et al. 2010) 

The incorporation of a third photosystem for green light capture and enhanced 

photophosphorylation is considered as a promising strategy to pursue. It is expected that 

the expression of this protein in the chloroplast could increase overall energy production 

and, hence, cell growth. Further details of the protein chosen for this study are detailed in 

chapter 3. 

1.5.2 Cultivation condition approaches 

As discussed in previous sections, cultivation parameters can significantly influence the 

recombinant protein yield, affecting cellular mechanisms, microalgal growth and cell 

density. In addition to the major effect of light, it has been observed that media can also 

have a marked influence on cell growth and protein expression (Moon et al., 2013). 

Moreover, it is widely accepted that cultivation under certain conditions, such as nitrogen 

deprivation, can trigger specific metabolic pathways conducive to the accumulation of 

particular metabolites, in this case, accumulation of storage starch and triacylglycerols 

(TAGs) (Msanne et al., 2012; Yen et al., 2013).  

Other parameters such as temperature and pH have not been intensively studied, but can 

clearly affect cultivation performance. To be best of my knowledge, only one published 

work studying the temperature effect on cell growth and lipid production in C. reinhardtii 

is available in the literature (James et al., 2013) and it was reported that temperatures 

between 32 – 35 °C improve cell growth rate, whereas a temperature of 38 °C, or below the 

traditional 25 °C, have a detrimental effect on cell growth rate and cell density achieved. 
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No observations were made on the effect of temperature on the expression of a 

recombinant protein. 

Fluorescent proteins have become increasingly important as tools to evaluate gene 

expression in vivo. As mentioned in section 1.3.1, the availability of a fluorescent protein as 

a detectable marker in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii has proven very challenging, with 

no well-expressed fluorescent proteins available so far. Such a marker would be of great 

benefit for studies of different cultivation parameters as well as the effect of various 

regulatory sequences, in order to identify optimal conditions that maximise protein 

accumulation. 

There are several features of a fluorescent protein that make it eligible for a certain 

organism/objective. Among these, it is worth mentioning that this protein should not be 

toxic to the host, it should be expressed efficiently and provide sufficient brightness that 

can be detected above the auto-fluorescence of the host, and it should be insensitive to 

environmental changes (Shaner et al., 2005).    

Many fluorescent proteins are currently available; however, a novel green fluorescent 

protein isolated relatively recently from the coral species Cyphastrea microphthalma 

named vivid Verde Fluorescent protein (VFP) has been reported to be at least twice as 

bright as the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (Ilagan et al., 2010). VFP offers a 

potential improved marker to be tested in C. reinhardtii, not only for evaluating gene 

expression, but also to visualise how different culture parameters affect the culture’s 

growth and recombinant protein expression.  
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1.6 Motivation and rationale 

There is an ever-increasing need for the production of recombinant proteins, especially for 

human application, using efficient, low-cost hosts. Green microalgae seem to be a 

promising group of organisms for such biotechnology. The aim of this project was, 

therefore, to address some of the main factors limiting recombinant protein production in 

the chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii in order to obtain a higher recombinant 

protein level.  

The project encompassed two different approaches: 

1. Genetic manipulation of the chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, in order to 

generate strains with improved features, in terms of both growth rate and 

recombinant protein expression. 

 

Light-capture efficiency was addressed by expressing a gene encoding a 

proteorhodopsin, and its effect was analysed in terms of improved specific growth 

rate/cell density and extension of the culture lifespan. 

 

Gene expression and protein accumulation was addressed by testing different 

promoters and regulatory sequences. To assess these different regulatory sequences, 

a gene for the newly reported fluorescent protein VFP was expressed and its 

expression as a reporter was characterised.  

 

2. Bioprocess optimisation for the expression of a recombinant protein in the 

chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, comprising a study of three different 

parameters that may affect cell growth and protein productivity of a C. reinhardtii 

culture.  This section included the usage of the fluorescent protein in different genetic 

backgrounds, by which not only protein expression but functionality of the protein 

produced can be assessed. The parameters chosen for this study were light intensity, 

media composition and temperature. 

 

By merging both approaches it was expected to establish genetic and bioprocess 

parameters that lead to an increased recombinant protein productivity, and move towards 

the overall objective of developing the microalgal chloroplast as an expression system 

comparable to current bacterial systems. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Strains and culture conditions 

2.1.1 Escherichia coli 

The Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used as a host cell for DNA amplification and plasmid 

construction. This strain shows an F- genotype, which describes a strain that does not 

contain the fertility factor (F), and therefore is not able to mate by conjugation, acting as a 

recipient only (www.openwetware.org). Among its features, it includes lacZΔM15 for 

blue/white colour screening of colonies on plates containing X-gal; recA1, which ensures 

increased insert stability and prevents unwanted recombination; and endA1, which 

improves the yield and quality of plasmid DNA prepared from minipreps 

(www.lifetechnologies.com).  

This strain was grown in lysogeny broth (LB) at 37 °C and 200 rpm in a shaker incubator 

(SI60 Incubator, Stuart Scientific). When grown in solid medium, plates with LB medium 

supplemented with 1.5 % agar were used. When DH5α contained a plasmid carrying the 

bla gene, conferring ampicillin resistance, the medium was supplemented with 100 µg   

mL-1 of the antibiotic. For long term storage, strains of E. coli were stored in 25 % glycerol 

at -80 °C. 

2.1.2 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Different Chlamydomonas reinhardtii strains were used depending on the purpose. The 

wild-type strain CC-1021 (mt+) was used as a control strain. Expression of 

proteorhodopsin and vfp were carried out in the cell wall-deficient strain TN72, which is a 

psbH-deficient strain developed in the Purton group (Ninlayarn, 2012) and originated 

from the strain CW15.3A (mt+). The recipient strain Bst-same (BST), used for expression 

of vfp, is a cell-walled psbH-deficient strain originated from the wild-type strain CC-1021 

(O’Connor et al., 1998). The rbcL-deficient strains CC-2803 and CC-2653 are both cell-

walled strains with defective rbcL. The strain CC-2803 was developed by Newman et al. 

(Newman et al., 1991) and features a disrupted rbcL with a 0.48 kb insertion from the 

yeast plasmid YEp24, whereas the strain CC-2653 was shown to contain a point mutation 

(TGG mutated to TAG) in the residue 66 near the 5′ end region of the rbcL coding 

sequence, causing an early termination of the RbcL protein synthesis and ultimate absence 
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of RuBisCo (Spreitzer et al., 1985). All strains were part of the Purton laboratory’s stock, 

except for CC-2653, which was purchased from the Chlamydomonas Resource Center 

(University of Minnesota, USA). 

Apart from CC-1021, all of the previously mentioned algal strains are photosynthesis-

deficient; therefore, these were all grown in dim light (~ 5 µmol m-2 s-1) using tris-acetate-

phosphate (TAP) medium. When photosynthesis was restored through transformation, 

these were cultivated in mixotrophic mode in 25 mL flasks with TAP medium, and 

operation conditions were 140 rpm of agitation, 25 °C and continuous light exposure       

(~ 150 µmol m-2 s-1) in an illuminated incubator shaker (Innova 4430 Incubator shaker, 

New Brunswick Scientific), unless otherwise stated. 

When grown on solid medium, nutrient agar plates containing TAP medium supplemented 

with 2 % bacto agar were used. Plates were incubated at 25 °C and continuous light 

exposure varied between 30 – 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Long term storage was also carried out in 

plates containing TAP medium supplemented with 2 % bacto agar in dim light                    

(~ 5 µmol m-2 s-1) at 20 °C. Plates were streaked every 4 weeks in order to ensure a 

permanently viable stock. 

Starter cultures were made using a loop of healthy C. reinhardtii which was inoculated into 

a 50 mL flask with 25 mL of TAP medium. This culture was grown to mid-exponential 

phase. Optical density at 750 nm (OD750) was measured at this point in order to inoculate a 

fresh flask with TAP medium to a final OD750=0.25 (unless otherwise stated). For 

cultivation in the photobioreactor, a starter culture at the same conditions as above 

mentioned was established, and this was used to inoculate a 500 mL flask of the 

corresponding medium to an OD750=0.25 (unless otherwise stated). 

Different temperature conditions were used, which correspond to 25 (standard cultivation 

temperature), 30 and 37 °C. Light intensity was also varied, using either 30, 50 or                  

150 µmol m-2 s-1 in shaking incubator and 20, 200 or 800 µmol m-2 s-1 in the 

photobioreactor. 
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2.2 Media composition 

Bacterial cultures were grown in LB medium (10 g L-1 bacto-tryptone, 5 g L-1 yeast extract 

and 10 g L-1 sodium chloride). For solid medium, granulated 1.5 % Difco agar was added. 

C. reinhardtii was grown using different media, which include tris-acetate-phosphate 

(TAP), high salt minimal medium (HSM) and tris-acetate-phosphate medium without 

acetate, also known as tris-minimal (TP). TP and HSM do not contain any carbon source; 

therefore, they only allow phototrophic growth. Media compositions are shown in Table 

2.1. In the case of TP medium, its preparation follows the same recipe as TAP, but its pH is 

adjusted with HCl rather than acetic acid. All chemicals used were of analytical grade and 

distilled water was used in all preparations. 

Table 2.1 Media composition for tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP) and high salt minimal medium (HSM) 
used for C. reinhardtii growth (Adapted from Rochaix et al., 1988). 

For 1 L TAP medium HSM medium 

H
2
O 975 mL 925 mL 

Tris 2.42 g - 
a 4 X Beijerinck Salts 25 mL 25 mL 
b 1M (K)PO

4
  pH 7.0 1 mL - 

c Trace Elements  1 mL 1 mL 
d 2x PO

4
 for HSM - 50 mL 

Glacial Acetic Acid ~1 mL to pH 7.0 - 

 

a 4 X Beijerinck Salts: 0.3 M NH4Cl, 14 mM g CaCl2·2 H2O, 16 mM MgSO4·7 H2O 

b 1M (K)PO4 pH 7.0: 1M K2HPO4 titrated to pH 7.0 with 1M KH2PO4  

c Trace elements: 180 mM H3BO4, 77 mM ZnSO4·7 H2O, 26 mM MnCl2·4 H2O, 18 mM 

FeSO4·7 H2O, 7 mM CoCl2·6 H2O, 6 mM CuSO4·5 H2O, 0.9 mM (NH4)6Mo7O24·4 H2O 

d 2x PO4 for HSM: 80 mM K2HPO4 and 50 mM KH2PO4, adjusted to pH 6.9 with KOH 

 

2.3 Cell density and dry biomass measurements 

Cell density was determined by measuring absorbance at 750 nm (UV2 UV/Vis 

Spectrometer, Unicam) where there is no chlorophyll interference. This absorbance 

represents the optical density (OD) of the culture. Cell count was carried out using a 

hemocytometer and a bright field microscope at 40 X magnification (CH, Olympus). Due to 
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cell motility, a volume of 1 mL of algal sample was first treated with 10 µl of tincture of 

iodine (0.25 g iodine in 100 mL 95 %  ethanol), which  immobilizes cells. 

For determining dry cell biomass, 500 mL cultures were grown in the photobioreactor and 

50 mL of culture were harvested at different stages, centrifuged at 4000 x g and the pellet 

was stored at – 20 °C overnight. This pellet was dried overnight in a pre-weighted tube 

using a freeze drying system (Freeze Dryer Modulyo, Edwards) and the final weight was 

recorded once it stabilised. A calibration curve was developed (appendix 2) in order to 

calculate dry biomass in the different cultivation conditions used. 

 

2.4 Growth rate calculations 

Specific growth rate (µ) was calculated as shown in equation 2.1: 

 

𝜇 = (ln 𝑂𝐷𝑡 − ln 𝑂𝐷0)/𝑡                             (2.1) 

 

where ODt and OD0 represent the optical density at 750 nm of the culture at time t and 

time zero of the exponential stage. µ is expressed in h-1. 

 

The doubling time (Td) was calculated from equation 2.2: 

 

𝑇𝑑 = ln 2/𝜇                                                   (2.2) 

 

 

 

2.5 Molecular Biology 

2.5.1 Bacterial plasmid isolation 

Low concentration (< 20 µg) plasmid isolation and purification was performed using the 

commercial GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit (Thermo Scientific) as per manufacturer’s 

instructions. Briefly, 1.5 mL of bacterial culture was harvested and lysed. The lysate was 

then cleared by centrifugation and applied on a silica column to selectively bind DNA 

molecules at a high salt concentration. The adsorbed DNA was washed to remove 
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contaminants, and the pure plasmid DNA was eluted in 20 µL of elution buffer. An estimate 

concentration of the DNA in each sample was determined measuring the absorbance of the 

sample at a wavelength of 260 nm (ND-1000 Spectrophotometer, Nanodrop). 

For isolation of a larger amount of plasmid (< 100 µg) the commercial QIAfilter Plasmid 

Midi Kit (Qiagen) was used as per manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, a 4 mL bacterial 

culture was grown for 8 hours and used to inoculate a fresh 50 mL LB medium flask that 

was grown overnight. The whole culture volume was lysed and cleared by centrifugation. 

The cleared lysate was then loaded onto an anion-exchange tip where plasmid DNA 

selectively binds under appropriate low-salt and pH conditions. RNA, proteins, 

metabolites, and other low-molecular-weight impurities were removed by a medium-salt 

wash, and pure plasmid DNA was eluted in high-salt buffer. The DNA was concentrated 

and desalted by isopropanol precipitation and collected by centrifugation, to then be 

eluted in 50 µL of elution buffer. These purified plasmids were used for transforming C. 

reinhardtii.  

2.5.2 Polymerase chain reaction 

DNA amplification was carried out by means of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The 

primers (synthesised by Eurofins) used for each reaction are listed in Appendix 1. All 

reactions were performed in a final volume of 50 µL, where the reagents listed in Table 2.2 

were added. When more than two primers were used, or more DNA volume was added, 

the according volume difference was subtracted from the distilled water volume. 

Reactions were run in a TC-3000G thermocycler (Techne) and the following cycle 

conditions were used: 30 s of initial denaturation at 98 °C, 25 cycles of 10 s denaturation, 

30 s of annealing at 3 °C above the annealing temperature (Tm) of the lowest Tm primer, 

and extension at 72 °C for 15 s per kb for plasmid DNA/30 s per kb for genomic DNA. A 

final elongation of 5 min at 72 °C was carried out and the cycle was held at 4 °C. 
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Table 2.2 Reagents and volume added to perform polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 

Reagent Stock concentration Volume [μl] 

DNA ∼ 1 µg genomic DNA 

∼ 20 ng plasmid DNA 

2 

Phusion HF reaction buffer 5 X 10 

Forward primer 100 pmol µL-1 0.5 

Reverse primer 100 pmol µL-1 0.5 

Nucleotides mix (dNTPs)  100 mM 1 

Phusion polymerase 100 U 0.5 

Distilled water  35.5 

   

Final Volume  50 

 

2.5.2.1 PCR screening for homoplasmic transformants in TN72/BST 

transformed with the pASapI vector 

Screening for homoplasmic transformants when using the expression vector pASapI for 

transformation was performed following the strategy displayed in Figure 2.1 (Ninlayarn, 

2012) using the primers FLANK1, atpA.R, rbcL.Fn and MluR2. 

 

Figure 2.1 Primers used for PCR screening of homoplasmic transformants in TN72/BST hosts. 

The wild-type strain CC-1021 and the strain TN72 were used as controls. Expected bands 

are as follows: wild-type (WT) 1.0 kb; TN72 0.85 kb, positive transformant 1.2 kb. For the 

case of BST transformants, the TN72 assay was not needed. 
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Figure 2.2 PCR screening for TN72 transformants expressing a foreign gene using the pASapI 
expression vector. Primers used are FLANK1, atpA.R, rbcL.Fn and MluR2. Expected bands are as 
follows: wild-type (WT) 1.0 kb; TN72 0.85 kb; homoplasmic transformant 1.2 kb. 

2.5.3 Restriction endonuclease digestion 

DNA samples were digested with the appropriate restriction enzyme (New England 

Biolabs) as per manufacturer’s instructions. The only exceptions to this were the enzymes 

SapI and SphI, which were supplied by Fermentas due to improved performance in double 

digestion.  

2.5.4 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was carried out using 1 % agarose gels in 1X TAE buffer (0.04 

M Tris, 1 mM sodium EDTA, 17.5 mM glacial acetic acid) supplemented with 0.1 µg mL-1 of 

ethidium bromide. Gels were run in 1X TAE buffer at 90 V (Sigma tanks; Power pac 300, 

Biorad) and visualized using a 302 nm UV illuminator. Images were printed on 

black/white thermal paper (UVP Gel Documentation System). 

For loading DNA samples into the gel, 6X loading buffer (2.5 % Ficoll 400, 11 mM EDTA, 

3.3 mM Tris-HCl, 0.017 % SDS, 0.015 % bromophenol blue) was used to a concentration of 

1X. The markers GeneRuler DNA ladder mix and GeneRuler 1 kb DNA ladder (Thermo 

Scientific) were used at a concentration of 0.5 µg per lane. 

2.5.5 DNA fragment extraction from agarose gels 

The commercial GeneJET gel extraction kit (Thermo Scientific) was used for recovery of 

DNA fragments from agarose gels. In short, bands were excised from the agarose gel, 
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solubilised in binding buffer and purified on a silica-based membrane contained in a spin 

column, from where the pure DNA fragment was eluted.  

2.5.6 Removal of 5’ phosphate from DNA using Antarctic phosphatase 

In order to prevent re-ligation of the backbone vector after digestion, Antarctic 

phosphatase (New England Biolabs) was used to remove the 5’ phosphate. DNA samples 

were treated with 2 units of enzyme per ug of DNA and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. The 

reaction was inactivated with 20 min incubation at 65 °C. 

2.5.7 PCR product purification 

PCR fragments were purified using the GeneJET PCR purification kit (Thermo Scientific) as 

per manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, primers, dNTPs, unincorporated nucleotides, 

enzymes, and salts from PCR and other reaction mixtures were removed using a silica-

based membrane in the form of a spin column, and the DNA fragment was then eluted and 

recovered for further experiments. 

2.5.8 DNA Ligation 

The purified DNA fragments were ligated using a molar ratio of insert:backbone of 3:1. 

The ligation was conducted using 1 unit of T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) per 1 µg 

of DNA, supplemented with 10 mM ATP and T4 DNA ligase buffer to a final volume of 10 

µL. The reaction was incubated for 2 h at room temperature.  

2.5.9 Cloning PCR products into the pJET vector 

Cloning of PCR products for the formation of the psbC.KO plasmid was performed using 

the commercial vector CloneJET PCR cloning kit (Fermentas) as per manufacturer’s 

instructions. In brief, the pJET 1.2/blunt vector was ligated to the blunt-end PCR fragment 

by the action of the T4 DNA ligase. This plasmid was used for transformation in DH5α and 

cells were streaked onto LB plates supplemented with 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin. The 

recircularised vector expresses a lethal restriction enzyme after transformation and is not 

propagated, ensuring that only recombinant clones containing the insert appear on the 

transformation plates. 
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2.5.10  Gibson assembly for the generation of recombinant plasmids 

The principle of this method relies on the recombination of DNA fragments sharing 

terminal sequence overlaps. A 5’ exonuclease removes the nucleotides from the 5’ ends of 

adjacent double-stranded DNA fragments, giving the opportunity for complementary 

single-stranded DNA overhangs to anneal, followed by a seamless repair and sealing 

performed by a DNA polymerase and DNA ligase. 

 For the generation of the plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP using the one-step isothermal DNA 

assembly, the following procedure was carried out: 

1) Preparation of the 5X isothermal reaction buffer using the following reagents (volumes 

in brackets): 1 M DTT (50 µL), 100 mM NAD (50 µL), 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) (500 µL), 2 

M MgCl2 (25 µL). A mass of 0.25 g of PEG-8000 was dissolved in the previous mixture, 

and the resulting volume was centrifuged briefly and made up to 1 mL with distilled 

water. This volume was filter-sterilised using a 0.22 µm disposable filter. 

 

2) Preparation of the assembly mastermix: addition of 0.64 µL of T5 exonuclease to 320 

µL of the 5X isothermal reaction buffer. Then, to 32.1 µL of the buffer-exonuclease mix, 

the following reagents (volumes in brackets) were added: phusion polymerase (2 µL), 

Taq DNA ligase (16 µL), dNTP mix (3.2 µL) and distilled water (66.7 µL), reaching a 

final volume of 120 µL, which was aliquoted and stored at -20 °C. 

 

3) DNA fragments were added to the assembly mastermix, following equation 2.3 to make 

up a final volume of 20 µL. 

 

𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑙 ×  𝑁 × 660
𝑝𝑔

𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑙
× 1

𝜇𝑔

106𝑝𝑔
= 𝜇𝑔 𝐷𝑁𝐴 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡           (2.3) 

 

where pmol is the recommended amplicon value used in the reaction (0.01375 – 0.025 

pmol for 6 kb DNA fragments), N is the size of the DNA fragment in bp, and 330 pg 

pmol-1 is the average molecular weight of a nucleotide. A value of 0.01935 pmol for the 

backbone fragment, and 0.02275 pmol for the VFP fragment were used, and this 

mixture was incubated at 50 °C for 60 min. 
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4) The entire mixture was used for bacterial transformation as detailed in section 2.6.1, 

and bacteria were streaked onto LB plates supplemented with 100 µg mL-1 of 

ampicillin for transformant selection. 

2.5.11  Genomic DNA extraction 

Genomic DNA extraction was carried out in the following way: a small loop of actively-

growing cells was resuspended in 20 µL of sterile water, 20 µL of absolute ethanol were 

added to the tube and incubated for a minute at room temperature. Then, 200 µL of a 5 % 

suspension of Chelex 100 resin (Bio-Rad) were added and the sample was vortexed and 

heat shocked at 98 °C for 5 minutes. After brief cooling on ice, the tube was centrifuged for 

2 minutes at maximum speed and the supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and 

kept at – 20°C.  

 

2.5.12  DNA Sequencing 

DNA was sent for sequencing at the Wolfson Institute for Biomedical Research (UCL) using 

a Beckman Coulter CEQ 8000 genetic analysis system. Customised primers were provided 

at a concentration of 5 pmol μL-1, and DNA was supplied at a concentration of 100 ng µL-1 

for plasmid DNA, and 1 ng µL-1 per 100 bp for PCR fragments. 

 

2.6 Genetic Transformation 

2.6.1 Bacterial transformation 

Firstly, generation of competent cells was carried out using the strain DH5α from a frozen 

glycerol stock, which was streaked onto a LB plate and left overnight at 37 °C. A single 

colony was picked and inoculated into 10 mL of LB and left overnight at 37 °C. A volume of 

1 mL of the previous culture was added to 100 mL of fresh LB and incubated for 2.5 h at 37 

°C. The culture was cooled on ice for 15 min and centrifuged at 4000 x g for 5 min in 4 

tubes. The supernatant was removed from each tube and replaced by 10 mL of cold 50 mM 

CaCl2. Cells were resuspended and left on ice for 30 min. The tubes were centrifuged using 

the same conditions, and the supernatant was replaced by 1.5 mL of fresh 50 mM CaCl2. At 
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this stage the four sterilin tubes were pooled in one single tube and 3.5 mL of sterile 50 % 

glycerol were added. The resulting suspension was aliquoted and kept at -80 °C. 

 

Transformation was performed in the following way: to a tube containing 100 μL of 

competent DH5α cells, 1 μL of DNA (concentration 10-20 ng) was added, left on ice for 30 

min and then heat shocked at 42 °C for 60 s (Thermomixer comfort, Eppendorf). Once 

returned to ice, 1 mL of LB was added and the tube was placed in the shaker incubator for 

60 min at 37 °C. Volumes of 100, 200 and 800 µL of culture were spread onto solid LB 

supplemented with 100 μg/mL of corresponding antibiotic and left in a 37 °C incubator 

overnight for colony growth. Transformant colonies were picked and grown separately in 

10 mL of liquid LB with the corresponding antibiotic overnight for further analyses. 

 

2.6.2 Chloroplast transformation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

2.6.2.1 Transformation method using glass beads 

Firstly, a 25 mL starter culture was grown in mixotrophic conditions in TAP medium and 

this was used as inoculum for a 400 mL culture. Cells were harvested in mid-exponential 

phase and centrifuged at room temperature at 4000 x g for 5 min and the pellet was 

resuspended in HSM to a concentration 2 x 108 cells mL-1. Then, 300 µL of this cell 

suspension and 5 µg of plasmid DNA were added into an autoclaved 5 mL test tube 

containing 0.3 g of 0.4 mm diameter glass beads (BDH). The mixture was vortexed for 15 

seconds. Then, 3.5 mL of molten HSM supplemented with 0.5% bacto agar at 42 °C were 

added to each tube and poured quickly onto 2% bacto agar HSM plates, which were 

immediately covered with a black cloth to prevent phototactic migration of the cells, and 

allowed to set for 20 minutes. The plates were incubated under bright light                      

(150  µmol m-2 s-1) for 3 – 4 weeks.  

 

When transformant colonies appeared and had reached an appropriate size to be picked 

(∼ 1 mm), they were transferred individually to fresh HSM plates in order to force 

selection of transformants by phototrophy and to promote homoplasmy of the polyploid 

chloroplast genome. After three passages in HSM plates, a sample of each colony was 

collected and its genomic DNA was extracted in order to perform PCR analysis, as detailed 

in section 2.5.2.1. 
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2.6.2.2 Transformation method using microparticle bombardment 

The transformation yield with glass beads in host strains with intact cell wall can be low; 

therefore, microparticle bombardment was used as an alternative technique for 

chloroplast transformation. The principle of this technique relies on the bombardment of a 

lawn of algal cells streaked on an agar plate with tungsten particles coated with the DNA to 

be introduced. These particles are accelerated to very high velocity, and thus they can 

penetrate the cell wall and membranes of the alga and get into the chloroplast, where DNA 

can integrate by homologous recombination (Kindle et al., 1991). 

A 25 mL starter culture was grown in mixotrophic condition in TAP medium and this was 

used as inoculum for an 800 mL culture. Cells were harvested in mid-exponential phase 

and centrifuged at room temperature at 4000 x g for 5 min and the pellet was resuspended 

in HSM to a concentration 2 x 108 cells mL-1. In a sterile laminar flow, 0.25 mL of the cell 

suspension were streaked on TAP plates supplemented with 3 % bacto agar and incubated 

at 25 °C in dim light (∼ 10  µmol m-2 s-1) overnight. 

DNA is introduced into the chloroplast using microcarriers, which are prepared in the 

following manner (for 12 bombardments): in a 1.5 mL microfuge tube, 60 mg of tungsten 

particles were weighed, and 0.5 mL of 70 % ethanol was added. The mixture was vortexed 

for 180 – 300 s and incubated for 15 min. The mixture was centrifuged for 5 sec and the 

supernatant was discarded. The following steps were repeated 3 times: addition of 0.5 mL 

of sterile double de-ionised water, vortexing for 60 s, incubation to leave particles to settle 

for 60 s, centrifugation of the mixture for 5 s, and supernatant removal. Finally, 100 µL of 

50 % sterile glycerol were added. 

For coating of the microcarriers with the plasmid DNA, the microcarrier solution was 

vortexed for 300 s in order to resuspend and disrupt any agglomerated particles (and this 

was performed continuously throughout the procedure). While vortexing, the following 

reagents were added in the stated order: 7 µL of the DNA, 50 µL of 2.5 M CaCl2 and 20 µL 

of 0.1 M spermidine (Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was vortexed for 120 – 180 s, allowed to 

settle for 60 s and centrifuged for 2 s. The supernatant was discarded and 140 µL of 70 % 

ethanol were carefully added without disturbing the pellet. The liquid was removed and 

140 µL of 100 % ethanol were added without disturbing the pellet. The liquid was 

removed and 48 µL of 100 % ethanol were added. The pellet was resuspended by tapping 

the side of the tube several times and by vortexing at low speed for 2 – 3 s. 
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In a sterile laminar flow, 6 µL aliquots of microcarriers were placed on the centre of a 

sterile macrocarrier that was mounted in a macrocarrier holder. These were left to 

desiccate and then used for bombardment.  

The bombardment system used (Biolistic PDS1000/He System, Bio-Rad) is shown in 

Figure 2.3. To operate this system, it needs to be pressurized using Helium. For C. 

reinhardtii, a burst pressure of 900 – 1100 psi is normally used.   

 

Figure 2.3 Microparticle bombardment equipment. A) Unit components, front view. B) microparticle 
bombardment device, front view. C) Insertion of macrocarrier into macrocarrier holder with plastic 
insertion tool. D) Rupture disks. Images taken from www.bio-rad.com. 

For assembling the system, a rupture disk was placed in the recess of the rupture disk 

retaining cap. This cap was screwed onto the gas acceleration tube. A sterile stopping 

screen was placed on top of the stopping screen support, and the macrocarrier holder with 

macrocarrier was installed on the top rim of the fixed nest, with the microcarriers facing 

down towards the stopping screen. The microcarrier launch assembly was located on the 

second slot from the top in the sample chamber. 
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A TAP plate with the lawn of C. reinhardtii cells was placed on the petri dish holder, and 

this holder was placed at the 3 different levels inside the chamber and the sample 

chamber door was closed. 

For firing the system, the vacuum pump was turned on, and once the desired vacuum was 

reached, the vacuum switch was put in the hold position and then fired. After vacuum was 

released, the sample chamber door was opened and the TAP plate was immediately 

covered and removed. The assembly was carried out as described previously for each 

event of transformation and the plates were incubated in bright light at 25 °C for 3 – 4 

weeks until transformant colonies were recovered.  

When transformant colonies appeared and had an appropriate size to be picked, they were 

transferred individually to fresh HSM plates in order to force selection of transformants by 

phototrophy and to promote homoplasmy of the chloroplast DNA. After three passages in 

HSM plates, a sample of each colony was collected and its genomic DNA was extracted in 

order to perform PCR analysis, as detailed in section 2.5.2.1 (unless otherwise stated). 

 

2.7 Protein Expression Analyses 

2.7.1 Preparation of whole cell extracts for Western blot analysis 

Cells were harvested at different stages of cultivation depending on the experiment 

carried out. A volume that would represent a cell concentration equivalent to an OD750=15 

in 1 mL of volume was harvested, in order to normalise loading concentration of cells per 

well. This volume was transferred to a sterilin tube and centrifuged at 4000 x g for 5 min. 

The pellet was resuspended in 500 µL mL of solution A (0.8 M Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 0.2 M 

sorbitol, 1 % β-mercaptoethanol). Samples were used directly for SDS-PAGE or stored at – 

20 °C.  

Just before running the gel, 50 µL of each sample were mixed with 5.5 µL of 10 % SDS and 

boiled for 5 min in a block heater at 99 °C (Thermomixer R, Eppendorf). The samples were 

briefly cooled on ice and centrifuged for 2 min at maximum speed. 30 µL of the 

supernatant were loaded into a well of the gel (unless otherwise stated). When a positive 

control was used, this corresponded to a transformant line with a highly expressed HA-
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tagged protein that was processed in the same way, but only 10 µL were loaded onto the 

gel. 

2.7.2 Membrane protein extraction 

In order to generate an enriched membrane-protein fraction, the Mem-PER Eukaryotic 

Membrane Protein Extraction Reagent Kit (Thermo Scientific) was used as per 

manufacturer’s instructions, following the mammalian cell protocol. In brief, cells were 

lysed with a detergent and then a second detergent was added to solubilise the membrane 

proteins. The cocktail was incubated at 37 °C to separate the hydrophobic proteins from 

the hydrophilic proteins through phase partitioning. 

2.7.3 SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis  

Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used to 

separate proteins according to weight. Gels were cast using the mini-PROTEAN Tetra 

system (Bio-Rad). Each SDS gel encompasses two different gel fractions and it was 

prepared in the following way: 

- 15 % Resolving gel: 2.5 mL of acrylamide/bisacrylamide (40% stock at 37:1 acryl:bis 

ratio) were mixed with 0.835 mL of 8X resolving gel buffer (3.0 M Tris-HCl pH 8.8), 67 

µL of 10% SDS and 3 mL of distilled water. This mixture was left for degassing for 10 

min and then 0.25 mL of 10 % ammonium persulphate and 7.5 µL of TEMED were 

added and the mixture was quickly poured into a gel caster and allowed to polymerise. 

A thin layer of ethanol was added, causing the top of the resolving gel to form a smooth 

surface, and once the gel was set the alcohol was washed away. 

- 3.75 % Stacking gel: 0.235 mL of of acrylamide/bisacrylamide (40% stock at 37:1 

acryl:bis ratio) were mixed with 0.625 mL of 4X stacking gel buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 

6.8), 25 µL of 10 % SDS, 1.5 mL of distilled water, 0.125 mL of 10 % ammonium 

persulphate and 1.875 µL of TEMED. The gel was poured on top of the resolving gel and 

a 1 mm thickness well comb was placed to form the wells. After the gel was 

polymerised, the comb was removed. 

 

Samples were loaded into the gel, and the PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder 

(Thermo Scientific) was used as a molecular weight marker. Gels were run in 1X Reservoir 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_dodecyl_sulfate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyacrylamide_gel
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buffer (10X buffer: 0.25 M Tris, 1.92 M glycine, 1 % SDS) at 120 V for 2.5 hours, or until the 

desired resolution was achieved. 

 

2.7.4 Immunological detection by Western blot analysis 

After running SDS-PAGE, the gel was soaked in Towbin buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM 

glycine, 0.1 % SDS, 20 % methanol), together with the Hybond-ECL nitrocellulose 

membrane (GE Healthcare) and 12 pieces of 3 MM Whatman blotting paper for 30 minutes 

at room temperature. Proteins from the gel were transferred to the membrane by semi-

dry electroblotting (Trans-Blot SD Semi-dry transfer cell, Bio-Rad). The transfer stack was 

assembled placing 6 sheets of blotting paper above and below the membrane, with the gel 

placed on top of the membrane. The assembly was rolled out to remove any bubbles and 

the electroblotting was run at 20V for 1 hour. 

 

The membrane was blocked in 0.5 % low fat milk in TBS-T (20 mM Tris base, 137 mM 

NaCl, 1 M HCl, 0.1 % Tween-20) at either room temperature for 1 hour or 4 °C overnight. 

After blocking, it was rinsed 3 times with TBS-T in an orbital shaker (Mini orbital shaker 

SSM1, Stuart) and incubated in an orbital shaker with the primary antibody in a 1:2000 

dilution in 0.5 % milk in TBS-T for 1 hour. Primary antibodies used were anti-HA antibody 

from rabbit (Sigma), anti-D1 from rabbit (Purton’s stock), and anti-rbcL from rabbit 

(Purton’s stock). The membrane was rinsed 4 times with TBS-T and incubated in an 

orbital shaker with a 1:25000 dilution of the secondary antibody in 0.5 % milk in TBS-T. 

Secondary antibodies used where anti-rabbit IgG: horseradish peroxidase linked whole 

antibody (GE Healthcare) for ECL detection, and anti-rabbit IR dye 800 nm fluorophore 

linked (Li-Cor Biosciences). Again, 3 washes with TBS-T were performed. 

 

In the case of ECL detection, excess TBS-T was removed from the membrane and the latter 

was incubated for 5 min with SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce) 

as per manufacturer’s instructions. Excess substrate was removed and the membrane was 

sealed in between plastic sheets using a heat sealer and placed in an exposure cassette. 

The membrane was exposed to Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare) for times ranging from 5 

sec to 1 hour depending on the antibody used, and the film was developed using an a 

Xograph automatic film developer. For infrared detection, the membrane was additionally 

rinsed twice with TBS buffer to remove any traces of Tween-20, left to dry for 30 min and 
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scanned using a quantitative fluorescence detection system (Odyssey Infrared Imaging 

System, Li-Cor Biosciences). 

 

2.7.5 Quantification of recombinant protein 

Quantification of HA-tagged proteins was carried out using a commercial HA-tagged 

protein (human CARHSP1, AbCam) of known concentration. For estimation of band 

concentration in gels, stocks of 50, 100 and 150 ng per well of standard protein were 

prepared and loaded. CARHSP1 protein gives a band of approximately 40 kDa. 

For calculations to estimate VFP concentration, the size of both CARHSP1 and VFP (27 

kDa) were considered, as shown in equation 2.4 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑃1 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 [𝑛𝑔] ×
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑉𝐹𝑃 [𝑘𝐷𝑎]

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝐶𝐴𝑅𝐻𝑆𝑃1 [𝑘𝐷𝑎]
 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝐹𝑃 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 [𝑛𝑔]          (2.4) 

This VFP concentration corresponds to 10 µL of sample loaded in the well.  

To calculate the protein concentration per volume of culture on each condition, the 

volume of Solution A and SDS (section 2.7.1) used to prepare samples for Western blot 

was taking into account, as shown in equation 2.5 

𝑉𝐹𝑃 [
𝑛𝑔

𝜇𝐿
] × 1.1 ×

500 𝜇𝐿 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴

𝑋 𝜇𝐿 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
= 𝑉𝐹𝑃 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 [

𝑛𝑔

𝜇𝐿
]                       (2.5) 

 

2.8 Fluorescence Measurements 

2.8.1 PSII auto-fluorescence measurement 

At room temperature, fluorescence in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is mainly emitted by the 

chlorophylls of the PSII in the chloroplast, as observed in Figure 2.4. In order to assess the 

phenotype of PSII-mutants in terms of their expected higher autofluorescence, samples 

from psbC/psbK knockout transformants were grown in TAP medium and harvested 

during exponential growth by centrifugation at 4000 x g for 5 min. The pellet was 

resuspended in HSM, and cell concentration was measured by absorbance at 680 nm. Cells 
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suspensions were normalised to an optical density of OD680=0.5 and samples were 

scanned across the range 550 – 800 nm for fluorescence emission at an excitation 

wavelength of 500 nm. 

 

Figure 2.4 Fluorescence emission of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cell suspension measured at room 
temperature (RT) and 77 K. Arrows indicate the main PSI and PSII emission peaks (replicated from 
Molecular Genetics of Chlamydomonas, EMBO practical course, 2006). 

2.8.2 Confocal Microscopy  

A volume of 5 µL of suspension samples of C. reinhardtii expressing VFP was mounted on a 

slide, let to dry for 20 min and examined with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope. VFP 

was excited by the 488 nm laser line. 

2.8.3 Flow cytometry  

Flow cytometry was carried out using a Cyan ADP system (Beckman Coulter) fitted with a 

standard FITC filter and fluorescence was detected in the range 510 – 550 nm. A volume of 

1 ml of each sample at an OD750 = 0.3 was used for each test. Control strains not expressing 

VFP grown in the same cultivation conditions as the strains expressing VFP were used for 

every measurement to account for the auto-fluorescence of each VFP-expressing strain.  

The median value obtained for the top 50 % population was used as the parameter for 

fluorescence. Values above auto-fluorescence (median value of the control strain) were 

attributed to VFP. The median value of fluorescence obtained for the VFP-expressing 

strain was compared to the value obtained from its negative control, and this shift was 

expressed as a percentage of fluorescence. Standard error was calculated for each 

condition measured (n = 4). 
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2.9 Cell size measurement 

Algal cells growing in different media conditions were evaluated for their average cell size 

using a particle size analyser (Mastersizer Hydro 2000SM, Malvern Instruments). Cells 

were harvested in mid-exponential phase and resuspended on its respective media to an 

OD750 = 0.5. A standard solution with particles of 30 nm was used. Data of cell size was 

obtained from the Mastersizer 2000 software. 
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3 EXPRESSION OF AN ADDITIONAL LIGHT-CAPTURE SYSTEM IN 

THE CHLOROPLAST OF CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII 

 

Light capture and utilisation in photosynthetic organisms is carried out by the light-

harvesting antenna complexes (LHCs) from the two photosystems present in chloroplasts, 

namely Photosystem I (PSI) and Photosystem II (PSII). Pigments such as chlorophylls and 

carotenoids are associated with these LHCs and their primary function is to absorb light 

triggering a series of oxido-reduction reactions that ultimately lead to the generation of O2, 

energy-storage molecules in the form of ATP, and reducing power in the form of NADPH. 

Chlorophylls a and b are the predominant antenna pigment forms in green tissues and 

they have distinctive absorption maxima in the blue-violet (wavelengths 400 – 500 nm) 

and the red (wavelengths 600 - 700 nm) regions of the light spectrum. When observing 

the chlorophyll a/b absorption spectrum it is undoubtedly noted that light is not 

efficiently absorbed in the green region (wavelengths 500 – 600 nm) (Figure 3.1). 

However, in chloroplasts of leaves it has been shown that green light can drive 

photosynthesis with high efficiency when absorbed (Terashima et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 3.1 Chlorophyll a, b and carotenoid absorbance spectra (replicated from Baker et al.  2012). 

As introduced in section 1.5.1, there is a different mechanism for light capture found in 

nature, which is based on retinal, and this form of phototrophy is widely observed in 

Archaea. Among these rhodopsin-like proteins, proteorhodopsins receive special attention 

since they have been found to be widely distributed in surface-dwelling prokaryotes (Béjà 

et al., 2001, 2000; Fuhrman et al., 2008). Proteorhodopsins can be classified into green-

absorbing or blue-absorbing proteorhodopsins, depending on the absorption maxima 
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exhibited, and they have been acknowledged to work as light-driven proton pumps (Béjà 

et al., 2000). The proton gradient generated transmembrane is efficiently used for ATP 

production. 

With this background on mind, it is hypothesised that the insertion of a green-absorbing 

photosystem like proteorhodopsin into the thylakoid membrane of a plant or algal 

chloroplast such as that of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii could fill the spectral hole and 

result in augmented proton pumping leading to a higher degree of photophosphorylation, 

which could consequently increase the ATP/NADPH ratio (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2 Diagram representing the light-depending reactions of photosynthesis occurring in the 
thylakoid membrane. The red line shows the electron flow for cyclic photophosphorylation, where 
only ATP is produced, whereas the red dotted line shows the electron flow for non-cyclic 
photophosphorylation, where ATP and NADPH are produced. Proteorhodopsin incorporation into the 
membrane (black square) would increase the proton level in the thylakoid lumen, which could 
translate into higher ATP production. 

It is difficult to predict the exact physiological effects of such an increase, although one 

could speculate that it might obviate the need for cyclic electron flow around PSI, which is 

an adaptive response where the ratio of ATP/NADPH is increased by down-regulating 

NADPH synthesis. Cyclic electron flow is activated under a variety of stress conditions 

including drought or transfer from darkness to light (Johnson, 2005) and might be 

involved in activating photoprotection mechanisms. In consequence, proteorhodopsin 

activity might then confer enhanced resistance to those stresses without compromising 

the supply of NADPH required for carbon fixation and other reductive processes in the 

chloroplast. 
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3.1 Expression of proteorhodopsin in the Chlamydomonas chloroplast 

Proteorhodopsin represents one of the simplest light-utilising systems that can be 

expressed in the C. reinhardtii thylakoid membrane. The proteorhodopsin apoprotein is a 

single polypeptide with no evident requirements for a set of assembly factors. Moreover, 

the retinal chromophore is readily available in C. reinhardtii since this alga possesses the 

metabolic machinery to generate all-trans-retinal, which occurs naturally in the eyespot 

and is used to activate the rhodopsin-like photoreceptors (chlamyrhodopsin) in response 

to phototaxis and photophobia (Deininger et al., 1995). 

Additionally, the fact that there is a genetic toolbox available for the insertion of foreign 

genes into the C. reinhardtii chloroplast genome allows expression within the organelle 

avoiding any difficulties associated with transgene expression in the nucleus and the 

following import of membrane proteins from the site of synthesis in the cytosol into the 

chloroplast (Purton, 2007). 

The expression of proteorhodopsin was evaluated by introducing a codon-optimised 

synthetic gene into the chloroplast genome of the psbH-deficient strain TN72, and the 

effect of the transgene’s expression and functionality on C. reinhardtii was evaluated with 

and without addition of exogenous retinal.  

3.1.1 Selection and design of the proteorhodopsin gene 

Several proteorhodopsin variants that have been described in the literature have been 

successfully expressed in bacteria. The protein chosen for this study, which will be 

referred as PR, comes from the uncultured marine bacterium EBAC31A08, a member of 

the γ-proteobacteria, which was the first rhodopsin-like protein described in the Bacteria 

domain (Béjà et al., 2000). The PR gene encodes a 249-amino acid polypeptide, with a 

molecular weight of 27 kDa. Its structure consists of seven transmembrane α-helices, and 

retinal is covalently bonded to a lysine residue in the seventh helix, which is a highly 

conserved feature among archaeal rhodopsins (Figure 3.3) (Reckel et al., 2011).  
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Figure 3.3 a) Crystal structure of proteorhodopsin. Protein chains are coloured from the N-terminus to 
the C-terminus using a rainbow (spectral) colour gradient. b) Assumed biological molecule (Replicated 
from Reckel et al., 2011). 

The synthesis of this protein in E. coli (Béjà et al., 2000) proved its functionality as a light-

activated proton pump able to drive ATP synthesis, with a maximum absorbance observed 

at 520 nm, being classified as a green-absorbing proteorhodopsin. The same PR was 

expressed in the bacterium Shewanella oneidensis strain MR-1 (Johnson et al., 2010), a 

non-photosynthetic metal-reducing bacterium, and PR provided extended survival in 

stationary phase.  

Additional evidence of the existence of such type of protein in Bacteria was found in 

Flavobacteria (Gómez-Consarnau et al., 2007). Flavobacteria are the most abundant 

heterotrophic bacteria in the sea, and it was observed that when supplemented with low 

or intermediate concentration of organic matter, together with light, an improved growth 

rate and size of the cells could be detected, and this was particularly enhanced by green 

light exposure.  

These observations form the basis of the hypothesis that introduction of proteorhodopsin 

into the thylakoid membrane could provide an advantage for microalgal cell growth. 

3.1.2 Construction of the plasmid pASapI.PR 

A synthesised version of the PR gene (GenBank accession number AF279106) was 

developed taking into account the Kazusa codon usage table for chloroplast genes in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. A codon adaptation index of 0.8 was considered and the stop 

codon was preceded by a Hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag for ease of detection using 
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commercial antibodies. The resulting gene (800 bp) was designed to be easily excised 

from the Geneart pMK-T plasmid by double digestion with the restriction enzymes SapI 

and SphI (PR sequence in appendix 3). 

PR was inserted into the expression vector pASapI (6623 bp) developed in our lab 

(Economou et al., 2014), which was digested using the same restriction enzymes. This 

vector contains the promoter and 5’ UTR of the C. reinhardtii atpA gene, the 3’ UTR from C. 

reinhardtii rbcL and a wild-type copy of the C. reinhardtii psbH gene within one of the 

flanking regions of homology (Figure 3.4). psbH serves as a selectable marker as it is used 

to restore phototrophy in the ΔpsbH recipient strain TN72.  

 

Figure 3.4 Expression vector pASapI developed for transformation of the chloroplast of 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii by means of phototrophy recovery. Expression is regulated by the 
promoter and 5’ UTR of the atpA gene and the 3’ UTR from rbcL. The gene of interest (goi) is ligated 
within these regulatory elements. A wild-type copy of the psbH gene is used to transform a psbH-
deficient host (represented by the CC-4388 genome). Successful recombination generates insertion of 
the gene of interested and restores the native psbH (transformed genome) (replicated from Economou 
et al. 2014). 

A ligation of the corresponding fragments (Figure 3.5 A) was carried out, producing the 

final plasmid pASapI.PR (7366 bp) (Figure 3.5 B), which was further sequenced to 

corroborate there were no mutations produced in any step. The plasmid was firstly 

amplified in the E. coli strain DH5α and purified for transformation of TN72. 
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Figure 3.5 A) Gel electrophoresis result for SapI-SphI digested fragments of the pASapI vector and the 
proteorhodopsin gene. Expected sizes are 6.6 kb and 0.8 kb, respectively. B) Diagram of the pASapI.PR 
plasmid developed for insertion of the proteorhodopsin gene into the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
chloroplast. 

3.1.3 Transformation of TN72 with the plasmid pASapI.PR 

Insertion of PR in TN72 using the pASapI.PR plasmid was performed by vortexing the cells 

with glass beads in the presence of plasmid DNA as explained in section 2.6.2.1. Figure 3.6 

shows the glass tubes used for transformation. Cells that integrate the foreign DNA will 

restore their photosynthetic activity (Economou et al., 2014). Therefore, high salt minimal 

(HSM) medium and bright light (100 µmol m-2 s-1) were used as driving forces to recover 

transformant colonies.  

 

Figure 3.6 Left: glass tubes containing glass beads, plasmid DNA, molten TAP medium supplemented 
with 0.5 % agar and the algal cell suspension to perform transformation. Right: Plate with minimal 
medium agar where the volume of one tube is poured and let to settle. 
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Transformants appeared after 3-4 weeks as single colonies on the surface of the plate, and 

once these had a size of approximately 1 mm they were picked and streaked onto fresh 

HSM medium plates (Figure 3.7).  

 

Figure 3.7 Left: first colonies of C. reinhardtii transformants in HSM plates, after 4 weeks of 
transformation. Right: re-streaked colonies in HSM to enhance homoplasmic state of the plastome. 

The Chlamydomonas chloroplast has a polyploid genome with a copy number of ~80 

(Harris et al., 2009a). Heteroplasmy is defined as a condition in which more than one 

chloroplast genotype prevails in a given organism (Nishimura and Stern, 2010). Initially, 

chloroplast transformation creates a heteroplasmic state in which only a few genome 

copies in the chloroplast have acquired the foreign DNA. For stable transformants, it is 

required to obtain one single genotype (homoplasmy), where all copies have introduced 

the DNA, and this can be accomplished by restreaking transformant colonies 3 – 4 times in 

minimal medium with light (Economou et al., 2014).  

Proteorhodopsin-containing transformants recovery and confirmation of gene 

expression 

The transformation yield obtained was six colonies from ten plates. Those transformant 

lines containing the PR gene (TN72-PR) were assessed by PCR screening, following the 

strategy detailed in section 2.5.2.1. Figure 3.8 shows the result of three positive 

transformants, where it was possible to detect only the 1.2 kb band corresponding to the 

transformed genome, but not the smaller 0.85 kb band from the original TN72 genome. 

This indicated that transformants were homoplasmic. The same result was observed for 

the three remaining lines. Sequencing also indicated that PR had been recombined in the 

expected locus within the chloroplast genome.  
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Figure 3.8 PCR screening for TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) using 
FLANK1, atpA.R, rbcL.Fn and MluR2 primers. Bands are as follows: wild-type (WT) 1.0 kb, TN72 host 
0.85 kb, TN72-PR transformants (T1, T2, T3) 1.2 kb. 

When lines were screened by PCR for the presence of the proteorhodopsin gene using 

specific primers, a band of the expected size (0.7 kb) was observed for all transformants 

(Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9 PCR analysis for TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) using 
proteorhodopsin primers. Expected band is 0.7 kb for all transformants (T1 – T6). 

3.1.4 Proteorhodopsin synthesis in TN72-PR 

Proteorhodopsin has a molecular weight of 27 kDa, and the HA tag has an estimated 

molecular weight of 1.2 kDa; therefore, the HA-tagged PR should give a band of ∼ 28 kDa. 
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In order to assess the accumulation of PR in TN72-PR lines, Western blot analysis was 

carried out using crude lysate samples from the six transformant lines (Figure 3.10). Cells 

were harvested in late exponential phase and prepared as detailed in section 2.7.1. 

Samples (80 µl) were loaded on a 15 % polyacrylamide gel together with a positive control 

(cell extract containing an HA-tagged protein of 40 kDa) to confirm antibody binding, and 

a negative control (cell extract from a line transformed with the empty pASapI vector: 

TNE). Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection was used to visualise the binding of 

the anti-HA antibody. As shown in Figure 3.10, a specific band of approximately 23 kDa is 

seen in all six lines, but is absent in the TNE line and the positive control. The size of the 

band is smaller than the predicted for the HA-tagged PR (28 kDa); however, this difference 

in size could be explained by the hydrophobic nature of this membrane-spanning protein 

which might fail to unfold completely in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS). 

This has been observed for a number of hydrophobic proteins, and it has been suggested 

to occur due to altered SDS binding depending upon the tertiary structure of the protein 

(Rath et al., 2009).    

 

Figure 3.10 Expression of proteorhodopsin in the six transformants obtained is demonstrated by 
Western blot analysis using anti-HA antibodies (23 kDa band). Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP 
medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: TN72 transformed with the 
empty pASapI vector (TNE), TN72-PR transformants (T1-T6), and a highly expressed HA-tagged 
protein as positive labelling control (+) (40 kDa band). Unspecific band in the middle of the gel serves 
as a loading control. 

In order to confirm location of this protein in the membrane, fractionation of the crude 

lysate into soluble and membrane fractions was carried out as detailed in section 2.7.2, but 

the membrane-rich fraction was so dense with chlorophyll and other membrane proteins 

that PR could not be detected. The fact that proteorhodopsin is a seven-span 

transmembrane protein increases the difficulty for solubilisation, and the extraction yield 

depends not only on this but also in the level of protein synthesised by the specific cell 

type (www.piercenet.com). These two factors could have influenced the lack of detection 

on PR within the membrane fraction. However, Western blot analysis with anti-HA 

antibodies on the soluble fraction did not show the presence of PR, reinforcing the 

assumption that the protein was present in the membrane fraction. 
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3.1.5 Functionality of proteorhodopsin in TN72-PR 

Since there was a clear evidence of the expression of PR in TN72-PR, different tests were 

performed in order to assess the functionality of this protein.  

Retinal is required to activate PR, and it is not clear if PR would be able to access the all-

trans-retinal present in the eyespot of the cell, although this organelle’s structure is closely 

associated to the thylakoid membrane (Harris et al., 2009b). For this reason, cultures were 

also grown with added all-trans-retinal in the medium. Concentrations used were chosen 

considering retinal values used for photophobic/phototactic responses studies in 

carotenoid-deficient strains (Lawson and Satir, 1994; Sineshchekov et al., 1994) and 

retinal concentrations used when expressing PR in other organisms (Béjà et al., 2000; 

Johnson et al., 2010).   

Proteorhodopsin absorbance at 520 nm 

PR is described as having a maximum absorbance at a wavelength of 520 nm. Absorbance 

at this value (A520) was measured in whole-cell suspensions of two transformants of TN72-

PR and in the control strain transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE).  

Additionally, all-trans-retinal at two different concentrations (5 and 10 mM) was added in 

order to observe if there was any difference in PR activity, and absorbance was measured 

after 8 hours of addition. Absorbance at 680 nm (A680) was also measured in order to 

normalise the data to chlorophyll fluorescence (680 nm reflects the chlorophyll 

absorbance maximum). The ratio of absorbance A520/A680 was calculated and results are 

presented in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Absorbance at 520 and 680 nm measured in two TN72 transformants expressing 
proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) and in the negative control (TNE) with different concentrations of added 
all-trans-retinal. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 50 µmol m-2 
s-1. 

Sample Retinal [mM] A520 A680 A520/A680 

TNE 

0 0.690 0.809 0.853 

5 0.642 0.749 0.857 

10 0.537 0.627 0.857 

     

TN72-PR 1 

0 0.550 0.665 0.827 

5 0.564 0.668 0.844 

10 0.424 0.508 0.835 

     

TN72-PR 2 

0 0.602 0.715 0.842 

5 0.578 0.688 0.840 

10 0.513 0.601 0.854 

 

As can be observed from the A520/A680 values, the ratio of absorbance when comparing 

TN72-PR to its respective negative control remains relatively unchanged regardless of the 

retinal concentration added. 

Growth of TN72-PR and effect of retinal addition 

PR is expected to be membrane bound and functional as a proton pump, potentially 

increasing cell growth rate or culture lifespan. To test this hypothesis, TN72-PR was 

grown in mixotrophic condition (light intensity of 50 µmol m-2 s-1) in acetate-containing 

medium (TAP) and growth was monitored for a period of 14 days. As shown in Figure 

3.11, the growth curves appear unaltered in TN72-PR when compared to the control strain 

TNE (see specific growth rate data in Table 3.2).  
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of cell growth of two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (T1, 
T2) and control strain (TNE). Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 
50 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was 1.5x105 cells mL-1. 

From this experiment it can inferred that there is no detectable improvement of cell 

growth for C. reinhardtii; however, it can be also concluded that there is no detrimental 

effect in specific growth rate due to the expression of this membrane bound protein, which 

to our understanding is the first attempt to express a membrane protein in the C. 

reinhardtii chloroplast. 

All-trans-retinal was added at 50 hours of cultivation, when  cultures reached a cell 

density of 2x106 cells mL-1 and at two different concentrations (5 and 10 mM) to 

determine if it contributed positively to the activity of PR. Growth was monitored daily for 

two weeks, and the results are presented in Figure 3.12. It can be observed that the 

specific growth rate matches the growth rate of the control strain in both cases, indicating 

that there is no benefit on cell growth in this condition either (see specific growth rate 

data in Table 3.2). 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of cell growth of two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (T1, 
T2) and the control strain (TNE) at two different concentrations of added retinal: A) 5 mM added 
retinal, B) 10 mM added retinal. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm 
and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was 1.5x105 cells mL-1. Retinal was added at 50 hours of 
cultivation. 

Table 3.2 presents the values for specific growth rate of the control strain TNE and two 

transformants of TN72-PR grown with different concentrations of added retinal. 

Calculations were carried out twice in separate events obtaining matching values of 

specific growth rate for each condition (standard deviation ≤ 0.003 in all conditions). 
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Table 3.2 Cell growth rate for cultures of TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR1 
and TN72-PR 2) and the control strain (TNE), with different concentrations of added retinal. Cultures 
were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Growth rate values are 
an average of 2 independent experiments.  

Specific growth rate, µ [h-1] 

 TNE TN72-PR 1 TN72-PR 2 

Retinal [mM] 0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10 
          

µ 0.053  0.052 0.050 0.050 0.051 0.047 0.052 0.052 0.049 

 

In order to assess any benefits of proteorhodopsin on the culture lifespan, a set of cultures 

comprising two TN72-PR strains and TNE with different concentrations of added retinal 

(0, 5 or 10 mM) were carried out and their cell growth was measured for 45 days, until cell 

death (Figure 3.13). 

In all experiments, the growth pattern and lifespan matched very closely the trend 

observed for TNE, so it is not possible to attribute to proteorhodopsin a benefit on lifespan 

under mixotrophic cultivation. It can also be observed that exogenous retinal does not 

seem to provide any advantages, but rather the opposite, especially at higher retinal 

concentration (10 mM). In fact, when 20 mM retinal was added, cultures dropped in cell 

density during the latter (death) phase of the growth curve much quicker, so this 

condition was not further studied. 
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of cell growth of TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (T1, T2) 
and the control strain (TNE) with A) no added retinal, B) 5 mM added retinal, and C) 10 mM added 
retinal, until cell death was reached. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 
rpm and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was 1.5x105 cells mL-1. Retinal was added at 50 hours of 
cultivation. 
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Despite the results obtained, TN72-PR and TNE were grown with and without retinal at a 

larger, well-controlled scale, using a fully automated 1L photobioreactor (Algem®, 

Algenuity), where cell growth was measured online every 30 minutes by measuring 

absorbance at 740 nm (A740) for a period of seven days.  

When growing TN72-PR against the control strain TNE, the maximum cell density reached 

was equivalent; however, there was a small difference in growth rate (Figure 3.14). TN72-

PR showed a specific growth rate of 0.038 (± 0.006) h-1, against 0.034 (± 0.006) h-1 

observed in TNE, representing an 11.8 % increase (n=2). Although this is not a major 

increase, this result was obtained in two independent experiments that provided 

consistent evidence for an increase in specific growth rate. 

 

Figure 3.14 Comparison of cell growth of a TN72 transformant expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) 
and the control strain (TNE). Cultures were grown in TAP medium in an automated photobioreactor at 
25° C, 200 µmol m-2 s-1 and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell density was OD740=0.25. Curves 
represent the average result of 2 separate experiments, and the grey area represents horizontal error 
bars for each strain cultivated (n=2). 

TN72-PR was then grown under the same cultivation conditions in duplicate, but this time 

adding all-trans-retinal to one of the cultures (Figure 3.15). Retinal was added when cells 

where in mid-exponential phase (45 h cultivation). Specific growth rate was slightly 

slower in the culture with retinal addition (decrease of 2 %); once again confirming that 

exogenous retinal does not provide any benefit.  
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of cell growth of TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) 
with and without retinal addition (10 mM). Cultures were grown in TAP medium in an automated 
photobioreactor at 25° C, 200 µmol m-2 s-1 and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell density was 
OD740=0.25. Retinal was added at 45 hours of cultivation. 

Growth of TN72-PR in minimal media 

In order to assess the potential functionality of proteorhodopsin in more stringent 

environmental conditions, such as media with no added carbon source, TN72-PR was 

grown in two different minimal media: tris-acetate-phosphate medium without acetate 

(TP) and high salt minimal medium (HSM). Cells were grown in phototrophic mode (light 

intensity of 150 µmol m-2 s-1) and growth was monitored for 10 days. As seen in Figure 

3.16, there is no detectable difference in growth when growing TN72-PR in minimal 

media, these cultures performed equally as the control culture TNE. 
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of cell growth of TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (T1, T2) 
and the control strain (TNE) in phototrophic conditions in tris-acetate-phosphate medium without 
acetate (TP) and in high salt minimal medium (HSM). Cultures were carried out in 25 mL shake flasks 
at 25° C, 150 µmol m-2 s-1 and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell density was OD750=0.25. 

TN72-PR was also grown in minimal media (HSM) in the photobioreactor at two different 

light intensities (200 and 800 µmol m-2 s-1) for a period of two weeks. In both conditions 

tested, there was no detectable improvement on growth or culture lifespan due to the 

presence of proteorhodopsin (Figure 3.17). 
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of cell growth of a TN72 transformant expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR) 
and the control strain (TNE) grown under phototrophic conditions in high salt minimal medium (HSM) 
at light intensities of 200 and 800 µmol m-2 s-1. Cultures were carried out in an automated 
photobioreactor at 25° C and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell density was OD740=0.25. 

3.1.6 Conclusion 

A synthetic proteorhodopsin gene was successfully designed, cloned into a chloroplast 

expression vector, and introduced into the chloroplast genome of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, obtaining homoplasmic transformants.  The successful expression of the gene, 

as demonstrated by the accumulation of the PR protein in the transgenic lines, was 
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confirmed by Western blot. It was not possible to confirm the location of proteorhodopsin 

since this protein has proven very challenging for detection in the membrane protein-

enriched fraction; however, PR was not detected in the soluble fraction which supports the 

hypothesised location of this protein in the thylakoid membrane.  

In order to test PR functionality, cultures of TN72-PR were grown at different scale and 

conditions with and without exogenous all-trans-retinal and it could be concluded that 

there is no detectable effect of proteorhodopsin at small scale (25 mL flasks). 

Nevertheless, when growing TN72-PR at a larger and more controlled scale (1L 

photobioreactor) it was possible to detect an increase in specific growth rate of 11.8 %. 

This difference in behaviour could be attributed to a better control of the cultivation 

parameters in an automated reactor, but more importantly to a more standardised 

measurement of cell density, with no dilutions involved. It can also be noticed that in the 

photobioreactor light intensity was higher (200 µmol m-2 s-1) than in shake flasks (50 µmol 

m-2 s-1), which could have contributed to PR performance. TN72-PR was grown in 

phototrophic conditions as well in order to assess a potential benefit on the culture 

lifespan. However, it was not possible to detect any difference in either flask or 

photobioreactor scale. 

No benefit could be attributed to the addition of exogenous retinal at any scale in terms of 

the variation detected in specific growth rate in some conditions; although, no further 

studies were carried out in order to identify if this added retinal was actually being taken 

up and utilised by proteorhodopsin. 

The level of PR protein in the transformants was sufficient to make it detectable in crude 

lysate samples, albeit not being abundant.  The thylakoid membrane of the chloroplast, 

where proteorhodopsin is expected to be embedded, suffers from a high degree of 

molecular crowding (Goral et al., 2010; Kirchhoff, 2008). This dense protein-packing in the 

membrane can be observed in the electron microscopy photograph shown in Figure 3.18, 

and it occurs due to the presence of membrane protein complexes associated with the 

light-harvesting and light-driven reactions of photosynthesis, such as PSI and PSII , the 

cytochrome b6f complex and the ATP synthase (Olive and Wollman, 1998). These 

complexes use approximately 80 % of the membrane area and it is speculated that this 

lack of space could interfere with the stable accumulation and incorporation of 

proteorhodopsin into the thylakoid membrane. This hypothesis forms the basis of the 
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following sections, which aimed to eliminate either PSII or PSI in the PR transformant by 

knocking-out chloroplast genes encoding key subunit of the complexes. 

 

Figure 3.18 Freeze-fractured electron micrograph of isolated thylakoid membranes of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii, where a high degree of molecular crowding can be easily observed (replicated from 
Goodenough and Staehelin, 1971). 

 

3.2 Knockout of the psbC gene in transformant TN72-PR 

As discussed in the previous section, it is considered that a lack of space in the thylakoid 

membrane could lead to a lower level of accumulation of proteorhodopsin. This 

assumption was explored by knocking-out a chloroplast gene encoding a non-essential 

membrane protein forming part of one of the photosynthetic complexes present in the 

chloroplast. The knockout strategy involves the design of a construct containing an 

antibiotic resistance marker flanked by sequences from the target gene to be disrupted. 

When introduced into the chloroplast, this construct recombines with the target gene, 

resulting in the insertion of the marker in the gene. The altered gene will produce a non-

functional product, if translated at all. 

It was decided to create a PR transgenic line that lacked the PSII complex. PSII-deficient 

mutants of Chlamydomonas are not as sensitive to light as PSI-deficient or Cyt. b6f-deficient 

mutants since PSII is the main site of photo-oxidative damage (Redding and Peltier, 1998; 
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Spreitzer and Mets, 1981). This allows for cultivation of PSII mutants in low to moderate 

light intensity, which is crucial in this case due to the light-dependence of proteorhodopsin 

for its functionality. The gene chosen for knockout was psbC, which encodes the 

chlorophyll binding polypeptide P6 (also known as protein CP43), a 43 kDa polypeptide 

forming a core part of the photosystem II complex. It has been reported that mutants 

lacking PSII activity due to nuclear mutations affecting the expression of psbC fail to 

accumulate wild-type levels of PSII protein complex in the thylakoid membranes (Olive 

and Wollman, 1998; Rochaix et al., 1989).  Additionally, psbC was identified to be distant 

from the locus where proteorhodopsin was inserted (Figure 3.19); therefore, its 

disruption is expected to produce no interference in the transcription of the PR gene. 

 

Figure 3.19 Chloroplast genome of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Arrows show the location of the 
inserted gene (Proteorhodopsin) and of the psbC and psbK genes, where knockouts were carried out. 
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3.2.1 Construction of the plasmid psbC.KO 

In order to produce a knockout of the native psbC gene in TN72-PR, a transformation 

plasmid was designed comprising the psbC gene disrupted with a cassette expressing the 

aminoglycoside 3' adenyl transferase (aadA) gene, conferring resistance to both 

antibiotics spectinomycin (Sp) and streptomycin (St) (Goldschmidt-Clermont, 1991). 

Firstly, psbC was amplified from TN72 genomic DNA using appropriate primers (primer 

sequences in appendix 1) and a product of 1.6 kb was obtained (Figure 3.20 A). This PCR 

product was inserted into the commercial cloning vector pJET1.2 (2.97 kb) and the new 

plasmid pJET.psbC was further amplified using the E. coli strain DH5α. Colonies were 

screened in the presence of ampicillin.  

A unique restriction site MscI was identified to be present in psbC (and absent in pJET1.2) 

allowing pJET.psbC to be linearised (Figure 3.20 B). The digested plasmid was 

dephosphorylated on its 5’ ends using Antarctic phosphatase to avoid vector self-ligation.  

The aadA cassette was excised from the plasmid pUC-atpX-AAD (Goldschmidt-Clermont, 

1991), in which the bacterial aadA is expressed in a 1.96 kb cassette containing 0.65 kb 

from the C. reinhardtii atpA promoter/5’ UTR and 0.45 kb of the C. reinhardtii rbcL 3’ UTR. 

This cassette can be conveniently excised using the restriction enzymes EcoRV and SmaI 

(Figure 3.20 C). 

 

Figure 3.20 A) PCR for the psbC gene from TN72, band size 1.6 kb, B) Gel electrophoresis for digested 
pJET-psbC plasmid using the MscI restriction enzyme, band size 4.6 kb, C) Gel electrophoresis of the 
digested pUC-atpX-AAD plasmid using the restriction enzymes EcoRV and SmaI, band size 1.96 kb. 
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The two fragments – pJET-psbC and the aadA cassette – were ligated to create the plasmid 

psbC.KO (6558 bp), which was transformed into E. coli with selection on both ampicillin 

and spectinomycin to select for the recombinant plasmid. In order to determine the 

orientation of aadA with respect to psbC, several digestions with the restriction enzymes 

EcoRI, MfeI, SapI and SphI were carried out and these results gave the final configuration 

of the psbC.KO plasmid (Figure 3.21). Sequencing results also confirmed the expected DNA 

sequence. The plasmid was purified and used for transformation of a TN72-PR 

transformant line.  

 

Figure 3.21 A) Digestions of the psbC.KO plasmid with different restriction enzymes to check size and 
gene orientation: D1, single digestion with SphI (6.55 kb); D2, double digestion with SapI and SphI (2.8 
and 3.75 kb); D3, double digestion with EcoRI and MfeI (1.1 and 5.55 kb). B) Diagram of the psbC.KO 
plasmid. 

3.2.2 Transformation of TN72-PR with plasmid psbC.KO  

The proteorhodopsin-containing Chlamydomonas reinhardtii strain TN72-PR was 

transformed by vortexing in the presence of glass beads and plasmid DNA. The control 

transformant line TNE lacking PR was also transformed in the same manner with the 

purpose of generating a negative control strain for the psbC knockout. The strategic 

location of the restriction site MscI in the middle of the psbC gene, where the aadA cassette 

was inserted, gives enough flanking sequence at both sides of the aadA to be recombined 

in the TN72-PR chloroplast genome and disrupt the native psbC. 

The selection method for recovering psbC knockout transformants in TN72-PR (TN72-

PRΔpsbC) and in TNE (TNEΔpsbC) involved the use of solid TAP medium supplemented 
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with 100 µg mL-1 of spectinomycin in dim light (20 µmol  m-2 s-1) in a first stage, and bright 

light (100 µmol m-2 s-1) in a second stage.  

3.2.3 Recovery of TN72-PR psbC knockout transformants and confirmation 

of gene expression 

As psbC knockouts were expected to be sensitive to high light, the transformation plates 

were placed under dim light for the appearance of transformants. However, it seemed that 

the combination of antibiotic selection and slow growth under dim light was an excessive 

burden for the recently-transformed cells in order to recover and generate transformants. 

It was not possible to recover any spectinomycin-resistant colonies from the 35 

transformation plates incubated in this condition. 

A repeat transformation experiment involved selection under bright light                         

(100 µmol m-2 s-1) and this condition gave better results. Transformant colonies appeared 

after four weeks and the yield of transformation was 32 colonies from 14 plates for TN72-

PRΔpsbC, and ten colonies from eight plates for TNEΔpsbC. These were streaked under the 

same conditions three times to ensure active growth and then placed in the dark before 

carrying out any further experiments. It was speculated that darkness would increase the 

chances of obtaining a homoplasmic state of the plastome since these strains would not 

need psbC to be active under this condition.  

Growth study using spot tests  

PsbC mutants are expected to be dependent on exogenous acetate for growth, show some 

light-sensitivity and be resistant to both spectinomycin and streptomycin. This phenotype 

was tested in growth experiments (spot tests) under the following conditions: TAP + light 

(mixotrophic condition), HSM + light (phototrophic growth), and TAP + light with different 

concentrations of spectinomycin and streptomycin, as shown in Figure 3.22. TN72, which 

is PSII-deficient and has the aadA cassette, was used as a control for acetate-dependence 

and antibiotic resistance, and a wild-type strain was used as control for growth under 

phototrophic conditions and antibiotic sensitivity. 

As observed in the spot tests, the putative transformants grew normally on acetate-

containing medium and tolerated very high levels of antibiotic, of up to 1000 µg mL-1 of 

both spectinomycin and streptomycin, and even a mixture of both. This strongly suggests 
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that they had incorporated the aadA cassette, and were not spontaneous resistance 

mutants (which would be expected to show resistance to spectinomycin only). However, 

the strains still managed to grow under phototrophic conditions, which suggested that 

they still possessed native copies of psbC. It is possible, therefore, that the strains were 

heteroplasmic. For this reason, many transformants were assayed by PCR with different 

set of primers to determine whether both intact and knockout copies of psbC were present 

in the chloroplast, and to try to identify homoplasmic lines in which all copies of psbC had 

been disrupted. 

 

Figure 3.22 Spot tests of TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin in a psbC-deficient 
background (A1 and A2) under different concentrations of spectinomycin (Sp) and streptomycin (St), 
numbers represent µg mL-1. TN72, which has psbH disrupted with the aadA cassette, is used as positive 
control for acetate dependence and antibiotic resistance; B represents a control strain for the psbC 
knockout (TNE with disrupted psbC), and wild-type C. reinhardtii (WT) is used as negative control for 
antibiotic resistance and normal growth in phototrophic conditions. 
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PSII fluorescence 

In addition to the previous experiment, the autofluorescence of PSII in the transformant 

lines was evaluated. Fluorescence measurement is a widely employed method to assess 

the functional status of the photosynthetic apparatus. In microalgae such as C. reinhardtii, 

room temperature fluorescence due to chlorophyll a is mainly emitted by PSII, and this 

fluorescence can be detected in the far region of the spectrum (wavelength > 690 nm) 

(Papageorgiou and Govindjee, 2007). The photons that are re-emitted as fluorescence 

cannot be used for photosynthesis; therefore, there is an inverse proportionality between 

photosynthetic activity and fluorescence emission, giving a very distinct profile for PSII 

mutants. 

Cells were harvested during exponential growth phase and excited within the visible 

region of the spectrum (wavelength = 500 nm) and the emitted fluorescence was detected. 

This procedure was performed on two putative TN72-PRΔpsbC transformant lines, one 

putative TNEΔpsbC transformant line, TNE as a negative control, and TN72 (also a PSII 

mutant) as a positive control, as shown in Figure 3.23. PSII-deficient mutants, including 

the positive control TN72, showed higher fluorescence than the control strains with intact 

PSII (TNE and TN72-PR), which gives evidence of the disruption of psbC. This same profile 

has been observed by Dr Joanna Szaub (2013) when analysing PSII mutants (Bst-same 

strain). 
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Figure 3.23 PSII fluorescence emitted when cultures were excited at 500 nm at room temperature. A 
higher peak in fluorescence indicates a lesser degree of photosynthesis, as an indirect measurement of 
PSII functionality. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 
s-1. Samples analysed were TN72, as a positive control for a PSII-deficient strain, TNE as a control for a 
PSII wild-type strain, two psbC-deficient transformants of TN72-PR (TN72-PRΔpsbC 1 and 2) and one 
psbC-deficient transformant in TNE (TNEΔpsbC). All samples were normalised to the same OD750. 

PCR screening for homoplasmic transformants 

Primers were designed to recognise sequences up- and downstream of psbC, and within 

the aadA cassette (primer sequences in appendix 1) so it was possible to establish clearly 

if any of the strains generated were homoplasmic. The strategy developed is described in 

Figure 3.24 A. Primers psbC.F and psbC.R were designed to amplify psbC in its wild-type 

form (1.6 kb) or as a disrupted gene (3.6 kb), whereas primers psbC.F and psbCknock.R 

would only give a band when the aadA cassette was inserted (1.3 kb).  PCR results showed 

that all the transformants screened possessed either only the native psbC gene or were 

heteroplasmic, despite tolerating high antibiotic concentrations. Figure 3.24 B shows an 

example of 10 transformants screened where all of them exhibit the native psbC band size 

(1.6 kb), and Figure 3.24 C shows that for the same transformants only three of them (T2, 

T3 and T5) show the presence of the aadA gene in the expected location (1.3 kb band). 

These results not only confirm heteroplasmy of some transformants but also pose the 

question as to whether the aadA cassette might have integrated in another location of the 

genome (or nuclear genome) in some transformant lines.  
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Figure 3.24 A) primers designed for PCR screening of homoplasmic psbC-deficient transformants. B) 
PCR result for 10 transformants (T1-T10) and the psbC.KO plasmid (P) using primers psbC.F and 
psbC.R. Band size observed is 1.6 kb, which represents the native psbC gene. C) PCR result for 10 
transformants (T1-T10) and the psbC.KO plasmid (P) using primers psbC.F and psbCknock.R. Band size 
observed is 1.3 kb, which represents a section of the disrupted psbC gene. 

A few putative transformants were streaked on TAP medium with reduced nitrogen (TAP 

1/10N) and Sp100 since a N-limited medium is known to reduce the plastome copy 

number, a strategy normally used for inducing gametogenesis in C. reinhardtii (Remacle et 

al., 2009). This condition could provide higher chances for the transformants to become 

homoplasmic under given environmental conditions. However, this approach gave no 

positive results and all transformants remained apparently heteroplasmic when tested 

again with the same PCR strategy.  

It was a surprise to observe such persistence from these transformants to retain the native 

psbC regardless of the different measures applied. It is known that heteroplasmy will 

prevail when an essential gene is disrupted in order to ensure survival of the organism 

(Bock and Knoop, 2012; Goldschmidt-Clermont, 1998). This resistance encouraged us to 

review the literature for other attempts of knocking-out psbC and analyse carefully the 

chloroplast genome sequence in the genomic regions adjacent to psbC. 

A study of two psbC mutants and the stability of the gene product obtained reported 

decreased levels of CP43 protein – the protein encoded by psbC – due to mutations in the 

psbC sequence (5’ UTR and ORF), but when evaluating the psbC mRNA it was found to 

accumulate to similar levels to the wild-type, indicating that these mutations were acting 

at a post-transcriptional level only (Rochaix et al., 1989). A similar pattern of psbC mRNA 

expression level was observed in a nuclear mutant (Sieburth et al., 1991). Considering 
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these results, it can be inferred that a lack of CP43 protein is not crucial for C. reinhardtii 

as long as the psbC gene is properly transcribed. 

When analysing in detail the region surrounding psbC in the chloroplast genome, it can be 

observed that genes encoding essential transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are located downstream of 

psbC. The latter is possibly co-transcribed with one or more of the downstream tRNA 

genes, although rapid processing of the primary transcript results in the mature 2 kb 

species being the predominant band when Northern blot analysis was carried out using a 

psbC probe (Rochaix et al., 1989). We hypothesised that the insertion of aadA prevented 

synthesis of the primary transcript, and thus the production of the essential tRNAs, and 

this would lead to an inability to reach the homoplasmic state for a disrupted psbC gene. 

This is in contrast to a knockout of the downstream psaC gene, encoding a subunit of PSI, 

where expression of the tRNA genes is not affected and, as a result, homoplasmy can be 

achieved (Takahashi et al., 1991) (Figure 3.25).  

 

Figure 3.25 Diagram showing the hypothesised manner in which psbC is transcribed in C. reinhardtii. 
Transcription of psbC mRNA happens somehow overlapped to the transcription of essential tRNA 
genes, which prevents psbC from being fully knocked-out (transformants remain heteroplasmic). In 
the case of psaC, that is situated downstream of these essential genes, a full knock-out of the gene has 
been reported, with transformants reaching homoplasmy of the disrupted psaC. 

This psaC-deficient strain seemed like an attractive host for our purposes; however, it has 

been reported that PSI mutants are more light-sensitive than PSII mutants (Takahashi et 

al., 1994) and need to be grown in dim light or in the dark. Proteorhodopsin is a light-

dependent protein, therefore, such a mutant would not benefit our study. A homoplasmic 

knockout of the PSII psbK gene had also been reported in the literature and was shown to 

tolerate light when supplemented with an exogenous carbon source (Takahashi et al., 
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1994), so this knockout was considered as a strategy to develop and will be detailed in 

section 3.3. 

3.2.4 Conclusion 

The objective of knocking-out psbC in TN72-PR was to create a PSII-deficient mutant, and 

thus provide more space in the thylakoid membrane for proteorhodopsin to accumulate 

and perform its function as a proton pump. The high tolerance of the transformants to 

both antibiotics, as observed in the spot tests, gives evidence for the successful 

incorporation of the aadA cassette into the chloroplast genome. The results of the PSII 

fluorescence also indicated that there is an impaired photosynthetic activity in the psbC 

mutants. However, these transformants never reached homoplasmy, as shown by the PCR 

results, containing both the native and the disrupted versions of psbC. Considering these 

results, it was not possible to draw any conclusions as for a potential decrease in the 

expression of the P6 polypeptide and subsequent assembly of the PSII complex, and 

whether this strategy actually released any space for proteorhodopsin. 

It was speculated that the presence of essential tRNAs downstream of psbC and the 

apparent co-transcription of these genes would prevent psbC from being completely 

knocked out. Therefore, a different PSII gene (psbK) that should not present this issue and 

that has been already knocked out providing homoplasmic transformants, was chosen for 

further studies. 

 

3.3 Knockout of the psbK gene in TN72-PR 

The psbK gene was successfully knocked-out by Takahashi et al. (1994). This 136-bp gene 

encodes a 4 kDa polypeptide (K polypeptide), whose function remains unknown, but 

presumably has an auxiliary role in PSII function. When psbK was disrupted in C. 

reinhardtii, it was observed that the alga was not able to grow under phototrophic 

conditions and PSII accumulation (observed as accumulation of the D1 protein) was highly 

reduced.  
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A transformation plasmid (psbK.KO) containing psbK disrupted using the aadA cassette, 

was kindly provided by Dr. Yuichiro Takahashi (Okayama University, Japan). The plasmid 

was amplified in E. coli strain DH5α and used for transformation of TN72-PR. 

3.3.1 Transformation of TN72-PR with plasmid psbK.KO  

TN72-PR was transformed by vortexing in the presence of glass beads and plasmid DNA. 

TNE was also transformed in the same manner with the purpose of generating a control 

strain for the psbK knockout. The selection method for recovering psbK knockout 

transformants in TN72-PR (TN72-PRΔpsbK) and in TNE (TNEΔpsbK) involved the use of 

solid TAP medium supplemented with 100 µg mL-1 of spectinomycin in bright  light (100 

µmol m-2 s-1).  

3.3.2 Recovery of TN72-PR psbK knockout transformants and confirmation 

of aadA expression 

Transformant colonies appeared after four weeks and the yield of transformation was 15 

colonies from 42 plates for TN72-PRΔpsbK, and eight colonies from 15 plates for 

TNEΔpsbK. These were streaked under the same conditions three times to ensure active 

growth and then placed in the dark before carrying out any further experiments, in order 

to increase chances of obtaining a homoplasmic state of the plastome.  

Growth study using spot tests 

With the aim of detecting different phenotypes in the putative transformants, spots tests 

were carried out in the following conditions: TAP, TAP + Sp100, TAP + St100 and HSM, all in 

light. In this case, a photosynthetic mutant with a disrupted rbcL (CC-2653) was used as 

control for impaired growth in phototrophic conditions, and a strain with wild-type levels 

of PSII (TNE) was used as control for antibiotic sensitivity and growth in phototrophic 

conditions (Figure 3.26). 
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Figure 3.26 Spot tests of TN72 transformants with psbK knockout expressing proteorhodopsin, and 
TNE transformants with psbK knockout, grown under different media conditions: tris-acetate-
phosphate medium (TAP), TAP with 100 µg mL-1 spectinomycin (TAP+Sp100), TAP with 100 µg mL-1 
streptomycin (TAP+St100), and high salt minimal medium (HSM), all grown at 100 µmol m-2 s-1 of light 
intensity. Samples on each plate, from left to right are in 1st row: rbcL-deficient strain CC-2653 followed 
by a wild-type strain (TNE), and 4 putative transformants of TNEΔpsbK (1–4); 2nd and 3rd rows: 
putative transformants of TN72-PRΔpsbK (1–12). 

From the spot tests, three knockout transformants were identified (highlighted in red in 

Figure 3.26) that exhibited resistance to both antibiotics and showed impaired growth in 

photosynthetic conditions, two of them in TN72-PR and one in TNE, so these were 

recovered from the spot test plates and restreaked on TAP + Sp100 in dim light for further 

analyses.  

PSII fluorescence 

One transformant from TN72-PR and one transformant from TNE were analysed for PSII 

fluorescence as explained in section 3.2.2. Once again, a distinctive profile was observed 

for PSII mutants in both the TNE and the TN72-PR lines that have the disrupted psbK 

(Figure 3.27). PSII-deficient mutants evidenced a higher fluorescence, just as observed for 

the control strain TN72, whereas controls for normal PSII activity (TNE and TN72-PR) 

showed a lower fluorescence emission. 
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Figure 3.27 PSII fluorescence emitted when cultures were excited at 500 nm at room temperature. A 
higher peak in fluorescence indicates a lesser degree of photosynthesis, as an indirect measurement of 
PSII functionality. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 
s-1. Samples analysed were TN72, as a positive control for a PSII-deficient strain, TNE as a control for a 
normal strain, a psbK-deficient transformants of TN72-PR (TN72-PRΔpsbK) and a psbK-deficient 
transformant in TNE (TNEΔpsbK). All samples were normalised to the same OD750. 

PCR screening for homoplasmic transformants 

Primers were designed to recognise sequences up- and downstream of psbK (primer 

sequences in appendix 1) so it was possible to determine if the strains generated were 

homoplasmic for the disrupted psbK. The strategy developed is described in Figure 3.28 A. 

Primers psbK.F and psbK.R were designed to amplify psbK in its wild-type form (0.14 kb) 

or as a disrupted gene (2 kb). A PCR analysis was carried out to the transformant for 

TN72-PR with increased PSII fluorescence, together with eight additional putative 

transformants that showed antibiotic resistance in spot tests (Figure 3.28 B), and to the 

transformant for TNE with increased PSII fluorescence, along with two other putative 

transformants that showed antibiotic resistance in spot tests (Figure 3.28 C). Results from 

these indicated that both the transformant in TN72-PR and TNE do indeed contain the 

disrupted psbK gene, and moreover, were homoplasmic (Figure 3.28 B lane T9, and Figure 

3.28 C lane T2). 
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Figure 3.28 A) primers designed for PCR screening of homoplasmic psbK-deficient transformants. B) 
PCR result for the psbK.KO plasmid (P) and nine transformants (T1-T9) of TN72-PRΔpsbK using 
primers psbK.F and psbK.R. Band size observed is 2 kb, which represents the disrupted psbK gene. C) 
PCR result for three transformants (T1-T3) of TNEΔpsbK and the psbK.KO plasmid (P) using same 
primers as above. Band sizes observed are 2 kb for the disrupted psbK gene, and 0.14 kb for the native 
psbK gene. 

In Figure 3.28 B, T1 – T8 exhibited either no band (poor DNA quality for amplification) or 

the native psbK band (0.14 kb). In Figure 3.28 C, it can be clearly observed for T3 the 

amplification of the native psbK, showing an example of an aberrant transformant than 

showed antibiotic resistance in spot tests but no expression of the aadA within the psbK 

sequence. 

The fact that some putative transformants showed antibiotic resistance to both Sp and St 

but no presence of the 2 kb band showing insertion of the aadA cassette in the expected 

location poses the question as to the aadA cassette might have integrated in the nuclear 

genome. It is unlikely that antibiotic resistance to both antibiotics occurs as a spontaneous 

mutation; therefore, we speculate that some cells incorporated the aadA cassette in 

random locations, as it occurs in nuclear recombination, and in this way exhibited 

antibiotic resistance. PCR with specific aadA primers was not carried out and these aadA-

resistant strains were not further analysed.  
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PSII complex accumulation  

In order to assess that PSII accumulation was actually diminished due to the knockout of a 

gene involved in its assembly, a Western blot was carried out using antibodies against the 

D1 protein, one of the core subunits of the PSII complex. Samples were prepared as 

explained in section 2.7.1. The expected band, with a size of approximately 32 kDa, 

showed that accumulation of D1 is greatly reduced in the psbK mutants, identical to what 

happens in TN72, the control strain with a psbH knockout, which is also incapable of 

accumulating normal amounts of D1 protein (Figure 3.29).  

 

Figure 3.29 Western blot result using anti-D1 antibodies showing decreased expression of D1 protein 
in PSII-deficient strains (TN72 and –psbK). D1 is represented by the 32 kDa band. Cultures were grown 
in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 s-1. Samples are: the psbH-disrupted 
strain TN72, the control strain TNE, two transformants of TN72 containing proteorhodopsin (+PR 1 
and 2), a psbK-deficient TNE transformant (-psbK), a psbK-deficient transformant containing 
proteorhodopsin (+PR/-psbK), and wild type strain (WT). 

3.3.3 Conclusion 

The knockout of the psbK gene proved to be a successful strategy to generate homoplasmic 

PSII-deficient strains. Isolation of putative transformants from spot tests resulted useful 

since the three transformants rescued that exhibited antibiotic resistance and impaired 

growth in minimal medium were true transformants. Homoplasmy was confirmed by PCR, 

and Western blot analysis showed that these transformants had reduced accumulation of 

PSII, in the form of D1 protein. This decrease was also observed by Takahashi et al. (1994). 

The next step was to test the hypothesis that this decrease in PSII complex and extra space 

in the thylakoid membrane would provide any advantage in terms of proteorhodopsin 

accumulation and functionality. 
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3.4 Analysis of proteorhodopsin in TN72-PRΔpsbK 

3.4.1 Proteorhodopsin levels in TN72-PRΔpsbK 

TN72-PRΔpsbK mutants were obtained and successfully checked for homoplasmy of the 

disrupted psbK gene; therefore, the next step was to determine if the steady-state level of 

proteorhodopsin was affected by the knockout strategy. Western blot analysis of the two 

TN72-PRΔpsbK lines was carried out using anti-HA antibodies. As before, cells were 

harvested in late exponential phase and prepared as explained in section 2.7.1. Cell 

extracts were run on a 15 % SDS polyacrylamide gel, and a positive control (HA-tagged 

protein) was included for antibody assessment. It could be observed that proteorhodopsin 

was detectable in both the TN72-PRΔpsbK strains (Figure 3.30). However, there appeared 

to be no change in the level of proteorhodopsin, which was confirmed in several 

independent Western blots. 

 

Figure 3.30 Comparison of the expression of proteorhodopsin in TN72 with and without psbK 
knockout, observed by western blot analysis using anti-HA antibodies. Cultures were grown in 25 mL 
TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: the control strain TNE, 
two transfomants of TN72 containing proteorhodopsin (+PR 1 and 2), a psbK-deficient TNE 
transformant (-psbK), two psbK-deficient transformant containing proteorhodopsin (+PR/-psbK 1 and 
2), and a highly expressed HA-tagged protein as positive control (+). Unspecific band on the upper 
section of the gel serves as a loading control. 

There seems to be higher protein level for +PR1 (TN72-PR 1) than +PR2 (TN72-PR 2); 

however, this result is not consistently observed in Western blots carried out, which 

suggests that this particular protein’s level might vary depending upon the specific time 

(stage in cultivation) in which samples are taken. It is also speculated that this protein 

might be unstable, which can be somehow expected due to the intrinsic instability and 

difficulty of detection for membrane proteins (Alguel et al., 2010; Carpenter et al., 2008), 

specially in this case in which there seems to be a low level of protein being accumulated. 
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3.4.2 Functionality of proteorhodopsin in TN72-PRΔpsbK 

Since it was demonstrated that PR was present in the TN72-PRΔpsbK strain, the 

functionality of the protein was tested as explained in section 3.1.5.  

Proteorhodopsin absorbance at 520 nm 

Absorbance at 520 nm was measured in two TN72-PRΔpsbK transformant lines and the 

control strain TNEΔpsbK in cultures without and with addition of retinal. Absorbance was 

also measured in the original TN72-PR strains and the TNE control, to be able to compare 

any potential differences. Again, absorbance at 680 nm was also measured in order to 

normalise data to chlorophyll fluorescence. Results of these measurements and the ratio 

A520/A680 are shown in Table 3.3. 

Once again, there seemed to be no major difference among all lines analysed, and retinal 

addition did not provide any detectable advantage. The A520/A680 results obtained for the 

two TN72-PRΔpsbK transformant lines matched the values observed for the TN72-PR 

lines, showing no improvement on this regard. This is in agreement with the equivalent 

level of proteorhodopsin observed in both transformant lines in Western blots.   
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Table 3.3 Absorbance at 520 and 680 nm measured in two transformants of TN72 containing 
proteorhodopsin (TN72-PR 1 and 2) with the negative control (TNE), and in two transformants of TN72 
expressing proteorhodopsin in a psbK-deficient background (TN72-PRΔpsbK 1 and 2) with the 
negative control (TNEΔpsbK) with (10 mM) and without added all-trans-retinal. Cultures were grown 
in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 s-1. 

Sample Retinal [mM] A520 A680 A520/A680 

TNE 
0 0.676 0.739 0.915 

10 0.671 0.743 0.903 

     

TN72-PR 1 
0 0.554 0.614 0.902 

10 0.449 0.523 0.859 

     

TN72-PR 2 
0 0.629 0.684 0.919 

10 0.641 0.704 0.911 

     

TNEΔpsbK 
0 0.545 0.613 0.889 

10 0.580 0.642 0.903 

     

TN72-PRΔpsbK 1 
0 0.471 0.522 0.902 

10 0.465 0.514 0.905 

     

TN72-PRΔpsbK 2 
0 0.428 0.475 0.901 

10 0.392 0.437 0.897 

 

Growth of TN72-PRΔpsbK and effect of retinal addition 

The TN72-PR and TN72-PRΔpsbK transformants were grown in mixotrophic mode (light 

intensity of 50 µmol m-2 s-1) and growth was monitored for a period of eight days. From 

Figure 3.31, it can be observed that the growth rate of the two TN72-PR transformants 

matched very closely TNE, with similar maximum cell densities, just as observed before. 

TNEΔpsbK and one of the TN72-PRΔpsbK lines also showed a matching growth profile, 

demonstrating that when these strains were grown at moderate light intensity with added 

carbon source, cell growth was equivalent to strains with no mutation of psbK. 

In contrast, for the second TN72-PRΔpsbK line, a slower growth rate and particularly 

decreased maximum cell density was observed when compared to all other strains. This 

fact suggests that a transformation event can actually generate transformant lines with 

different phenotypes and gene expression levels. This phenomenon has been generally 
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dismissed, assuming that cell lines generated from a same chloroplast transformation will 

exhibit the same gene expression and hence, protein accumulation. Although the Western 

blot result from Figure 3.30 shows the same level of protein accumulation for both TN72-

PRΔpsbK lines, it has been widely observed in other Western blots that protein level 

varies, even when samples were harvested at the same cultivation stage.  

This decreased growth of the transformant line 2 might indicate that there could have 

been other recombination events within the same transformation. DNA insertion in the 

chloroplast occurs via homologous recombination; therefore, it is easy to track this 

insertion. However, it is not possible to determine if other events of recombination have 

occurred in the nuclear genome simultaneously, and this incident could explain different 

phenotypes due to the mutation of other genes. 

 

Figure 3.31 Comparison of cell growth of two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-
PR 1, 2) with the negative control (TNE) and two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin in a 
psbK-deficient background (TN72-PRΔpsbK 1 and 2) with the negative control (TNEΔpsbK). Cultures 
were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was 
OD750=0.1. 

The same set of cultures was run with the addition of 10 mM retinal, in order to determine 

if there was any difference adding retinal to the cultures in this new genetic background; 

however, the growth profile obtained was very similar to the one obtained with no retinal 

addition (Figure 3.32), so once again retinal seemed to provide no detectable benefit. This 

experiment, with and without retinal addition, was run in two independent events and the 

same behaviour was observed in all cell lines. 
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Figure 3.32 Comparison of cell growth of two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-
PR 1, 2) with the negative control (TNE) and two TN72 transformants expressing proteorhodopsin in a 
psbK-deficient background (TN72-PRΔpsbK 1 and 2) with the negative control (TNEΔpsbK) with 10 
mM retinal addition at 40 hours of cultivation. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 
°C, 120 rpm and 50 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was OD750=0.1. 

The TN72-PRΔpsbK transformant line that showed good growth in flasks (TN72-PRΔpsbK 

1) and TNEΔpsbK were grown without retinal in the photobioreactor in TAP medium in 

dim light (light intensity of 30 µmol m-2 s-1), and cell growth (OD740) was measured online 

every 30 minutes for 7 days (Figure 3.33). The growth profile was almost the same for 

both strains, which is in agreement with the results observed in flasks. TN72-PRΔpsbK 

showed a specific growth rate of 0.030 h-1, against 0.031 h-1 observed in TNEΔpsbK, which 

is slightly lower than TN72-PR grown under the same conditions (0.034 h-1). 
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Figure 3.33 Comparison of cell growth of the psbK-deficient TN72 transformant expressing 
proteorhodopsin (TN72-PRΔpsbK) against the negative control (TNEΔpsbK). Cultures were grown in 
TAP medium in an automated photobioreactor at 25° C, 30 µmol m-2 s-1 and continuous shaking at 120 
rpm. Initial cell density was OD740=0.25. 

The main reason for knocking out psbK was to test if this strategy would increase the 

abundance of proteorhodopsin and thus, be able to demonstrate that PR can provide some 

advantage in terms of cell growth rate. Strains TN72-PR and TN72-PRΔpsbK were grown 

in the same conditions (light intensity of 30 µmol m-2 s-1) in two separate events and in 

both cases it could be observed that TN72-PR grows slightly faster than TN72-PRΔpsbK 

(Figure 3.34). Average cell growth rate obtained was 0.033 h-1 for TN72-PR against 0.031 

h-1 for TN72-PRΔpsbK, meaning a 6.5 % higher growth rate in the strain expressing PR 

without psbK knocked-out.  
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Figure 3.34 Comparison of cell growth of the psbK-deficient TN72 transformant expressing 
proteorhodopsin (TN72-PRΔpsbK) against the TN72 transformant expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-
PR). Cultures were grown in TAP medium in an automated photobioreactor at 25° C, 30 µmol m-2 s-1 
and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell density was OD740=0.25. Curves represent the average 
result of 2 separate experiments, and the grey area represent horizontal error bars for each strain 
cultivated (n=2). 

Since these psbK knockout lines were kept in dim light conditions, but it has been reported 

that they can tolerate high light when an exogenous carbon source is provided (Takahashi 

et al., 1994), they were also grown at 150 µmol m-2 s-1 (Figure 3.35).  

 

Figure 3.35 Comparison of cell growth of two psbK mutants (TN72-PRΔpsbK and TNEΔpsbK) and a 
strain with the native psbK (TNE). Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm 
and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was OD750=0.05. 
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Both TN72-PRΔpsbK and TNEΔpsbK grew well, with very similar specific growth rate and 

maximum cell density to TNE, so these strains were tested along with TNE and TN72-PR in 

the photobioreactor at similar light intensity conditions (Figure 3.36). Cell growth was not 

negatively affected by the higher light intensity, but the opposite, obtaining higher specific 

growth rates of 0.044 h-1 for TN72-PR against 0.046 h-1 for TN72-PRΔpsbK. Control strains 

TNE and TNEΔpsbK showed growth rates of 0.040 and 0.044 h-1, respectively. This 

experiment gave the first evidence of higher growth rate for TN72-PRΔpsbK over the 

other cell lines. Nevertheless, this increase reaches a 4.5 % only, which is not a major 

improvement and does not provide enough evidence of a potential advantage of carrying a 

disrupted psbK.  

 

Figure 3.36 Comparison of cell growth of the psbK-deficient TN72 transformant expressing 
proteorhodopsin (TN72-PRΔpsbK) against the TN72 transformant expressing proteorhodopsin (TN72-
PR) and controls for both transformant lines without PR. Cultures were grown in TAP medium in an 
automated photobioreactor at 25° C, 200 µmol m-2 s-1 and continuous shaking at 120 rpm. Initial cell 
density was OD740=0.25.  

3.4.3 Conclusion 

The level of proteorhodopsin in a psbK-deficient strain did not exhibit any improvement 

when compared to the photosynthetic parent strain TN72-PR, despite the evidence of less 

accumulation of PSII in the thylakoid membrane and, therefore, more membrane space for 

PR integration.  
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Experiments to test the functionality of PR in this new background in cultures grown in 

dim light did not show any benefit in cell growth, especially in the case of one of the 

transformant lines grown in the small flask cultures, in which PR appeared to have a 

detrimental effect on growth with respect to all other strains.  

It was possible to observe that psbK mutants grow normally on bright light when acetate is 

supplemented, just as reported by Takahashi et al. (1994), so this alleviated the growth 

rate and cell density imbalance observed at lower light intensity. When growing the 

different cell lines in the photobioreactor at this higher light intensity, a higher specific 

growth rate for TN72-PRΔpsbK was measured; however, the increase is quite moderate 

with respect to TN72-PR, and it does not justify the need for a psbK-deficient background. 

It can also be argued that such a small increase is within the margin of error for a 

measurement, meaning that this percentage is not statistically significant to be considered 

as a real increase, even more so considering that for this experiment there are no 

replicates involved. 

Overall, these findings suggest that the presence of proteorhodopsin in a PSII-deficient 

mutant has no positive contribution to cell growth, and the strategy of reducing PSII levels 

does not increase PR level. Consequently, limitation on the accumulation of PR is not due 

to molecular crowding but more likely due to other factors such as instability of the 

protein, translational/post-translational complications or inefficient integration of the 

protein into the membrane, such that it is quickly degraded.  

 

3.5 Final remarks 

This chapter describes the successful synthesis of a prokaryotic membrane protein in the 

chloroplast of C. reinhardtii. As far as can be found in literature, this is the first report of 

the synthesis of an integral transmembrane protein in the algal chloroplast. There are only 

few reports describing the expression of a membrane protein in tobacco chloroplasts, 

particularly the work of Ahmad and colleagues (Ahmad et al., 2012), who confirmed 

expression and functionality of a plastid terminal oxidase from C. reinhardtii.  

Although the accumulation of the 23-kDa PR was clearly demonstrated, the level of protein 

was low. A knockout strategy was designed in order to lower the protein density in the 
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thylakoid membrane by reducing the amount of PSII complex and provide more space for 

proteorhodopsin, and two different PSII genes were disrupted for this purpose. This 

approach led to the finding that although psbC encoded a product that is dispensable, the 

expression of the gene itself is not, possibly because psbC is co-transcribed with essential 

tRNA genes. As such, stable homoplasmic transformants of a psbC knockout could not be 

recovered. In contrast, homoplasmic psbK knockout lines were generated and allowed the 

testing of the hypothesis that reducing PSII levels would result in increased PR levels. 

The functionality of PR was assessed with the main objective of detecting improvement in 

specific growth rate or culture lifespan, as reported in literature for heterologous 

expression of PR (Johnson et al., 2010). It was possible to detect a contribution to cell 

growth for TN72-PR of almost 12 % when growing cells in the photobioreactor; however, 

this same effect was not observed in shake flasks. This difference in behaviour can be 

attributed to a better control of the cultivation parameters, particularly light intensity, in 

the automated photobioreactor and a more standardised measurement of the cell density.   

The psbK knockout did not contribute to the PR level accumulated, as it was observed in 

Western blot results. A lesser degree of molecular crowding in the thylakoid membrane 

due to decreased levels of PSII did not produce the hypothesised result on PR 

accumulation, and the fact that TN72-PRΔpsbK showed lower specific growth rate and cell 

density in most conditions studied when compared to TN72-PR made the psbK knockout a 

not helpful strategy for increasing PR level.  

In conclusion, the insertion of proteorhodopsin into the chloroplast of TN72 seems to 

provide a moderate improvement in cell growth under the conditions studied. However, 

more replicates of this experiment would be advisable in order to have stronger data to 

support this claim. It is not fully understood if this protein, or a fraction of it, is effectively 

being embedded into the thylakoid membrane because it was not possible to detect it in 

membrane-enriched fractions, due to the high concentration on other membrane 

components. Nevertheless, this protein was not detected in the soluble fraction either, 

which supports the assumption that proteorhodopsin integrated into the thylakoid 

membrane.  

The addition of exogenous all-trans retinal did not provide any advantage, so it is 

speculated that PR was able to access the endogenous retinal present in C. reinhardtii. 

However, no experiments were carried out to assess if the endogenous retinal was being 
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utilised by proteorhodopsin, but the fact that a difference in growth rate was observed 

strongly suggests that proteorhodopsin is active. Another factor that could affect the 

membrane integration and functionality of PR is the different lipid composition of the 

thylakoid membrane in comparison to its original location (Opekarová and Tanner, 2003). 

There is clearly a very different lipid composition in the membrane of Gram (-) bacteria 

such as the γ-proteobacterium, from where PR was isolated, in comparison to the 

chloroplast membrane of C. reinhardtii and this can definitely pose a challenge to consider. 

It is envisaged that PR expression could be enhanced by expressing it under the control of 

a stronger promoter/5’ UTR, such as psaA, which as will be shown in the next chapter, 

provides higher protein accumulation than the atpA regulatory elements. An increase in 

protein accumulation could make it easier for detection of a more pronounced effect on 

cell growth.   
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4 EXPRESSION OF A GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN AS A 

REPORTER IN THE CHLOROPLAST OF CHLAMYDOMONAS 

REINHARDTII  

 

Reporter genes code for proteins that are mostly used for in vivo and in vitro applications 

as indicators of the transcriptional activity in cells, which can be assessed by measuring 

the reporter mRNA level or the reporter protein itself (Schenborn and Groskreutz, 1999). 

These reporters have also been used fused to endogenous proteins in order to study 

protein localisation and protein-protein interactions, and as part of signal transduction 

events in biosensing systems (Lewis et al., 1998). Ideal reporter genes are not 

endogenously expressed in the host system, and the reporter product should be easily 

detectable involving sensitive, quantitative and reproducible methods for its assessment 

(Lewis et al., 1998; Schenborn and Groskreutz, 1999).  

There is a diverse range of fluorescent proteins (FP) that have been used with great 

success as reporters for the different purposes listed above (Chudakov et al., 2010). Many 

factors can influence the fluorescence levels provided by a fluorescent protein: these 

include the background auto-fluorescence in the organism due to the presence of different 

metabolites and pigments, the FP expression levels, the rate of FP maturation (creation of 

the chromophore), levels of protein mis-folding, and protein turnover (Rasala et al., 2013). 

In addition to the intrinsic features of the particular FP that define its fluorescence, the 

steady-state level of the FP can be maximised by selecting the appropriate regulatory 

sequences that will control the expression of the FP gene in the chosen host. These 

regulatory sequences include the 5’ UTR and promoter region, the 3’ UTR, and other cis- 

and trans-acting elements than can contribute as enhancers or stabilizers.  

Different reporters have been expressed in the chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

with variable degree of success, which include antibiotic-resistance markers and enzymes. 

However, low levels of protein accumulation have been achieved, making these reporters 

not suitable for quantitative analyses (Franklin et al., 2002; Mayfield and Schultz, 2004). 

As displayed in Table 1.2, the search for a suitable FP to study various features of gene 
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expression and protein accumulation has proven disappointing as well, with low levels of 

expression and almost non-detectable fluorescence.  

This chapter focuses on the expression of a synthetic gene encoding the fluorescent 

protein Verde Fluorescent Protein (VFP) in different genetic backgrounds, exploring the 

effect on protein accumulation and functionality of two different promoters/5’ UTR (from 

the endogenous genes atpA and psaA), the co-expression of a gene for a bacterial 

chaperone protein (Spy), and the creation of a fusion construct in which VFP is fused to 

the large subunit of the RuBisCo enzyme. These four approaches aim at increasing the 

level of protein accumulated in the chloroplast. VFP levels were assessed both by 

immunodetection and by fluorescence measurements. 

 

4.1 Selection and design of the fluorescent gene  

There are plenty of choices of fluorescent proteins nowadays, including numerous 

variants of the original FPs – green fluorescent protein (GFP) and Discosoma sp. red 

fluorescent protein (DsRed). Variants usually have a few mutations in their protein  

sequence in order to tune excitation and emission wavelengths, and also aimed at 

increasing brightness, photostability and maturation temperature (Ilagan et al., 2010; 

Lippincott-Schwartz and Patterson, 2003). 

VFP, which stands for vivid Verde Fluorescent Protein, was discovered in 2010 (Ilagan et 

al., 2010). This protein was isolated from the coral species Cyphastrea microphthalma 

from warm waters of the Australian Great Barrier Reef (Figure 4.1). The VFP sequence 

shows a higher sequence identity to DsRed than to GFP, and exhibits maximum excitation 

and emission peaks at 491 and 503 nm, respectively. Despite sequence similarity to 

DsRed, VFP spectral properties are more similar to enhanced GFP (EGFP) due to its GFP-

like chromophore. This ∼ 26 kDa protein was successfully used for in vivo labelling when 

expressed as a fusion construct in zebrafish embryos and its fluorescence could be 

detected by fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, it was also reported that this protein 

exhibits at least two-fold higher brightness than EGFP. These promising results 

encouraged us to investigate whether VFP could be a useful reporter protein in the 

chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.  
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Figure 4.1 A) The coral Cyphastrea microphthalma, from where VFP was isolated. B) overlay of the 
absorption (abs), fluorescence-excitation (ex) and fluorescence-emission (em) spectra of VFP. The 
samples were excited at 450 nm and the emission spectra were measured from 465 to 650 nm. The 
fluorescence excitation spectra were obtained from 250 to 515 nm by monitoring the emission at 530 
nm. The spectra were normalised at the maximum peak (replicated from Ilagan et al., 2010). 

Table 4.1 presents the distinctive features of various fluorescent proteins and relative 

brightness relative to EGFP, since this is one of the most widely used FP. 
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4.2 Expression of VFP under the control of the atpA promoter/5’ UTR 

The first approach was to design a synthetic gene encoding VFP and express this in the 

chloroplast under the control of the atpA promoter/5’UTR by using the expression vector 

pASapI (vector details explained in section 3.1.2).  

4.2.1 Construction of the plasmid pASapI.VFP  

A synthesised version of vfp (GenBank accession number FN597286) was designed taking 

into account the Kazusa codon usage table for chloroplast genes in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. A codon adaptation index of 0.8 was chosen. The stop codon was preceded by 

the coding sequence for a Hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag for ease of detection of VFP 

using commercial antibodies. The resulting gene (728 bp) was designed to be easily cloned 

into pASapI by double digestion with the restriction enzymes SapI and SphI (vfp sequence 

in appendix 3). 

Insertion of the vfp fragment (Figure 4.2 A) into the SapI-SphI digested pASapI vector 

(Figure 4.2 B) generated the transformation plasmid pASapI.VFP (7294 bp) (Figure 4.2 C), 

which was further sequenced to corroborate there were no mutations introduced in any 

step. The plasmid was firstly amplified in the E. coli strain DH5α and purified for 

transformation of TN72. 

 

Figure 4.2 A) Gel electrophoresis result for the digested vfp with enzymes SapI and SphI. Expected size 
is 0.72 kb, B) Gel electrophoresis result for the linearised pASapI vector. Expected size is 6.6 kb, C) 
Diagram of the pASapI.VFP plasmid developed for insertion of vfp into the chloroplast of the host 
strains TN72 and Bst-same. 
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In case of any detrimental effect of the HA tag on VFP folding and functionality, an 

alternative version of the plasmid form was created, in which vfp did not have the HA tag 

sequence on its 3’ end. For this purpose, vfp was amplified by PCR using a forward primer 

replicating the SapI restriction site (VFP_SapI.F) and a reverse primer that created the stop 

codon immediately after the coding sequence, followed by a SphI restriction site 

(VFP_SphI.R) (primer sequences in appendix 1). The resulting fragment (710 bp) was 

digested with both restriction enzymes and ligated into pASapI forming the plasmid 

pASapI.VFP.noHA. This plasmid was also sequenced to verify that there were no mutations 

or mismatches along the generation process.   

4.2.2 Transformation of TN72 with plasmids pASapI.VFP and 

pASapI.VFP.noHA 

Transformation of TN72 with the two plasmids was carried out as explained in section 

2.6.2.1, using the glass beads vortexing method. Plates were incubated in bright light for    

3 – 4 weeks until colonies appeared. 

Recovery of vfp transformants and confirmation of gene expression 

The transformation numbers obtained for the two plasmids are shown in Table 4.2. These 

transformant lines were assessed by PCR screening, following the strategy detailed in 

section 2.5.2.1, in which a combination of four primers allows detection of untransformed 

(0.85 kb band for TN72, 1.0 kb for WT) and successfully transformed (1.2 kb) chloroplast 

genomes. Figure 4.3 shows the result of this analysis for colonies arising from the 

pASapI.VFP plasmid, where it was possible to detect the 1.2 kb band for positive 

transformants in four colonies, and the 1.0 kb band in one, which provides an example of 

an aberrant transformant where only the psbH marker has integrated into the genome. 

The absence of a 0.85 kb PCR product in any of the transformants indicated that they had 

reached homoplasmy with no copies of the TN72 genome remaining. Sequencing also 

confirmed that vfp had been recombined in the expected locus without any mutations. In 

the case of the transformant lines generated using the plasmid containing vfp without the 

HA tag, the same approach was used for screening for gene integration and homoplasmy, 

and it was confirmed that all four were true transformants.  
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Table 4.2 Transformation yield for VFP insertion in TN72 using the two different plasmids developed. 

Expression vector 
used 

Transformant 
name 

Number of 
transformation 

events 

Number of 
colonies 

recovered 

pASapI.VFP TN72-VFPpA 8 5 

pASapI.VFP.noHA TN72-VFPpAX 7 4 

 

 

Figure 4.3 PCR analysis of TN72 transformants expressing vfp transformed with the pASapI.VFP 
plasmid (TN72-VFPpA) using FLANK1, atpA.R, rbcL.Fn and MluR2 primers. Bands are as follows: wild-
type (WT) 1.0 kb, TN72 and false transformant (T6) 0.85 kb, TN72-VFPpA transformants (T1-T4) 1.2 
kb, transformant T5 showed no amplification due to poor DNA quality in this particular PCR. 

When the same colonies were screened for vfp using specific primers, a positive band of 

the expected size (0.7 kb) was observed for the same transformants that gave positive 

results in the previous PCR, including T5 (Figure 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.4 PCR analysis of TN72 transformants expressing VFP transformed with the pASapI.VFP 
plasmid (TN72-VFPpA) using VFP primers. Bands are 0.7 kb for all transformants (T1-T5) and no 
amplification for TN72. 
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4.2.3 Growth curve of TN72-VFPpA transformants 

In order to verify that there was no detrimental effect on cell growth due to of the 

expression of VFP, a set of cultures comprising the control strain TNE and two TN72-

VFPpA transformants were run in triplicate at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 of light 

intensity. As it can be observed in Figure 4.5, cell growth of the transformant lines 

matched the growth observed in the control strain, with a specific cell growth rate of  

0.064 h-1 (standard error = 0.001, n=3). 

 

Figure 4.5 Comparison of cell growth of two TN72 transformants expressing VFP (TN72-VFPpA 1 and 
2) and the control strain transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE). Cultures were grown in 25 
mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Initial cell density was 1.5x105 cells mL-

1. Error bars represent the standard error (n=3). 

4.2.4 VFP accumulation in TN72  

VFP has a molecular weight of ∼ 26 kDa, and the HA tag attached to its 3’ end has an 

estimated molecular weight of 1.2 kDa; therefore, the HA-tagged VFP should generate a 

product of approximately 27 kDa.  

In order to assess whether the vfp gene is being expressed in the TN72-VFPpA 

transformants, Western blot analysis was carried out on crude lysate samples from the six 

putative transformant lines. Cells were harvested during late exponential phase of 

cultivation and prepared as explained in section 2.7.1. Samples were loaded on a 15 % 
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polyacrylamide gel together with a negative control (cell extract from a line transformed 

with the empty pASapI vector: TNE). ECL detection was used to visualise the binding of the 

HA antibody, and it could be observed that a ∼ 25 kDa protein was present in all positive 

transformants.  

In Figure 4.6, T5 represents the transformant line that gave a band showing no insertion of 

vfp in the PCR screening (named T6 in Figure 4.3) and this result once again confirmed 

that this was not a vfp transformant. All other transformant lines showed similar levels of 

VFP accumulation. 

 

Figure 4.6 Western blot analysis of VFP in transformants generated using the pASapI.VFP plasmid 
using anti-HA antibodies. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 
µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: TN72 transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE), TN72-VFPpA 
transformants (T1-T4 and T6) showing VFP accumulation, T5 corresponds to the transformant that 
gave no positive band for vfp insertion in the PCR screening. 

Fluorescence detection in transformants 

The main goal of using a fluorescent protein as a reporter is to be able to use its 

fluorescence as a facile technique to determine protein accumulation and localisation. 

Different methods for measuring VFP fluorescence in the Chlamydomonas chloroplast 

were evaluated. 

In a first instance, samples from a liquid culture of C. reinhardtii in the exponential growth 

stage were measured for fluorescence using a fluorescence plate reader (Fluostar Optima, 

BMG Labtech); however, it was not possible to detect any signal. The likely reason behind 

this was a combination of the low protein concentration present and the very high 

fluorescence background generated by the chlorophyll. Samples were also measured using 

a fluorescence spectrometer (LS 55 Fluorescence spectrometer, Perkin Elmer) but again 

sensitivity of the equipment was not high enough to detect a signal. Finally, samples were 

tested using flow cytometry (Cyan ADP Analyzer, Beckman Coulter) and this procedure 

gave measurable results. Hence, fluorescence analyses throughout this research were 

carried out by means of flow cytometry. 
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Additionally, transformant lines were observed using confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP5 

confocal microscope) as a means of confirming fluorescence in vivo.  

Flow cytometry 

In order to detect fluorescence in an easy and fast way that could be used for in situ 

monitoring of whole cells at different stages of growth or under different parameters of 

cultivation, flow cytometry was used as detailed in section 2.8.3. 

Fluorescence emission was detected in samples harvested at late-exponential cultivation 

phase, which corresponds to approximately 75 hours of growth. A shift of the fluorescence 

peak shown in the histogram correlates with a variation in the median value of 

fluorescence detected in a VFP-expressing strain in comparison to a control strain without 

VFP, grown under the same cultivation conditions. The change in fluorescence is 

expressed as a percentage.  Figure 4.7 shows an example of this measurement in which 

fluorescence was detected for TN72-VFPpA (top right panel) and in the control strain TNE 

(top left panel), which then produced the overlay of the fluorescence peaks (bottom 

panel). A shift on this overlay is considered as the fluorescence emitted by VFP. 
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Figure 4.7 Histograms of fluorescence emission at 510-550 nm of a VFP transformant generated using 
the pASapI.VFP plasmid (top right panel) and TN72 transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE) 
as negative control (top left panel), at the same cultivation conditions  (TAP medium, 25 °C, 120 rpm 
and 150 µmol m-2 s-1). In the histograms, fluorescence intensity is plotted on the x axis and cell count 
plotted on the y axis. The bar on the histograms represents the 50 % of the population. The overlay 
plot (bottom panel) shows the shift in fluorescence: green curve (negative control), blue curve (VFP 
transformant). 

As observed from this measurement, the population expressing VFP emitted a higher level 

of fluorescence in the range of 510-550 nm, which comprises the emission range of VFP, 

than the auto-fluorescence detected in this range in TNE. This measurement was 

performed in quadruplicate obtaining a 19.17 ± 0.83 % increase in fluorescence, which 

confirms that VFP is a functional fluorescent protein.  

In the case of transformants expressing VFP without the HA tag (TN72-VFPpAX) the 

median fluorescence value obtained was equivalent to the value obtained for TN72-VFPpA 

(19.80 % ± 2.37). Consequently, it was possible to verify that the expression of vfp with an 

HA tag sequence fused to its 3’ end had no detrimental effect on the functionality 

(fluorescence) of the protein. The strain TN72-VFPpAX was not used for any further 

experiments presented in this chapter.  
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Confocal microscopy 

Transformant cells were inspected in vivo using a fluorescence microscope, but no 

fluorescence could be detected. A confocal laser scanning microscope was then used and 

the results showed that there was a small yet detectable level of fluorescence in TN72-

VFPpA transformants (Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8 Fluorescent image of a VFP transformant generated using the pASapI.VFP plasmid, and TN72 
transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE) as negative control, collected using a Leica TCS SP5 
confocal microscope with objective 100X oil immersion lens. The excitation wavelength was 488 nm 
emission range, and detection bandwidth was 510 nm. 

As observed in Figure 4.8, the VFP fluorescence detected superimposes the auto-

fluorescence from the chloroplast due to chlorophyll abundance, showing that VFP is 

localised in the chloroplast, as expected.  

Detection of fluorescence by confocal microscopy proved challenging due to the fragility of 

TN72 as a cell wall-deficient strain, giving a very short time frame for cells to be inspected. 

For this reason, it was decided to express vfp in a walled strain, and results of this are 

presented in the following section. 
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4.2.5 Transformation of Bst-same with pASapI.VFP 

It was desirable to express VFP in a different host strain that possesses cell wall, in order 

to have a more robust strain for imaging purposes. The strain used for this goal is named 

Bst-same and it is designed to employ the same photosynthesis recovery strategy as TN72 

(psbH-deficient) for generation of transformants (O’Connor et al., 1998).  

Despite being a cell-walled strain, transformation was attempted using the glass beads 

method which is generally more suitable for cell wall-less strains (Kindle et al., 1991), 

since transformants can, nevertheless, be recovered at low frequency (S. Purton, personal 

communication). 

 Recovery of vfp transformants and confirmation of gene expression 

A total of six colonies (BST-T1 to BST-T6) were recovered from ten plates. These lines 

were assessed by PCR screening for those containing vfp, following the strategy detailed in 

section 2.5.2.1. Figure 4.9 shows that there were four positive transformants, where it was 

possible to detect a 1.2 kb band corresponding to the transformed plastome. The absence 

of a 1.0 kb PCR product for the untransformed plastome (as seen for both the WT and Bst-

same) indicated that the transformants were homoplasmic.  

 

Figure 4.9 PCR analysis for Bst-same transformants expressing VFP transformed with the pASapI.VFP 
plasmid (BST-VFP) using FLANK1, atpA.R and MluR2 primers. Bands are as follows: wild-type (WT), 
Bst-same (BST) and failed transformant (T2) 1.0 kb; BST-VFP transformants (T1, T3-T5) 1.2 kb, T6 
transformant showed no amplification due to poor DNA quality. 
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4.2.6 VFP accumulation in Bst-same 

A representative transformant line from both the TN72 and Bst-same recipient strains was 

grown in mixotrophic condition and samples were collected at different time points of the 

culture lifespan throughout a period of 96 hours. Samples were prepared as explained in 

section 2.7.1 and loaded on a 15 % polyacrylamide gel together with a positive control 

(cell extract containing an HA-tagged protein of 40 kDa) to confirm antibody binding. ECL 

detection was used to visualise the result. Surprisingly, the BST-VFP transformant showed 

a considerably lower level of protein in comparison to the TN72-VFPpA transformants at 

the same cultivation stages (Figure 4.10).   

 

Figure 4.10 VFP accumulation in transformants generated using the pASapI.VFP plasmid in both cell 
hosts TN72 and Bst-same is demonstrated by Western blot analysis using anti-HA antibodies. Cultures 
were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes indicate strain 
and time point as follows: T stands for TN72-VFP and B strands for BST-VFP; numbers stand for the 
time (in hours) at which the samples were harvested. (+) represents a highly expressed HA-tagged 
protein as positive labelling control. 

Moreover, it was observed that the product generated in the BST-VFP line was less stable, 

with no detection of any band in samples harvested after 96 hours of cultivation. The 

reason behind this is most likely to be the presence of random mutations in the nuclear 

genome of Bst-same that could have accumulated over time, and this might affect 

chloroplast protein expression, a phenomenon that has been observed and reported in the 

literature (Bruick and Mayfield, 1999). It is known that many chloroplast genes are 

regulated in their expression by nuclear factors, including atpA, and mutations in such 

factors could affect vfp expression in the Bst-same host (Eberhard et al., 2011). 

Considering this result and the lack of fluorescence detected with flow cytometry and 

confocal microscopy, this strain was not studied further.  

4.2.7 Conclusion 

The expression of vfp under the control of the atpA promoter and 5’ UTR produced 

homoplasmic transformants in both strains of C. reinhardtii transformed; however, VFP 

levels varied dramatically between the two strains, which were confirmed not only by the 
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Western blot analysis but also by the lack of fluorescence detected in BST-VFP 

transformants.  

Fluorescence was assessed using flow cytometry, which proved to be a promising 

alternative for quick and easy fluorescence detection, giving a positive signal without the 

need to disrupt cells, which can be a key factor for rapid monitoring of fluorescence. 

Confocal microscopy provided qualitative evidence for fluorescence as well. 

Additionally, fluorescence measurements demonstrated that the presence of the HA tag 

had no detrimental effect on protein stability and functionality; consequently, further 

studies and generation of new transformant lines in TN72 using other regulatory 

sequences were carried out using the HA-tagged VFP, as described in the next sections. 

 

4.3 Expression of VFP under the control of the psaA promoter/5’ UTR 

It has been recently shown that higher levels of transgene expression in the C. reinhardtii 

chloroplast can be obtained when using the psaA promoter/5’UTR element to drive 

expression, as opposed to the atpA element (Michelet et al., 2011). Consequently, a new 

expression vector, pSRSapI, was developed in our lab by Dr. Rosie Young. This vector 

contains the 5’ UTR and promoter of the exon 1 from the endogenous psaA gene, and a 

native copy of the psbH gene used to restore phototrophy in the ΔpsbH recipient strain 

TN72. Similarly to pASapI, this vector can be digested appropriately with the restriction 

enzymes SapI and SphI for insertion of the foreign gene. 

4.3.1 Construction of the plasmid pSRSapI.VFP  

The plasmid pSRSapI.VFP was generated in the same manner as pASapI.VFP. Ligation of 

the vfp fragment (Figure 4.11 A) with the SapI-SphI digested pSRSapI vector (Figure 4.11 

B) was carried out, generating the transformation plasmid pSRSapI.VFP (6988 bp) (Figure 

4.11 C). The vfp region was sequenced to confirm there were no mutations introduced in 

any step. The plasmid was amplified in the E. coli strain DH5α and purified for 

transformation of TN72. 
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Figure 4.11 A) Gel electrophoresis result for the digested vfp fragment with enzymes SapI and SphI. 
Expected size is 0.72 kb, B) Gel electrophoresis result for the linearised pSRSapI vector. Expected size 
is 6.2 kb, C) Diagram of the pSRSapI.VFP plasmid developed for insertion of vfp into the chloroplast of 
the host strain TN72. 

4.3.2 Transformation of TN72 with plasmid pSRSapI.VFP 

Transformation of TN72 with the pSRSapI.VFP plasmid was carried out as described in 

section 2.6.2.1, using the glass beads vortexing method. Plates were incubated in bright 

light for 3 – 4 weeks until colonies appeared. 

Recovery of vfp transformants and confirmation of gene expression 

The transformation yield was nine colonies from ten plates. To identify transformants 

expressing vfp (TN72-VFPpS), the same PCR strategy described in section 2.5.2.1 was 

applied, but using a different primer set (primer sequences in Appendix 1). A band of ∼ 1.2 

kb was expected for vfp transformants, and this was obtained in all transformant lines. 

Figure 4.12 shows an example of four transformants assessed, in which all of them show 

the expected band characteristic of homoplasmic strains. Sequencing also confirmed that 

vfp had been recombined in the expected locus within the chloroplast genome.  
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Figure 4.12 PCR analysis for TN72 transformants expressing vfp transformed with the pSRSapI.VFP 
plasmid (TN72-VFPpS) using FLANK1, rbcL.Fn and RY-psaR primers. Bands are as follows: TN72 0.85 
kb, TN72-VFPpS transformants (T1, T2 and T4) 1.2 kb, T3 transformant showed weak amplification 
due to poor DNA quality. 

4.3.3 VFP accumulation in TN72 

For the assessment of VFP accumulation in TN72-VFPpS transformants, crude cell extracts 

from two transformants were run alongside that from a TN72-VFPpA transformant line in 

order to compare protein level between psaA and atpA elements used to drive expression. 

Samples were prepared as explained in section 2.7.1 and 10 µl of each were loaded on a  

15 % polyacrylamide gel. ECL detection was used to visualise the result. As it can be 

observed in Figure 4.13, protein accumulation when using the psaA promoter and 5’ UTR 

(T1 and T2) is significantly greater than when vfp is regulated by the atpA regulatory 

elements (pA). H1 is the control strain transformed with the empty pSRSapI vector.  

 

Figure 4.13 Accumulation of VFP in two transformants generated using the pSRSapI.VFP plasmid is 
demonstrated by Western blot analysis using anti-HA antibodies. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP 
medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: TN72 transformed with the 
empty pSRSapI vector (H1), two TN72 transformants expressing vfp driven by the psaA regulatory 
elements (T1, T2), and a TN72 transformant expressing vfp driven by the atpA regulatory elements 
(pA). 

Both TN72-VFPpS lines showed equivalent amounts of protein accumulation, and it is 

estimated that this protein level is approximately 10 times higher than the level of protein 

accumulated in TN72-VFPpA. Improved levels of expression using the psaA element have 

also been observed in our group for other recombinant proteins (Dr Rosie Young, personal 
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communication), and this result is in agreement with what has been previously observed 

by Michelet et al. (2011). 

Fluorescence detection in transformants 

Since confocal microscopy can only be used for qualitative purposes, fluorescence was 

measured by means of flow cytometry only, and this data was compared to the values 

obtained for TN72-VFPpA transformants. Figure 4.14 shows the histograms and overlay of 

fluorescence for TN72-VFPpS (top right panel) compared to its control strain H1 (top left 

panel). In this case, there was a shift in fluorescence signal of 35.98 ± 0.71 % (n=4) with 

respect to the negative control, which correlates with the higher level of protein detected 

in the Western blot. This higher fluorescence signal can be noted in the overlay plot 

(bottom panel), where it can be observed that the fluorescence peak for TN72-VFPpS (blue 

curve) has less area overlapped with the fluorescence peak of H1 (green curve). 

 

Figure 4.14 Histograms of fluorescence emission at 510-550 nm of a VFP transformant generated using 
the pSRSapI.VFP plasmid (top right panel) and TN72 transformed with the empty pSRSapI vector (H1) 
as negative control (top left panel), at the same growth conditions (TAP medium at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 
150 µmol m-2 s-1). In the histograms, fluorescence intensity is plotted on the x axis and cell count 
plotted on the y axis. The bar on the histograms represents 50 % of the population. The overlay plot 
(bottom panel) shows the shift in fluorescence: green curve (negative control), blue curve (VFP 
transformant). 
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4.3.4 Conclusion 

Expression of VFP under the control of the psaA promoter and 5’ UTR gave a higher level 

of protein accumulation, as it was observed by immunodetection. This suggests that psaA 

is a stronger promoter than atpA or that translation initiation is more efficient with the 

psaA 5’UTR. This increased level of protein provides a higher signal in fluorescence, as 

detected by flow cytometry, which makes this strain more suitable than TN72-VFPpA for 

monitoring recombinant protein expression. 

 

4.4 Expression of VFP co-expressed with a bacterial chaperone 

A different strategy to test if the VFP level could be increased was to express vfp along 

with a chaperone protein. Protein levels can be affected by many factors, and when 

expressing a recombinant protein it is very difficult to envisage whether it will be folded 

properly, active, stable, or form protein aggregates and be degraded. To overcome most of 

these issues, the so-called chaperone proteins can be found in most organisms assisting in 

several ways: supporting the folding of new or denatured proteins; providing folding 

intermediates so proteins do not aggregate; as mediators for the assembly/disassembly of 

protein complexes; helping in protein translocation across membranes; and inducing 

unfoldable proteins into protein degradation (Nordhues et al., 2010).  There are five major 

groups of chaperones (Hsp100, Hsp90, Hsp70, Hsp60, and small Hsps, and their co-

chaperones) that are classified based on their molecular mass, and the chloroplast of C. 

reinhardtii contains at least one member from each group (Nordhues et al., 2010). Each of 

these chaperones seems to have a specific task; therefore, it is unknown if they would 

provide any support to the stable accumulation of a foreign protein such as VFP.  

A bacterial chaperone has been recently described in literature. This chaperone  is termed 

Spy and belongs to a new class of chaperones found in the periplasm of E. coli (Quan et al., 

2011). This 15.9 kDa protein functions as an ATP-independent folding chaperone that 

prevents aggregation and helps in refolding unstable proteins, and it is highly induced by 

the presence of unstable proteins or unfolding environmental conditions. A synthetic gene 

encoding this protein was co-expressed with vfp in order to evaluate if Spy would aid in 

the folding and accumulation of VFP. 
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4.4.1 Construction of the plasmid pASapI.VFP.Spy 

Previous work performed by Dr. Chloe Economou in the Purton group had generated a 

codon-optimised version of the Spy chaperone gene that matched the codon bias of the C. 

reinhardtii chloroplast. This gene was expressed in the chloroplast with an HA tag 

sequence added to the 3’ end of the coding region and driven by the psaA regulatory 

elements. Western blot analysis by Dr Economou confirmed protein accumulation, but 

there was concern that the HA tag might inhibit the function of Spy (C. Economou, pers. 

comm.). Therefore, it was decided to use the Spy gene without the HA tag sequence and 

insert this into the pASapI.VFP plasmid upstream of vfp, in order to produce the plasmid 

pASapI.VFP.Spy (8006 bp), as illustrated in Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.15 Diagram of the pASapI.VFP.Spy plasmid developed for insertion of the Spy chaperone gene 
co-expressed with vfp into the TN72 chloroplast. 

4.4.2 Transformation of TN72 with plasmid pASapI.VFP.Spy 

Transformation was performed using the glass beads method and transformant colonies 

were recovered after 3 – 4 weeks. PCR screening performed by Dr Economou confirmed 

insertion of Spy and vfp into TN72 and transformant colonies (TN72-VFPSpy) were also 

successfully checked for homoplasmy. 

4.4.3 VFP accumulation in TN72  

In order to assess the accumulation of VFP in this new genetic background, a Western blot 

was carried out alongside the previously developed strains TN72-VFPpA and TN72-VFPpS. 

Samples were prepared as explained in section 2.7.1 and 10 µL of each sample were 

loaded per well. As it can be observed in Figure 4.16, VFP level in TN72-VFPSpy is 

significantly higher than in TN72-VFPpA. This could be due to the activity of the Spy 

chaperone, since VFP is under the control of the same atpA element in both strains; 

however, it cannot be ruled out that the psaA element driving Spy expression could also be 

up-regulating the downstream vfp gene, since both genes are transcribed in the same 
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direction (Figure 4.15). Further work is therefore required to test this. For example, a new 

transformant line could be produced in which the spy gene is in the opposite orientation to 

vfp. 

However, when comparing the protein level in TN72-VFPSpy to TN72-VFPpS, a higher 

level is seen in the latter strain, which is attributed to the stronger activity of the promoter 

and 5’ UTR of psaA, as observed in Figure 4.13, and suggests that the rate of synthesis 

rather than stable folding of VFP is the key factor affecting the steady-state level in 

transformants. 

 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of the expression of VFP in transformants generated by transformation of 
TN72 with plasmids pASapI.VFP (pA), pASapI.VFP.Spy (Spy) and pSRSapI.VFP (pS) using anti-HA 
antibodies. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. 
The lower lane is the loading control using antibodies against the large subunit of RuBisCo (LS). 

Fluorescence detection in transformants 

The fluorescence measurement was carried out using TNE as the negative control. Figure 

4.17 shows the flow cytometry result for TN72-VFPSpy (top right panel) compared to TNE 

(top left panel), obtaining a shift in fluorescence of 22.30 ± 2.62 % (n=4). This value is 

slightly higher than the fluorescence shift detected in the strain TN72-VFPpA without the 

chaperone (19.17 %), which is in agreement with a higher level of protein accumulated. 
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Figure 4.17 Histograms of fluorescence emission at 510-550 nm of a VFP transformant generated using 
the pASapI.VFP.Spy plasmid (top right panel) and TN72 transformed with the empty pASapI vector 
(TNE) as negative control (top left panel), at the same growth conditions (TAP medium at 25 °C, 120 
rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1). In the histograms, fluorescence intensity is plotted on the x axis and cell 
count plotted on the y axis. The bar on the histograms represents 50 % of the population.  The overlay 
plot (bottom) shows the shift in fluorescence: green curve (negative control), blue curve (VFP 
transformant). 

4.4.4 Conclusion 

The insertion of the Spy chaperone along with vfp produced a positive effect on the 

accumulation and/or stability of VFP, as can be clearly observed in the Western blot 

results. However, fluorescence increased only by 16 % in comparison to the fluorescence 

detected in TN72-VFPpA, which does not correlate proportionally with the protein levels 

detected in Western blot.  

Nevertheless, from these experiments it can be stated that the co-expression of a 

chaperone such as Spy does provide a positive effect on the level of recombinant protein 

detected in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii. This result, together with the data reported for 

this chaperone (Quan et al., 2011), show the potential of this chaperone for the synthesis 

and accumulation of other recombinant proteins expressed in the chloroplast that might 

be less stable. 
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4.5 Expression of a RuBisCo-VFP fusion plasmid in C. reinhardtii 

The final strategy considered for increasing the level of VFP was to fuse vfp to an 

endogenous gene that is normally expressed to high levels. The ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCo) is the key enzyme in CO2 fixation and the most 

abundant protein in the chloroplast. It catalyzes the carboxylation of ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate, generating two molecules of 3-phosphoglycerate, which is the first step in 

the Calvin cycle. RuBisCo is a hexadecamer protein complex composed of eight large 

subunits (LS) that are encoded in the chloroplast genome (rbcL) and eight small subunits 

(SS) that are encoded by two adjacent genes in the nuclear genome (RBCS1 and RBCS2) 

(Wostrikoff and Stern, 2009). 

Recombinant fusion or chimeric proteins are artificial constructs developed by joining the 

coding sequences of two or more genes encoding separate proteins that can come from 

different sources. This approach has been widely used in recent years for the expression of 

proteins with therapeutic purposes, particularly in monoclonal antibody development 

(Chen et al., 2013), and also to tag proteins of interest with fluorescent proteins (Snapp, 

2005). A fusion protein in normally composed by a first protein sequence without a stop 

codon, which is linked to a second protein sequence in frame by a linker or spacer 

sequence, so that both proteins can fold properly as individual entities. 

Considering the naturally high protein level of RuBisCo, it was predicted that creating a 

chimeric construct in which a recombinant protein is fused to the C-terminus of RuBisCo 

could maximise the steady-state level of the protein. Promising results for this approach 

have been reported by Muto el al. (2009), who expressed a luciferase fused to the RuBisCo 

LS. Based on this success, a fusion construct comprising rbcL and vfp was created by 

means of Gibson assembly and expressed in an rbcL-deficient mutant, as will be detailed in 

the following section.  

4.5.1 Construction of the plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP 

In order to create the rbcL-vfp fusion sequence, a plasmid (P-266, 6.6 kb) that already 

contained the C. reinhardtii rbcL was used as backbone vector for the generation of the 

transformation plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP. P-266 was developed in order to introduce the 

native rbcL in rbcL-deficient mutants. This plasmid contains a chloroplast DNA fragment of 

3.8 kb containing the entire rbcL (Newman et al., 1991).  
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The vfp fragment was inserted into P-266 by means of Gibson assembly. This sophisticated 

technique, also known as one-step isothermal in vitro recombination, is widely used in 

synthetic biology nowadays to create large DNA molecules (Gibson et al., 2009, 2008). The 

principle of this method relies on the recombination of DNA fragments sharing terminal 

sequence overlaps as showed in Figure 4.18 (method detailed in section 2.5.10). 

 

Figure 4.18 One-step isothermal in vitro recombination. Two adjacent DNA fragments (magenta and 
green) sharing terminal sequence overlaps (black) are joined into a covalently sealed molecule in a 
one-step isothermal reaction (replicated from Gibson et al., 2009). 

In order to produce overlapping ends on each piece of DNA to be joined, long-tail primers 

were designed (Figure 4.19 A and B) (primer sequences in appendix 1). These primers 

include enough sequence (∼ 20 nucleotides) to bind the existing DNA fragment plus an 

additional DNA sequence that creates the overlap section that will be used to anneal the 

two DNA fragments. The DNA regions that are part of the existing DNA are represented in 

Figure 4.19 A: rbcL (-TAA) and 3’ UTR rbcL and in Figure 4.19 B: vfp (+TAA) and vfp. With 

this approach the resulting plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP contained rbcL without the stop 

codon, followed downstream by a flexible linker (GC linker), the vfp coding sequence, and 

the 3’ UTR from rbcL (Figure 4.19 C). The linker is a glycine-serine rich sequence of 14 

amino acids codon-optimised to the codon bias of the C. reinhardtii chloroplast. This GS-

rich amino acid composition enhances the solubility of the linker, providing flexibility 

between the proteins and promoting their proper folding and functionality (Chen et al., 

2013; Snapp, 2005). 
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Figure 4.19 A) Long-tail primers designed for amplification of the P-266 plasmid containing the rbcL 
gene in order to generate the overlapping regions for Gibson assembly. B) Long-tail primers designed 
for amplification of the vfp fragment with the overlapping regions for base complemantation. C) 
Diagram of the P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid developed for insertion of the rbcL-vfp fusion into an rbcL-
deficient strain of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

Figure 4.20 A shows the amplification of the whole P-266 plasmid using the long-tail 

primers designed, with a size of approximately 6.6 kb. Similarly, Figure 4.20 B shows the 

vfp fragment amplified from the original pMK plasmid using the long-tail primers, 

obtaining a DNA band of 0.75 kb. These two fragments were joined as explained in section 

2.5.10 to form the 7.3 kb fusion plasmid, which was introduced into E. coli strain DH5α.  

Several colonies were recovered and the plasmid amplified was linearised using PstI 

(Figure 4.20 C) and it can be observed that all of them, apart from transformant T5 (which 

is the same size as the P-266 plasmid) have the expected size. 

 

Figure 4.20 A) PCR of the P-266 plasmid using long-tail primers, band size 6.6 kb, B) PCR of vfp using 
long-tail primers, band size 0.75 kb, lanes in gel are negative control without enzyme (NoE) and two 
dilutions of the pMK plasmid containing vfp used as DNA template (VFP1, VFP2), C) Gel electrophoresis 
of the PstI-digested P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid recovered from E. coli transformants. Lanes are: T1-T4 and 
T6-T9 for positive transformants (band size 7.3 kb), P266 for the original P-266 plasmid (band size 6.6 
kb), and T5 for a transformant that exhibits the same band size as P-266.  
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Finally, sequencing and BLAST analysis of the P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid from three of these 

transformants confirmed a flawless assembly, and the ExPASy protein analysis platform 

confirmed that there were no frameshifts between the rbcL and vfp parts of the fusion. 

As explained in section 4.5, RuBisCo comprises eight large subunits and eight small 

subunits, and each of these large subunits would be fused to a VFP molecule. Figure 4.21 

shows a representation made with the PyMOL software of the crystal structure of a section 

of the expected fusion protein, including one large subunit (green), one small subunit 

(pink), the flexi-linker (red) and VFP (yellow).  

The crystal structure of C. reinhardtii RuBisCo was available in the protein structure 

database (PDB code 1GK8). However, since there is no crystal structure available for VFP, 

the crystal structure of a green fluorescent protein (PDB code 4DXM) with the highest 

sequence homology available (80 %) was used for design purposes. The GS-rich linker was 

built as a mixture of α-helices and parallel β-sheets. 

 

Figure 4.21 Representation of the rbcL-VFP fusion protein based on one unit of RuBisCo shown as the 
large chain (green) and the small chain (pink). The C-terminus of the large subunit is fused to a GS-rich 
flexible linker (red), which is then fused to the N-terminus of VFP. 
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4.5.2 Transformation of an rbcL-deficient host with plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP  

For expressing the fusion plasmid with no addition of antibiotic markers, it was required 

to use a RuBisCo mutant strain of C. reinhardtii that is unable to grow in phototrophic 

conditions, in which the defective rbcL could be replaced by the chimeric construct, using 

restored photosynthesis as driving force for selection, as used in the host TN72. 

Furthermore, such an approach would confirm that the addition of VFP to the LS of 

RuBisCo did not impair its activity. 

The C. reinhardtii strain CC-2803 was selected for this purpose since it features a 

disrupted rbcL with a 0.48 kb insertion (Newman et al., 1991). PCR confirmed this 

insertion and spot tests in TAP and HSM media also demonstrated the inability of this 

strain to grow in light with no exogenous carbon source. However, several transformation 

attempts to restore the native rbcL using the original P-266 plasmid were unsuccessful, 

and no transformants with restored photosynthetic activity could be recovered. It was 

speculated that additional mutations related to photosynthesis had arisen in this mutant 

strain during its many years maintenance on acetate-containing medium. For this reason, 

it was decided to search for another rbcL-deficient strain since this step was crucial to test 

that the rbcL-mutant strain was able to restore photosynthesis before using it to test the 

expression of the fusion construct. 

The C. reinhardtii strain CC-2653 was chosen for further studies and expression of the 

fusion construct. This strain possesses a point mutation on rbcL which stops LS 

accumulation. It was reported as host for the expression of an alcohol dehydrogenase with 

a construct containing the native rbcL, obtaining transformants expressing the enzyme 

and with restored photosynthesis (Chen and Melis, 2013). 

4.5.2.1 Transformation of CC-2653 with P-266 

In order to test that CC-2653 could restore photosynthetic competency by transformation 

with the P-266 plasmid, transformation was carried out using microparticle 

bombardment, commonly known as biolistics, due to the presence of cell wall in this strain 

and the lesser likelihood of obtaining transformants with the glass beads vortexing 

procedure. 
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Biolistics was first developed for chloroplast transformation over 25 years ago (Boynton 

et al., 1988). The procedure was carried out as explained in section 2.6.2.2, and plates 

were incubated in bright light for 3 – 4 weeks for the appearance of transformant colonies. 

The yield of transformation obtained was one colony from eight plates.  

In parallel, CC-2653 was also transformed using the glass beads vortexing method and 

surprisingly, transformant colonies were also obtained and in higher amount than with 

biolistics. The transformation yield in this case was four colonies from 12 plates, and as 

observed in Figure 4.22, transformant lines (T1 and T2) with restored phototrophy grew 

normally in minimal medium. 

 

Figure 4.22 Spot tests of the rbcL-deficient strain CC-2653 before and after transformation with the P-
266 plasmid containing the native rbcL. Strains were spotted in tris-acetate-phosphate medium (TAP) 
and high salt minimal medium (HSM). Control strains used are wild-type C. reinhardtii (WT) and TN72 
as a non-photosynthetic strain. T1 and T2 are two transformants that integrated the native rbcL gene. 

Sequencing confirmation of replacement of native rbcL 

Since the rbcL disruption in CC-2653 is a point mutation, the generation of novel PCR 

products cannot be used for confirmation of transformants. Thus, the rbcL region from 

two transformants was therefore amplified by PCR with appropriate primers (primer 

sequences in appendix 1) and this DNA fragment was sequenced. Results from sequencing 

showed that both transformants had the native rbcL sequence with the point mutation 

restored. Figure 4.23 shows the alignment of one of these transformants, where the upper 

sequence corresponds to the native rbcL sequence, which is aligned to the rbcL sequence 

in CC-2653 and in one transformant. It can be clearly observed that the transformant has 

replaced the adenine by guanine, restoring in this manner the native rbcL sequence, which 

is in agreement with the phenotype observed in the spot tests.  
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Figure 4.23 Sequence alignment of rbcL as native sequence, in the rbcL-mutant CC-2653 and in one 
transformant with restored rbcL by transformation with the P-266 plasmid. The highlighted region 
shows the base replacement. 

4.5.2.2 Transformation of CC-2653 with plasmid P266-rbcL-VFP 

The fact that the glass beads vortexing method generated more transformants than 

biolistics for recombination with the P-266 plasmid encouraged its use for transformation 

of CC-2653 with the P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid. Transformation was performed using the 

glass beads method as detailed in section 2.6.2.1. 

VFP-containing transformants recovery and confirmation of gene expression 

The transformation yield obtained was eight colonies from 36 plates. These transformants 

containing the rbcL-vfp fusion (CC-F) were assessed by PCR screening. Two sets of primers 

were used to analyse the presence of the fusion insert (Figure 4.24).  

 

Figure 4.24 Set of primers used for screening of transformants of CC-2653 expressing the P266-rbcL-
VFP plasmid. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4.25, three transformants gave a positive result for the presence 

of the vfp sequence (A) and for the rbcL-vfp fusion (B). 

 

Figure 4.25 PCR analysis for CC-2653 transformed with the p266-rbcL-VFP plasmid (CC-F) using A) VFP 
primers, band 0.65 kb and B) rbcL.F and VFP.R primers, band 2.1 kb. Lanes in both images are three 
CC-F transformants (CC-F 1, 2, 3) and the p266-rbcL-VFP plasmid (P) as a control.  

4.5.3 VFP accumulation in CC-F transformants 

The expected size of the fusion protein is of approximately 83 kDa, comprising the 55 kDa 

of the LS of RuBisCo, the 1 kDa linker and the 27 kDa VFP. In order to test whether the 

fusion protein is accumulating in the chloroplast, samples were prepared for Western blot 

as before, and the membrane was probed with antibodies to the LS. As can be seen in 

Figure 4.26, the main protein detected shows the approximate size of the native large 

subunit (55 kDa). This protein is significantly reduced in the CC-2653 mutant as originally 

reported by Spreitzer et al. (1985), but is restored in both CC-F1 and CC-F2 with no 

evidence of the large fusion protein. When these same samples were assayed using the 

anti-HA antibody, there was no detection of any bands. 

 

Figure 4.26 Western blot analysis of two transformants generated using the P266-rbcL-VFP plasmid 
using antibodies against the large subunit of RuBisCo (LS). Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium 
flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: CC-2653 (empty host, which 
accumulates only approximately 10 % of the RuBisCo LS), two transformant lines (CC-F1 and 2), and pS 
(a TN72-VFPpS transformant) as a comparison of a strain with wild-type levels of LS. 
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A new Western blot analysis was carried out with fresh samples of CC-F transformants, 

including the other strains expressing vfp (TN72-VFPpA, TN72-VFPpS and TN72-VFPSpy), 

and this time the incubation was performed simultaneously with anti-LS and anti-HA 

antibodies (Figure 4.27). Once again, it was not possible to detect the expected fusion 

protein (82 kDa). The large subunit showed the native size in all strains (55 kDa). The 25 

kDa band for VFP was observed in the three construct (pA, Spy, pS) but not in CC-F, 

providing more evidence for the lack of the fusion protein. 

 

Figure 4.27 Western blot analysis using anti-LS (rbcL) and anti-HA (VFP) antibodies for the different 
strains expressing VFP. Cultures were grown in 25 mL TAP medium flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 
µmol m-2 s-1. Lanes are as follows: TN72 transformed with the empty pASapI vector (TNE), two 
transformants of the P266-rbcL-VFP fusion plasmid (CC-F1 and CC-F2), VFP transformants generated 
using the plasmids pSRSapI.VFP (pS), pASapI.VFP.Spy (Spy) and pASapI.VFP (pA). All strains show 
approximately wild-type levels of LS, no detection of the fusion construct was observed. An unspecific 
band was used as loading control. 

There are two possible explanations for this, based on the assumption that there could be 

a structural interference to RuBisCo by the VFP, preventing phototrophy. Firstly, it could 

be that the only transformants recovered are those in which a point mutation arises within 

the rbcL-vfp sequence during transformation, resulting in termination of translation close 

to the natural end of LS. However, all attempts to amplify this DNA region from 

transformants were largely unsuccessful, and it was not possible to produce DNA in 

sufficient amount for sequencing. A more plausible explanation is that transformation 

resulted in repair around the rbcL lesion in CC-2653 in some copies of the plastome within 

a cell and integration of the whole rbcL-vfp DNA in other copies, thus creating a 

heteroplasmic state. This would explain both the restoration of phototrophy and the 

presence of rbcL-vfp DNA in the initial transformant lines. This heteroplasmy would not 

have lasted for long under phototrophic selection so eventually these transformants 

would have lost the few copies containing the rbcL-vfp fusion sequence, which would 

explain why PCR carried out later on for sequencing purposes produced low amounts or 

no DNA for sequencing. This would also explain why the whole fusion protein could not be 

observed in Western blots. 
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Lastly, when samples of CC-F were assessed for fluorescence using flow cytometry no 

signal of fluorescence was detected. 

4.5.4 Conclusion 

Gibson assembly allowed the rapid and simple construction of an rbcL-vfp gene fusion in 

an 8 kb expression plasmid. This plasmid was successfully introduced in an rbcL-deficient 

host and it was possible to detect transformants containing the expected insertion in the 

plastome, and recovery of photosynthetic activity. 

However, it was not possible to detect the expected fusion protein; in fact, all 

transformants were shown to accumulate wild-type levels of the large subunit of RuBisCo 

at its native size of ∼ 55 kDa.  

 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

The objective of this research was to generate stable transformant lines of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii expressing a FP in the chloroplast that could be easily and quickly detected. 

Such strain would allow the study of different parameters of cultivation and their effect on 

recombinant protein accumulation and functionality. 

Transformation of the chloroplast genome of C. reinhardtii is a reliable and effective 

method that can generate stable transformants within a few weeks, and the transformants 

described in this chapter incorporated vfp in the targeted locus and reached a 

homoplasmic state. The selection strategy based on photosynthetic recovery is attractive 

since it produces transformants that contain only the gene of interest as foreign DNA, 

without the use of selection markers such as antibiotic-resistance genes than can 

compromise the use of such lines in commercial applications, especially if it is aimed at 

producing recombinant proteins for human use. 

It was observed that different promoters/5’ UTR elements allow different levels of gene 

expression and protein accumulation, as reported in other studies (Barnes et al., 2005; 

Franklin and Mayfield, 2004; Michelet et al., 2011). In this case, a higher level of 

recombinant protein was achieved when the foreign gene was expressed under the 
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control of the psaA elements, instead of the atpA elements. It could also be observed that 

the co-expression of a bacterial chaperone appeared to enhance the protein level, and 

could therefore be valuable as a stabiliser of recombinant proteins in the algal chloroplast. 

The last strategy attempted with the aim of increasing recombinant protein expression 

was the fusion of the VFP to the highly abundant protein RuBisCo; however, it was not 

possible to detect the fusion construct despite the promising results when screening for 

positive transformant lines. It is speculated that the fusion of VFP onto the enzyme 

interfered with its activity and as such, the only transformants recovered were those in 

which the wild-type rbcL had been restored. Nevertheless, it might be possible to use this 

strategy for other recombinant proteins, as was demonstrated for luciferase (Muto et al., 

2009) and an increase in the linker length might resolve problems of interference. 

Flow cytometry has proven its usefulness as a sensitive method to detect fluorescence in 

whole cells, and showed that VFP fluorescence in a culture of C. reinhardtii can be easily 

measured at different stages of growth and after any perturbation or changes in culture 

conditions. This provides the opportunity to study protein expression using VFP as a 

reporter under different culture parameters such as temperature, media composition and 

lighting, which will be the subject of the following chapter.  
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5 STUDY OF DIFFERENT CULTIVATION CONDITIONS FOR 

OPTIMISING CELL GROWTH AND PROTEIN PRODUCTION 

 

To successfully design and optimise a recombinant protein production system, it is crucial 

to study and characterise the behaviour of the particular strain under different culture 

conditions in order to assess its growth rate and protein productivity.  

The main reasoning for using a fluorescent protein as the test recombinant protein relies 

on its suitability as an easily-detectable and quantifiable marker that can be measured in 

situ, avoiding lengthy and laborious procedures to detect protein concentration and 

functionality. This can be particularly useful when studying various cultivation parameters 

simultaneously.  

The generation of different strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii that were able to express 

detectable amounts of the fluorescent protein VFP makes it possible to study the effect of 

different cultivation parameters such as media composition, light intensity and 

temperature on protein levels with the aim of determining optimised conditions for VFP 

expression and accumulation. This research intended to establish cultivation parameters 

that can be transferred to the expression of other recombinant proteins produced in the 

chloroplast, in which the final product would be a protein of commercial interest. 

 

5.1 Selection of cultivation parameters   

This section introduces the parameters chosen for the evaluation of cell growth and VFP 

accumulation in the three strains (TN72-VFPpA, TN72-VFPpS and TN72-VFPSpy) 

described in chapter 3 that showed good fluorescence and protein level. These 

parameters, which are temperature, media composition (cultivation mode) and light 

intensity, are evaluated in all three strains in order to study if any of these environmental 

factors has an effect on the regulatory sequences that each strain possesses.  
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Temperature and media composition were selected because there are few reports to date 

on the effect of these two factors on protein expression in microalgae. The temperatures 

studied were 25, 30 and 37 °C, with 25 °C as the standard condition. 

Four different cultivation modes were tested, which involve the use of three different 

media: tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP), high salt minimal (HSM) and tris-minimal (TP) 

media. The cultivation modes were: 1) mixotrophic cultivation with TAP medium; 2) 

heterotrophic cultivation with TAP medium; 3) phototrophic cultivation with TP medium; 

and 4) phototrophic cultivation with HSM medium.  

Light intensity was chosen taking into consideration the vast amount of data 

demonstrating the importance of this factor not only for cell growth but also for the 

induction of certain promoters and metabolic processes that can ultimately affect the 

expression of a recombinant protein (Bruick and Mayfield, 1999; Eberhard et al., 2011, 

2002). Light intensity was set at 30 µmol m-2 s-1 for dim light, and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for 

bright light.   

Standard cultivation conditions used as control were mixotrophic cultivation in TAP 

medium with bright light at 25 °C. 

 

5.2 Cultivation in different modes 

As explained before, the different cultivation modes are mixotrophic cultivation (in short, 

TAP), heterotrophic cultivation (dTAP), phototrophic cultivation using TP medium (TP), 

and phototrophic cultivation using HSM (HSM). 

Cultures of the three different strains, that for ease will be abbreviated as pA (TN72-

VFPpA), pS (TN72-VFPpS) and Spy (TN72-VFPSpy), were cultured in these four modes at 

25 °C and bright light. Heterotrophic cultures were wrapped in aluminium foil and placed 

in the same incubator as the other cultures. Cell growth was determined for each 

condition by measuring OD750 every 24 hours. Protein level was assessed by Western blot 

and an estimation of the recombinant protein level was determined using an HA-tagged 

standard protein of known concentration. Fluorescence was assessed by flow cytometry.  
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5.2.1 Growth rate 

Cell density was measured as explained in section 2.3 and specific growth rate was 

calculated as detailed in section 2.4. The three strains expressing VFP (pA, Spy, pS), as well 

as the control strains TNE (for pA and Spy) and H1 (for pS), had matching growth rate in 

the standard cultivation condition (data presented in chapter 3). This same behaviour was 

observed in the other three cultivation modes; therefore, cultures of these five strains 

were treated as replicates for specific growth rate calculations, and once again it could be 

confirmed that the expression of the vfp gene had no detrimental effect on growth.  Figure 

5.1 shows the growth results, and as observed from the error bars (n=5), an almost 

identical growth curve was obtained from all five strains. 

 

Figure 5.1 Comparison of cell growth of TN72 in different cultivation modes: mixotrophic cultivation in 
TAP (red), heterotrophic cultivation in TAP (blue), phototrophic cultivation in TP (purple), and 
phototrophic cultivation in HSM (green). Cultures were carried out in 25 mL shake flasks at 25° C, 150 
µmol m-2 s-1 and 120 rpm. Initial cell density was OD750=0.5. Cultures were run in quintuplicate and 
error bars represent the standard error (n=5). 

Table 5.1 presents the values of specific growth rate, doubling time and maximum cell 

density (expressed as g L-1) obtained for each condition. As can be observed, there is a 

notable difference in specific growth rate when growing C. reinhardtii in mixotrophic 

mode in comparison to any other cultivation condition. Maximum cell density achieved 

varies considerably as well, with up to five-fold difference in dry biomass concentration 

among the different cultivation modes evaluated. In terms of specific growth rate, 
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doubling time and dry biomass concentration, mixotrophic cultivation at 25 °C gives the 

highest values.  

Table 5.1 Specific growth rate, doubling time and maximum cell density obtained for VFP-expressing 
strains under the different cultivation modes studied. Cells were grown in 25 mL flasks at 25 °C and 
120 rpm of agitation in different media at 150 µmol m-2 s-1 of light intensity. Specific growth rate values 
are presented along with the standard deviation (n=5). 

Cultivation mode Specific growth 
rate [h-1] 

Doubling time 
[h] 

Dry biomass 
concentration   

[g L-1] 

Mixotrophic (TAP) 0.064 ± 0.001 10.8 1.02 

Heterotrophic (dTAP) 0.034 ± 0.001 20.4 0.2 

Phototrophic in TP (TP) 0.030 ± 0.0003 23.3 0.33 

Phototrophic in HSM (HSM) 0.029 ± 0.001 24.5 0.28 

 

 
5.2.2 Western blot analysis and recombinant protein quantification 

Protein accumulation was assessed by Western blot in order to determine if different 

cultivation conditions had an effect. Cultures of the pA strain in the four different 

conditions were set up and samples for Western blot were harvested at different stages of 

growth. Samples were prepared as explained in section 2.7.1 and loaded on a 15 % 

polyacrylamide gel. ECL detection was used to visualise the binding of the HA antibody. 

The result of this is presented in Figure 5.2, and as can be observed, VFP level remained 

constant throughout the culture growth. The heterotrophic condition gave a higher 

protein productivity (on a per cell basis), which can be explained by the inactivation of 

certain light-induced proteases present in the chloroplast (Purton, 2007). This 

phenomenon was also reported by Chen and Chen (2006). 
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Figure 5.2 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP plasmid at different stages of 
cultivation, indicated on the right side in hours. Cultures were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 
120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 of light intensity in the four different cultivation modes tested: 
mixotrophic (TAP), heterotrophic (dTAP), phototrophic with TP minimal medium (TP), and 
phototrophic with HSM medium (HSM). Lanes were loaded with the same concentration of cell lysate. 
This panel represents the result observed in several western blots. 

Taking into account this result and the unchanged level of VFP throughout the culture 

lifespan, samples of different strains were harvested at late exponential phase only (∼ 96 

h) for immunodetection, unless otherwise stated. VFP levels were also visualised for the 

other two strains (Spy and pS) and compared to pA in the four cultivation conditions 

tested, as observed in Figure 5.3. As it can be seen, the three strains in TAP showed the 

same VFP level profile presented in chapter 4, where pS exhibits the highest level of VFP, 

followed closely by Spy, and lastly by pA, with considerably less VFP accumulation. 

Cultures grown in the heterotrophic condition showed a higher protein accumulation in all 

strains which again can be explained by inactivation of the light-induced proteases. pS 

accumulates more protein than the other two strains in phototrophic conditions, which, as 

reported in chapter 4 in mixotrophic condition, could be accounted by the greater 

translation efficiency mediated by the psaA promoter/5’UTR element (Michelet et al., 

2011). This Western blot showed particularly low VFP level for pA and Spy in 

phototrophic conditions, which, as observed in other Western blots presented in this 

chapter, is not generally that pronounced. 
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Figure 5.3 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP (pA), pSRSapI.VFP (pS) and 
pASapI.VFP.Spy (Spy) plasmids. Cultures were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 
µmol m-2 s-1 of light intensity in the four different cultivation modes tested: mixotrophic (TAP), 
heterotrophic (dTAP), phototrophic with TP medium (TP), and phototrophic with HSM medium (HSM). 
Samples were harvested during late exponential phase and lanes were loaded with the same amount of 
cell lysate. An unspecific band serves as loading control. 

In order to quantify the VFP accumulation, a commercial HA-tagged protein named 

CARHSP1 (40 kDa) of known concentration was used, as detailed in section 2.7.5. This 

protein was loaded at three different concentrations per lane (50, 100 and 150 ng) and the 

intensity of the band was compared to the intensity of the bands obtained for the VFP 

cultures grown in different conditions (Figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4 Estimation of protein concentration in cultures expressing VFP in TN72 transformed with 
the pASapI.VFP plasmid, using the standard protein CARHSP1 (40 kDa). Cultures were grown in 25 mL 
shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 of light intensity in the four cultivation modes 
studied. Samples, from left to right, are: CARHSP1 50/100/150 ng per well (50,100,150); two 
transformants grown in  mixotrophic mode (pA1 and pA2); a transformant grown in heterotrophic 
mode (pA3); a transformant grown in phototrophic mode on TP (pA4); and a transformant grown in 
phototrophic mode on HSM (pA5). Samples were harvested in late exponential phase and lanes were 
loaded with the same concentration of cell lysate. 

The protein concentration estimated for each cultivation condition is shown in Table 5.2. 

As observed, mixotrophy gives the highest protein concentration per volume of culture, 

reaching a concentration of 1.65 mg VFP L-1 culture. However, when taking into account 

the dry biomass produced per volume of culture in each cultivation condition, protein 

productivity varies and the highest yield is obtained in heterotrophic condition, with 3.3 

mg VFP g-1 dry biomass. 
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Table 5.2 Values of protein concentration for VFP expressed in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP 
plasmid (pA) and of overall VFP productivity in cultures grown in different cultivation modes. 

Cultivation Mode Protein production  
[mg protein L-1] 
 

Protein productivity  
[mg protein g-1 dry 
biomass] 

Mixotrophic 1.65 1.62 

Heterotrophic 0.66 3.30 

Phototrophic in TP 0.63 1.91 

Phototrophic in HSM 0.56 2.00 

 

5.2.3 Flow cytometry 

Fluorescence was assessed for the three strains grown under the four cultivation 

conditions. For each strain/mode of cultivation a specific control culture was used, 

involving the strain transformed with the respective empty vector (TNE for pASapI vector, 

or H1 for pSRSapI vector) and grown in the same cultivation condition. The fluorescence 

measurement was carried out at two stages of cultivation: late exponential phase (∼ 75 h) 

and late stationary phase (∼ 160 h). 

The results obtained for the shift in fluorescence relative to the control are presented in 

Figure 5.5 for the samples taken at exponential phase, and in Figure 5.6 for the samples 

taken at stationary phase. Values obtained are an average of four independent 

measurements.   
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Figure 5.5 Fluorescence emission detected in the three strains developed for expression of VFP grown 
under four different cultivation conditions. Samples were harvested at late exponential phase of 
cultivation (75 hours). Values represent the shift in fluorescence in comparison to the respective 
control strain grown under the same condition. Error bars represent the standard error (n=4). 

 

Figure 5.6 Fluorescence emission detected in the three strains developed for expression of VFP grown 
under four different cultivation conditions. Samples were harvested at late stationary phase of 
cultivation (160 hours). Values represent the shift in fluorescence in comparison to the respective 
control strain grown under the same condition. Error bars represent the standard error (n=4). 

From the previous sets of graphs it can be inferred that pS gives the highest fluorescence 

emission in all cultivation conditions studied, with the exception of heterotrophic 

cultivation. This result is in agreement with the Western blot results presented in section 

4.3.3, which showed that VFP has a higher expression level under the control of the psaA 

promoter. Additionally, it can be noted that the presence of light in the cultivation mode 

has a positive effect on the fluorescence emission, particularly in the case of phototrophic 

cultivation. This effect is more pronounced for the strain pS. It is not clear how a lower 
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protein level for pS in phototrophic condition can generate a higher level of fluorescence 

emitted, as opposed to the heterotrophic conditions that shows higher protein 

accumulation (as seen in Western blot results in Figure 5.3) but lower fluorescence. It is 

speculated that a better folding and post-translational creation of active chromophore 

could be involved in this increased fluorescence. 

Fluorescence was also measured in the strain TN72-VFPpAX, which is the strain that was 

generated without the HA tag fused to vfp (refer to section 4.2.1). This strain was grown in 

the four cultivation conditions, and values of fluorescence matching the values obtained 

for the pA strain were detected. This confirmed that in all conditions studied VFP gives the 

same fluorescence regardless of the presence of the HA tag. The strain TN72-VFPpAX was 

not used for any further experiments.  

5.2.4 Cell size measurement 

The average cell size was evaluated in the pS transformant line at exponential stage and 

late stationary stage of cultivation when grown in different cultivation modes. This 

measurement was carried out since flow cytometry results suggested a different 

physiology of the samples tested. As observed in Figure 5.7, cells in earlier stage of 

cultivation have a very similar average size of approximately 6 µm, irrespective of the 

cultivation mode. This cell size distribution changes over time, as seen in Figure 5.8, where 

it can be observed that cells enlarged and the cultivation condition has a more pronounced 

effect. Cells grown in heterotrophic mode have the smallest increase in size; reaching an 

average size of almost 7 µm, while cells grown with light exhibit a slightly larger size of 

approximately 8 µm. These results reflect the higher availability of energy in cultivation 

conditions with light, which results not only in faster specific growth rate and higher cell 

density, but also larger cells. 
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Figure 5.7 Average cell size distribution for cultures of C. reinhardtii grown in different cultivation 
modes. Samples were harvested at late exponential phase of cultivation (75 hours). 

 

Figure 5.8 Average cell size distribution for cultures of C. reinhardtii grown in different cultivation 
modes. Samples were harvested at late stationary phase of cultivation (150 hours). 

5.2.5 Conclusion 

Growth rate and cell density were evaluated in the three strains developed that showed 

VFP accumulation and fluorescence under four different cultivation conditions. It could be 

observed that all strains (controls included) had matching values of specific growth rate 
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and maximum cell density for the same cultivation condition. The mixotrophic cultivation 

provided the highest value for biomass productivity, reaching 1.02 g biomass L-1 of culture. 

In terms of protein accumulation, the heterotrophic condition gave the highest VFP level 

for all three strains which, as discussed previously, can be attributed to a lesser activity of 

light-induced proteases (Ramundo et al., 2014). This result was observed in Western blots 

and quantified using a standard protein of known concentration, obtaining a value of 3.3 

mg protein g-1 dry biomass. However, biomass productivity is 5-fold lower in this 

condition, which indicates the need to produce more volume in order to achieve a good 

productivity. It was observed that the pS strain has higher level of VFP accumulation in all 

conditions tested, which provides more evidence of the stronger activity of the psaA 

promoter/5’ UTR element and a protein accumulation that was around 10-fold higher 

than in pA. 

Finally, fluorescence was detected in all strains and cultivation conditions analysed. It 

could be observed that fluorescence increased slightly over time, maintaining the trend in 

terms of the most fluorescent strain/condition. The pS strain gave the highest values of 

fluorescence, which correlates with higher levels of protein accumulation. For the other 

two strains pA and Spy, there was no major difference in fluorescence at the different 

cultivation conditions, and protein accumulation remained similar as well. 

 

5.3 Cultivation at different temperatures 

Two temperatures above the standard temperature of 25 °C were studied, prompted by 

growth test (‘spot tests’) showing that Chlamydomonas could grow faster at a higher 

temperature. Protein accumulation and fluorescence were measured in all four cultivation 

modes at 30 and 37 °C, and compared to the values obtained at 25 °C. Also, VFP was 

reported to mature at 37 °C (Ilagan et al., 2010), so it was desirable to assess if this higher 

temperature gives higher fluorescence due to more suitable conditions for the 

conformation of the chromophore. 
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5.3.1 Growth rate 

Cultures of the three strains were grown under the four cultivation modes at 25, 30 and  

37 °C, and cell density was monitored daily in order to calculate specific growth rate in 

each condition. These cultures were grown at a lower light intensity (30 µmol m-2 s-1) due 

to the difficulty of changing temperature in incubators with higher light intensity. For this 

reason, specific growth rates of cultures at 25 °C presented in Table 5.3 are slower than 

the values reported in Table 5.1, which will be discussed in the corresponding section 

analysing the effect of light intensity (section 5.4.1). 

Table 5.3 Specific growth rate obtained for VFP expressing strains grown at three different 
temperatures (25, 30 and 37 °C) in the different cultivation modes studied. Cells were grown in 25 mL 
flasks at 120 rpm of agitation and in different media and low light intensity (30 µmol m-2 s-1). Specific 
growth rate values are an average of two independent experiments. 

Cultivation mode Specific growth rate [h-1] 

 
25 °C 30 °C 37 °C 

Mixotrophic (TAP) 0.044 0.044 0.038 

Heterotrophic (dTAP) 0.036 0.035  0.035 

Phototrophic in TP (TP) 0.023 0.028  0.020 

Phototrophic in HSM (HSM) 0.023 0.029 0.020 
 

From this data it can be concluded that an increase of temperature to 30 °C provides a 

moderate benefit in terms of growth rate in phototrophic cultivation, but no improvement 

was detected in either mixotrophic or heterotrophic condition. Maximum cell density 

achieved remained the same as in cultures grown at 25 °C. Cultivation at 37 °C proved to 

be of no benefit, since both specific growth rate and, to a greater extent, maximum cell 

density dropped by a 70 % in mixotrophic condition.  

It can be noted that specific growth rate in the heterotrophic mode remains the same, 

regardless of the temperature used. However, it is not clear how temperature and 

heterotrophy could benefit from each other. Maximum cell density was the same also, but 

its maximum value at all temperature values studied is very low (four-fold lower than the 

maximum cell density in mixotrophic condition at 25 °C); therefore, the heterotrophic 
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condition does not compete with the mixotrophic mode in terms of biomass produced per 

volume of culture. 

5.3.2 Western blot analysis 

The protein level was evaluated at all three temperatures and at all cultivation conditions 

for strain pA. Samples were harvested at late exponential phase and prepared as explained 

in section 2.7.1. Western blot analysis was carried out using anti-HA antibodies and the 

result can be observed in Figure 5.9. For hetero- and phototrophic conditions, the protein 

level accumulated (on a per cell basis) remained the same despite the temperature used 

for growth. Yet, for mixotrophic cultivation it was possible to observe an increase in 

protein accumulation as temperature increased.  

 

Figure 5.9 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP plasmid (pA). Cultures were 
grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25, 30 and 37 °C, 120 rpm and 30 µmol m-2 s-1 of light intensity in the 
four different cultivation modes tested: mixotrophic (TAP), heterotrophic (dTAP), phototrophic with 
TP minimal medium (TP), and phototrophic with HSM medium (HSM). Samples were harvested in late 
exponential phase and wells were loaded with the same concentration of cell lysate. 

5.3.3 Flow cytometry 

Fluorescence was measured in all strains grown in the four cultivation conditions at the 

three temperature values studied. Once again fluorescence was analysed in samples taken 

at late exponential (Figure 5.10) and late-stationary (Figure 5.11) stages of cultivation. 

As observed in Figure 5.10, in all four cultivation conditions pS grown at 37 °C provided 

the highest value of fluorescence. This might indicate that the psaA promoter/5’ UTR 

element, in addition to being light-inducible, could also be temperature-induced, showing 

increased expression at higher temperature. This phenomenon has been observed for 

other promoters in Chlamydomonas, such as the HSP70 promoter (Schroda et al., 2000); 

however, this protein is associated with the heat shock response. In strains pA and Spy, 

there were no major changes in the fluorescence emitted under the different cultivation 
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modes. The temperature value of 30 °C seems to be a peculiar condition for fluorescence 

emission, because it does not follow the trend that might be predicted between 25 to       

37 °C. In many cases fluorescence emitted dropped slightly at this temperature and then 

increased at 37 °C. The reason behind this phenomenon is unknown and was not 

addressed further.  

 

 

Figure 5.10 Fluorescence emission detected in the three strains developed for expression of VFP grown 
under four different cultivation modes at the three different temperatures studied. Samples were 
harvested at late exponential phase of cultivation (75 hours). Values represent the shift in 
fluorescence in comparison to the respective control strain grown under the same condition. Error 
bars represent the standard error (n=2). 

The fluorescence emitted by the same set of cultures and conditions in late stationary 

phase, as shown in Figure 5.11, showed an even higher increase of up to five fold in 

fluorescence for pS at 37 °C, with the exception of the heterotrophic condition. For the 

remaining cultures, they seemed to handle better lower temperature, which was observed 

not only due to higher fluorescence at 25 °C for pA, but also considering the values of cell 

density. The same odd effect on fluorescence at 30 °C observed in exponential phase was 

observed in stationary phase, with reduced fluorescence in most conditions.  
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Figure 5.11 Fluorescence emission detected in the three strains developed for expression of VFP grown 
under four different cultivation modes at the three different temperatures studied. Samples were 
harvested at late stationary phase of cultivation (160 hours). Values represent the shift in fluorescence 
in comparison to the respective control strain grown under the same condition. Error bars represent 
the standard error (n=2). Bars missing mean that the culture was not viable at that time point. 

5.3.4 Conclusion 

Three temperature conditions were studied in terms of specific growth rate, cell density 

reached and protein accumulation. An increase from 25 to 30 °C showed no change in 

growth rate and cell density, except from the cultivation in phototrophic conditions, with 

an increase in specific growth rate of approximately 26 %. The protein level, as observed 

in Western blot, increased 3-4 folds in mixotrophic cultivation, and no improvement or 

decline was detected in the other cultivation conditions. The fluorescence measured 

remained unaltered at this temperature condition, with the exception of the strain pS. This 

result suggests that activity of the psaA promoter/5’ UTR element is heat-sensitive. The 

lack of a Western blot analysis for this strain makes it impossible to correlate this result to 

a higher level of protein, but considering the increase in protein level detected for the pA 

strain, it is speculated that the same trend would be observed for pS.  

In the case of a further increase to 37 °C, a decrease in both specific growth rate and 

maximum cell density was observed for most cultivation conditions. Protein accumulation 

only increased significantly under the mixotrophic condition, approximately a 5-fold 

increase when compared to protein levels detected at 25 °C. In the case of fluorescence, a 
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further increase was detected for the pS strain, particularly in cultivation conditions with 

light, which provides evidence of the heat and light induction of the psaA promoter/5’ UTR 

element. 

With this data it can be concluded that the best condition for accumulation of biomass and 

recombinant protein is mixotrophic cultivation at 30 °C using the 5’ and UTR elements of 

psaA to control gene expression. Fluorescence values at this temperature, which represent 

the functionality of the protein, were either slightly lower or equivalent to the values 

obtained at both 25 and 37 °C, but this is a very protein-dependent measurement and 

would not necessarily account for the functionality of other proteins. 

Regarding proper maturation of the chromophore of VFP, it is believed that this was not 

an issue because strains pA and Spy did not show consistently higher fluorescence values 

at 37 °C. Higher values of fluorescence at 37 °C for the pS strain are attributed to an effect 

of the psaA element activity rather than being a more suitable condition for the 

chromophore formation and, hence, protein stability. 

 

5.4 Cultivation using different light conditions 

As explained in the previous section, two different light intensities were used due to the 

light incubators available and this allowed for comparison of specific growth rate, cell 

density and protein accumulation. Additionally, due to higher protein accumulation in 

heterotrophic condition, a two-mode cultivation comprising a first stage of mixotrophic 

growth followed by heterotrophic cultivation was performed in order to assess protein 

accumulation in this regime. 

5.4.1 Cultivation using different light intensities 

The light intensities used were 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for bright light, and 30 µmol m-2 s-1 for dim 

light. Specific growth rate and maximum cell density were determined in both conditions 

for the four different cultivation modes used and results of these are presented in Table 

5.4.  It can be clearly noted that the light intensity has an effect on specific growth rate, 

with a 45 % increase in maximum growth rate for the mixotrophic condition, and a 30 % 

increase in the case of phototrophic condition using higher light intensity. Moreover, 
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maximum cell density also varies and with higher light intensity it is possible to reach 

twice as much biomass than with lower light intensity. This difference in biomass achieved 

is even more pronounced in phototrophic cultivation, where light and CO2 are the only 

sources of energy available. It is noteworthy mentioning that the bright light condition 

used in these experiments is by no means a strong light condition that could harm cells or 

provoke photoinhibition (Janssen et al., 2000b).   

Table 5.4 Specific growth rate and maximum cell density obtained for VFP expressing strains under the 
different cultivation modes studied using two different light intensities: 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for bright 
light, and 30 µmol m-2 s-1 for dim light. Cells were grown in 25 mL flasks at 25 °C and 120 rpm of 
agitation.  

 Specific growth rate [h-1] Dry biomass 
concentration [g L-1] 

Cultivation mode Bright light Dim light Bright light Dim light 

Mixotrophic (TAP) 0.064 0.044 1.02 0.53 

Heterotrophic (dTAP) 0.034 0.036 0.2 0.19 

Phototrophic in TP (TP) 0.030 0.023 0.33 0.13 

Phototrophic in HSM (HSM) 0.029 0.023 0.28 0.11 

 

Western blot analysis  

Protein accumulation was analysed by Western blot, and samples were prepared as 

explained in section 2.7.1. These were loaded on a 15 % polyacrylamide gel and ECL 

detection was used to visualise the binding of the HA antibody. The result can be observed 

in Figure 5.12, where there is no difference detected in protein level between the VFP level 

of cells grown in dim light (DL) against cells grown in bright light (BL), concluding that the 

effect of light is limited to growth. In the case of the psaA promoter/5’ UTR, whose results 

presented previously accounted for it as a light-induced promoter, it was a matter of the 

presence of light and not the intensity of it that triggered its activity. 
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Figure 5.12 Accumulation of VFP in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP (pA) and pSRSapI (pS) 
plasmids. Cultures were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and different light intensities of 
150 µmol m-2 s-1 (BL) and 30 µmol m-2 s-1 (DL). Lower band is an unspecific band serving as loading 
control. 

5.4.2 Cultivation using mixed cultivation mode 

As explained in previous section, it was observed that the VFP level obtained increased in 

heterotrophic conditions; however, cell density and specific growth rate were diminished. 

Taking these facts into consideration, it was decided to explore the accumulation of VFP by 

growing cells in a two-step cultivation strategy, involving a first stage in the mixotrophic 

condition, in order to achieve a higher cell density, followed by a second stage of 

heterotrophic growth during the stationary phase, with the aim of achieving higher 

protein accumulation. 

Cultures were grown in duplicate for 96 hours in mixotrophic mode, and at this stage they 

reached an OD750=6.4, which is three times higher than the OD achieved at this same stage 

under heterotrophic condition. At this point, one of the duplicates was wrapped in 

aluminium foil and from this point onwards, samples were taken periodically for Western 

blot analysis. 

Western blot analysis 

Strains that showed higher VFP accumulation (Spy and pS) were used for this experiment. 

Samples were harvested 40 hours after the light condition was changed and prepared as 

explained in section 2.7.1. ECL detection was used to visualise the binding of the HA and 

the rbcL (LS) antibodies. Figure 5.13 shows the VFP level accumulated by strains Spy and 

pS that were either left in mixotrophic cultivation during stationary phase (Spy/L and 

pS/L) or switched to heterotrophic mode at the stationary phase (Spy/D and pS/D). Anti-

rbcL antibody was used as a loading control. It can be observed that the protein level was 

very similar between light and dark stationary phase for pS, whereas for Spy there seems 

to be an increase in protein accumulation when the culture is shifted to heterotrophic 

mode, which was observed previously in section 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.13 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP.Spy (Spy) and pSRSapI (pS) 
plasmids. Cultures were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for 96 
hours, and then either kept in mixotrophic mode (/L) or changed to heterotrophic mode (/D) for the 
next 40 hours, when cells were collected. The rbcL LS band serves as loading control. 

Cultivation of each strain was carried out in the same conditions, but this time samples 

were harvested at different stages of cultivation to better assess the effect of light on VFP 

accumulation. Both Western blots were visualised using anti-HA antibodies and an 

unspecific band was used as a loading control. Figure 5.14 shows VFP accumulation at 

three different time points (128, 168 and 216 hours of cultivation) for the Spy strain.  The 

first lane (96/L) represents VFP level at 96 hours of cultivation, stage in which one of the 

duplicate cultures was switched to heterotrophic condition. Cultures kept in mixotrophic 

condition (L) and cultures shifted to heterotrophic mode (D) exhibited a similar VFP level 

(25 kDa band), and cells harvested at 128 hours seem to have an equivalent amount of 

VFP. However, when taking into account the unspecific band detected for the two latter 

samples (168 and 216 hours), it seems that samples L had less amount of protein loaded 

per well. With this result, it is not possible to conclude a beneficial effect of darkness on 

protein synthesis or accumulation. 

 

Figure 5.14 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFP.Spy (Spy) plasmid. Cultures 
were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for 96 hours, and then one 
duplicate was kept in mixotrophic mode (/L) and the other changed to heterotrophic mode (/D). 
Numbers represent time of the cultivation (hours) at which the cells were collected. Unspecific band 
serves as loading control. 

Figure 5.15 shows VFP accumulation in pS and it can be observed that VFP accumulates 

the same level of protein throughout the culture lifespan and regardless of the cultivation 

mode, similar to what was observed in Figure 5.3 when comparing VFP accumulation in 

different cultivation modes. In this case, again samples L seem to have less protein loaded 
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per well (as observed in the loading control band), which would indicate that there is no  

benefit of shifting cultivation mode in stationary phase for protein accumulation. 

 

Figure 5.15 VFP accumulation in TN72 transformed with the pASapI.VFPpS (pS) plasmid. Cultures were 
grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 °C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1 for 96 hours, and then one 
duplicate was kept in mixotrophic mode (/L) and the other changed to heterotrophic mode (/D). 
Numbers represent time of the cultivation (hours) at which the cells were harvested. Unspecific band 
serves as loading control. 

5.4.3 Conclusion 

By testing two different light intensities, it has been possible to observe that this 

parameter has an important effect on cell growth and cell density. When cultures were 

grown in bright light (150 µmol m-2 s-1), a higher specific growth rate and cell density were 

achieved, and this was observed not only for phototrophic mode but for mixotrophic 

growth as well. Protein accumulation, however, remained unaltered.  

When testing a two-stage cultivation mode, it was not possible to observe an increase in 

protein accumulation when cultures were switched to heterotrophic conditions in 

stationary phase. It is speculated that changing to heterotrophic cultivation half-way 

through the growth does not provide such a pronounced positive effect on protein level as 

when cultures are grown in heterotrophic mode from the beginning.  

 

5.5 Improved cultivation conditions for the growth of a strain producing a 

therapeutic protein 

As it has been detailed in this chapter, different cultivation parameters have been varied 

and studied with the aim of increasing recombinant protein levels in the chloroplast. The 

use of a fluorescent protein as a reporter has been successfully applied to detect changes 

in both protein accumulation and functionality under different cultivation conditions. With 
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all this data gathered, it has been possible to conclude that the highest VFP level was 

obtained in mixotrophic cultivation with bright light at 30 °C.  

The major objective of determining optimised cultivation conditions for protein 

accumulation is to be able to replicate them when expressing heterologous proteins that 

can be of commercial interest. For this reason, we tested the best cultivation conditions 

that were established in this research for the cultivation of a strain of C. reinhardtii 

expressing an antibacterial agent (endolysin) of commercial interest in the chloroplast. 

The bacteriophage endolysin Cpl-1 (39 kDa) kills specifically Streptococcus pneumoniae, 

the most common cause of pneumonia worldwide, and transformant lines (TN72-Cpl1) 

developed by Dr Henry Taunt (2013) have been produced synthesising protein levels 

reaching 9 % TSP. Cpl-1 is expressed in TN72 under the control of the psaA regulatory 

elements, in the same manner as vfp.  

TN72-Cpl1 was grown at the four different cultivation modes in bright light at 25 °C (TAP 

represents the standard condition normally used) and at 30 °C (optimised conditions), and 

samples were harvested for Western blot analysis. Samples were prepared as explained in 

section 2.7.1, and 10 µL were loaded per well. Since this protein accumulates to a higher 

level than VFP, it was possible to use a quantitative detection system based on infrared 

imaging (Odyssey infrared imaging system, Li-Cor); therefore, immunological detection 

was carried out as detailed in section 2.7.3, but the secondary antibody used was an anti-

rabbit IRDye antibody. TNE was used as negative control and results of this can be 

observed in Figure 5.16.  

 

Figure 5.16 Accumulation of Cpl-1 endolysin in TN72 expressing the endolysin gene (TN72-Cpl1) 
grown in the four different cultivation modes. Cultures were grown in 25 mL shake flasks at 25 and 30 
°C, 120 rpm and 150 µmol m-2 s-1. Unspecific band serves as loading control. Bottom gel shows the 
quantification values according to band intensity.  
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The upper image (green) shows the protein accumulation in all conditions studied, and it 

can be seen that this particular protein accumulates to a higher extend at 25 °C, for all 

cultivation modes studied. The lower image (grey) shows the same result but with 

quantification of the band intensity which allows for a more precise comparison of protein 

levels. With this values, it can be concluded that at 25 °C Cpl-1 is accumulated in greater 

amount in heterotrophic condition, which is followed by the mixotrophic mode, and lastly, 

in equal measure, by both phototrophic conditions. At 30 °C the same trend is observed; 

however, protein levels are lower in all conditions. This particular protein has the highest 

yield in mixotrophic cultivation at 25 °C, not at 30 °C as it was expected.  

This case study shows that the optimised cultivation conditions determined for VFP 

cannot be extrapolated directly to the expression and accumulation of other proteins. In 

the case of Cpl-1, it was expected that a higher level of protein would be achieved at higher 

temperature since this protein has been routinely produced in E. coli (Loeffler and 

Fischetti, 2003), however, this was not observed. Similar results were obtained by Dr 

Rosie Young (unpublished data, Purton group), where TN72-Cpl1 was grown at 25 °C and 

35 °C, and again there was more protein detected at 25°C. It is speculated that some 

temperature-induced proteases could be targeting this protein. The fact that this decrease 

was not observed for VFP could account for its stability as a protein. 

   

5.6 Concluding remarks 

This chapter shows the use of a well-expressed fluorescent protein in the chloroplast of C. 

reinhardtii as a reporter to study different cultivation conditions and their effect in protein 

accumulation and functionality. This approach merges both cell engineering and 

bioprocess optimisation of a strain of algae widely used in research and has the potential 

to be applied to other recombinant proteins expressed in C. reinhardtii that can be fused to 

a fluorescent protein. 

The study of different cultivation conditions allowed determining the impact of different 

parameters such as cultivation mode, temperature and light intensity on cell growth, cell 

density and very importantly protein expression. It could be observed that a much higher 

cell density – three-fold increase – can be achieved using mixotrophic growth, in 

comparison to the phototrophic and heterotrophic conditions, a phenomenon that has 
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been previously estimated (Boyle and Morgan, 2009). On the other hand, protein 

expression appears to be favoured under heterotrophic mode in TAP medium, suggesting 

changes in the metabolic pathways in the chloroplast and use of the carbon source in 

greater proportion for protein synthesis. The mixotrophic condition produced less protein 

per g of biomass (1.62 mg VFP g-1 dry biomass), than the phototrophic growth                     

(∼ 2 mg VFP g-1 dry biomass), and this result is in agreement with observations from 

Eberhard et al. (2002), who noted that in mixotrophic growth cells have an increased 

plastome content than at phototrophic conditions, but there is no detection of a higher 

level of protein. 

Temperature increase had a positive effect on protein accumulation only in mixotrophic 

cultivation; however, specific growth rate and cell density diminished dramatically, and 

this decrease could not be compensated by the increase in protein level.  

Light intensity had a positive effect on specific cell growth and cell density achieved in all 

cultivation conditions studied, and this is explained by a higher rate of photosynthesis 

when light is widely available at non-inhibitory levels. However, there was no obvious 

effect detected on protein level. 

Gathering these results it was possible to establish improved conditions for the production 

of a protein such as VFP in the chloroplast, by utilising mixotrophic cultivation with bright 

light at 30 °C. Nevertheless, when testing these conditions for the accumulation of a 

heterologous protein of commercial relevance and use for human therapeutic applications, 

as it is the case of the Cpl-1 endolysin, it was not possible to observe the same results in 

terms of higher protein level as observed for VFP. This fact highlights the issue that has 

been previously observed in recombinant protein expression where the transcription and 

translation level can vary widely between proteins, regardless of the regulatory elements 

involved (Rasala et al., 2010). Also, other factors such as the mRNA secondary structure or 

the need for cis- or trans-acting factors can have a remarkable effect on protein 

accumulation (Coragliotti et al., 2011; Specht et al., 2010; Suay et al., 2005). 
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6 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

6.1 Proteorhodopsin expression and its effect on C. reinhardtii 

The expression of an additional light-capture system, such as proteorhodopsin (PR), in the 

chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was proposed as a strategy to potentially 

increase cell growth rate or culture lifespan. A codon-optimised version of PR was inserted 

in a neutral location within the chloroplast genome, and protein accumulation was 

detected in all transformant lines generated. It was not possible to determine location of 

this membrane protein within the chloroplast with precision (thylakoid membrane, inner 

chloroplast membrane or both), due to a very low protein concentration within the 

membrane protein-enriched fraction. However, PR was not detected in the soluble 

fraction, which suggests that this protein was being integrated into the chloroplast 

membranes. Future work for assessing PR location could include the isolation of thylakoid 

membranes from the rest of the membranes, and then solubilise membrane proteins 

according to its hydrophobicity using suitable detergents, as it has been carried out for 

other membrane proteins that accumulate to very low levels (Lehner et al., 2003). With 

such sequential enrichment, it is envisaged that PR would be in a higher concentration 

that could make it detectable.  

As for the functionality of this protein, cultures of TN72-PR were grown under different 

cultivation conditions, including the addition of exogenous all-trans-retinal, which is 

required for activation of PR. Mixotrophic growth in a 1L photobioreactor provided an 

increase in specific growth rate of 12 % in comparison to a control strain without PR. 

Cultures were also grown in phototrophic conditions; however, no improvement of cell 

growth was detected in this case. As for the addition of all-trans-retinal to the cultures, 

there was no detectable difference in specific growth rate in cultures grown with or 

without exogenous retinal; consequently, it is believed that proteorhodopsin was able to 

use the endogenous retinal that is required for the eyespot of the chloroplast.  

A knockout of two different PSII genes was carried out in TN72-PR in order to alleviate 

possible molecular crowding within the thylakoid membrane (Goral et al., 2010; Kirchhoff, 

2008). The hypothesis presented in chapter 3 proposed that this decrease in protein load 

in the membrane could enhance the accumulation of PR. Knockout of the psbC gene proved 
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unsuccessful for the generation of homoplasmic PSII-deficient transformants since it 

became apparent that psbC was probably co-transcribed with essential tRNA genes. By 

contrast, the knockout of psbK produced stable homoplasmic mutants, which resulted in 

decreased levels of D1 protein, and thus decreased steady-state level of the PSII complex. 

The PR protein level and functionality was determined in this new background, but as a 

result there was no increase in protein accumulation or specific growth rate. Considering 

these results, it is concluded that PR accumulation is not limited by space in the thylakoid 

membrane, but rather other factors such as translation rate and a potential difficulty in the 

integration of this protein into the membrane, possibly influenced by a different 

membrane lipid profile (Opekarová and Tanner, 2003). This suggests that it could be 

interesting to evaluate the lipid profile of the organism from where proteorhodopsin 

originated, in this case the marine bacterium EBAC31A08, and compare it to the profile of 

the thylakoid membrane of C. reinhardtii.  

It is important to note that unless there is a detectable increase in PR level and expected 

functionality, this PSII knockout strategy is creating a less fit strain that can introduce 

other effects on cell robustness or growth. However, this approach was carried out as a 

proof of concept for the hypothesis of molecular crowding and its effect on the insertion of 

an additional membrane protein. 

There are a few considerations that could be easily addressed in the future in order to 

investigate further what are the limiting steps that could be preventing PR from 

accumulating to higher levels. The codon optimisation carried out for gene synthesis in 

this work is based on a codon optimisation index, which considers each codon’s frequency 

according to its respective usage in highly expressed genes from the host genome (Sharp 

and Li, 1987). However, it has been observed that odd codon pairing (codon context 

biases) and the subsequent generation of secondary structures in the mRNA can have an 

important effect as modulators of the translation efficiency, particularly on the elongation 

rate (Boycheva et al., 2003; Tats et al., 2008). A sequence optimiser programme called 

Codon Usage Optimiser (CUO) has been developed recently by Kong Khai Jien in the 

Purton lab (unpublished data), which takes into consideration the codon bias and codon 

pairing for the chloroplast (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/algae/Genetic_engineering_tools). Such 

a tool can be of great help in designing synthetic genes with a higher likelihood of being 

translated more efficiently. 
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In addition, the use of a stronger promoter/5’ UTR element such as that from psaA, as 

demonstrated in chapter 4, can definitely induce a higher level of protein, and it is 

envisaged that higher protein accumulation could result in a clear phenotypic effect. The 

co-expression of the chaperone, as observed for VFP in chapter 4, could also improve 

protein folding and stability, which is a factor that was not addressed in this study but 

might also be affecting PR levels. A relatively simple experiment can be carried out for this 

purpose in the future using chloramphenicol, a strong inhibitor of protein synthesis, as it 

has been efficiently illustrated by Chen and Deutscher (2010). By adding this to a culture 

of TN72-PR and sampling over a time period, it would be possible to assess the steady-

state level of already-synthesised protein over a certain period of time and determine its 

half-life. 

In terms of assessing functionality of this protein in C. reinhardtii, it is suggested to test 

TN72-PR growth in green light only, which is the wavelength that activates PR, and this 

experiment could shed more light on the functionality of PR within the thylakoid 

membrane. A proton motive force is defined as the electrochemical potential of protons 

across the membrane, and it has been demonstrated by Béjà et al. (2000) that a light-

driven proton pump such as PR can utilise this potential for ATP production. This potential 

could be detected by measuring pH differences in a cell suspension grown in light, or 

alternatively, by assessing cell motility due to use of ATP for flagellar activity, as evaluated 

by Walter et al. (2007) when expressing proteorhodopsin in E. coli. 

 

6.2 VFP expression and its use as a reporter for protein accumulation in C. 

reinhardtii 

The need for a suitable reporter protein in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii encouraged us 

to investigate the expression and accumulation of a novel fluorescent protein (VFP), which 

was reported to have better properties than other FPs (Ilagan et al., 2010). To study 

accumulation of this protein, we explored the effect of different regulatory elements (from 

the endogenous genes atpA and psaA), the co-expression of a bacterial chaperone 

upstream of VFP, and the fusion of VFP to the large subunit of the highly abundant 

RuBisCo. Our findings highlighted a stronger activity of the promoter/5’ UTR element of 

psaA in comparison to atpA, with VFP levels increasing approximately 10 fold, as observed 

in Western blots. The co-expression of the Spy chaperone apparently contributed 
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positively to VFP levels, but in order to be certain of its effect, VFP expression should be 

assessed in a vector in which the promoter driving Spy expression is the same as the one 

driving the expression of vfp, or alternatively, the Spy gene should be placed in the 

opposite orientation to vfp. The outcome of these two variations would provide a more 

accurate conclusion regarding the VFP level in order to verify that this protein’s increase is 

not occurring due to an up-regulating effect of the psaA element expressing Spy.  

With the final approach of generating a fusion construct, it was possible to select 

transformants with restored phototrophy and show the presence of the DNA fusion in the 

transgenic lines; however, there was no evidence for the production of the 83 kDa fusion 

protein. It was speculated that the rbcL-deficient host did incorporate some copies of the 

fusion construct, but these were eventually lost, as shown by PCR screening, possibly due 

to selective pressure towards the repair of the rbcL lesion over insertion of the whole 

fusion construct. The search for new rbcL-deficient strains in culture collections that carry 

other type of mutations, as opposed to a point mutation, might be of help for expression of 

the rbcL-vfp fusion plasmid. The construction of this plasmid by Gibson assembly proved 

successful and it is envisaged that finding a more suitable host for transformation could 

lead to the predicted accumulation of higher levels or recombinant protein, as observed by 

Muto el al. (2009). 

Fluorescence can be a very useful tool for rapid monitoring of protein levels and its 

variation under different cultivation conditions. However, FP levels need to be moderately 

high in order to have a quantifiable system in which comparison among conditions is 

easily measurable. Low levels of fluorescence can be very challenging in terms of detection 

and reproducibility, especially in organisms with such a strong auto-fluorescence as 

microalgae. This research tested different techniques for detecting fluorescence and flow 

cytometry was found to be sensitive and reproducible. In addition, it was an easy and 

quick measurement to perform. However, this detection system is not necessarily 

available in many laboratories and efforts towards achieving higher FP expression need to 

be performed in order to not rely on such a sensitive method.  

As mentioned in chapter 4, there is a variety of FPs available and the choice of a specific FP 

depends on many aspects of the protein itself and the host. Rasala et al. (2013) expressed 

in the nuclear genome of C. reinhardtii a set of six FPs that span the visual spectrum, and 

this study concluded that FPs with longer emission wavelengths (> 500 nm) provided the 

highest signals. Interestingly, the green fluorescent protein tested (which absorbs light in 
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the green region of the spectrum just like VFP) was shown to be the least fluorescent. 

Moreover, it was observed that the highest auto-fluorescence is displayed with green 

excitation/emission filters suggesting that FPs such as tdTomato (exc 554/em 590), 

mCherry (exc 554/em 590) or orange FPs are much more suitable candidates as reporter 

protein for an organism such as C. reinhardtii. This recent work gives the first evidence of 

a parameter to consider when choosing a FP for C. reinhardtii, and it should be definitely 

included in future work exploring new fluorescent proteins as reporters. 

 

6.3  VFP accumulation for assessment of different cultivation parameters 

VFP was detectable by Western blot analysis using anti-HA antibodies, and its 

fluorescence was efficiently measured using flow cytometry; therefore, we used it as a 

reporter protein to study different parameters of cultivation and their effect on protein 

productivity. Four different cultivation modes were studied, including mixotrophic, 

heterotrophic and phototrophic cultivation, and it could be observed that mixotrophic 

mode gives the highest specific growth rate (0.064 h-1) and maximum cell density (1.02 g 

biomass L-1 culture), which is in agreement with what has been observed by Moon et al. 

(2013) for biomass yield. In terms of protein accumulation, the heterotrophic condition 

provided the highest protein concentration, of 3.3 mg protein g-1 dry biomass, which is 

twice as much protein as is produced in the mixotrophic condition. This difference could 

account for a decreased activity of light-induced proteases under heterotrophic 

cultivation, which would reduce protein turnover and hence increase accumulation. 

Additionally, it could be argued that the slower growth rate and lower cell density 

achieved in heterotrophic condition leads to a higher degree of protein synthesis, since the 

carbon source is still being used, as observed by the growth progression detected in this 

culture.  

Fluorescence emission appeared to be higher for the strain with the highest protein 

accumulation (TN72-VFPpS), which gives an expected correlation of protein level and 

functionality. There is a particularly higher level of fluorescence detected in TN72-pS 

strains grown under phototrophic cultivation, but the cause of this increase in 

fluorescence is not understood. Cells seemed to be smaller when grown in phototrophic 

mode, as observed by microscopy, and for this reason their size in different cultivation 

conditions was more accurately assessed by cell size measurement. However, there was 
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no significant variation that could help explain if cell size and physiology had something to 

do with the difference in the fluorescence detected. 

Three different temperatures (25, 30 and 37 °C) were studied, and an increase in 

temperature to 30 °C resulted in a similar specific growth rate and cell density as at 25 °C, 

and higher protein accumulation under mixotrophic cultivation. A further step in 

temperature increase to 37 °C showed an additional increase in protein level, although at 

this temperature specific growth rate and cell density were severely affected, and the 

increase in protein accumulation does not compensate for this biomass decrease. A similar 

negative effect on cell growth was observed by James et al. (2013) at 38 °C; however, they 

reported an increase in biomass accumulation at 32 °C. The fluorescence measurement 

gave a more pronounced increase for the strain TN72-VFPpS in all cultivation conditions 

studied, which again accounts for a stronger activity of the psaA regulatory elements and a 

presumably higher protein level. 

Finally, two different light intensities were tested, one condition considered as dim light 

(30 µmol m-2 s-1) and the other one considered as bright light (150 µmol m-2 s-1) ), although 

the higher light level is not sufficiently bright to cause photoinhibition (Niyogi, 2009). It 

was observed that the bright light induced faster specific growth rate and higher 

maximum cell density. However, protein productivity on a per cell basis was the same, 

which showed that this additional energy from light is being used mainly for cell growth. 

Additionally, a two-step cultivation mode was tested, in which cells were grown to late 

exponential phase in mixotrophic conditions favouring biomass accumulation, and then 

switched to heterotrophy during stationary phase, with the aim that this condition would 

boost protein accumulation. However, there was no detectable change in protein 

accumulation and apparently a change in cultivation mode when cells had already reached 

stationary phase did not lead to an increase in protein level. It is important to notice that 

when switching cultivation mode, cultures were deprived of light but there was no 

medium replacement. Acetate was possibly almost depleted and there was no carbon 

source left for increasing protein production, therefore, any remaining acetate could have 

been used for maintenance rather that protein synthesis, especially for proteins that are 

not crucial for cell survival. 

With the information gathered analysing these different cultivation parameters and their 

effect on growth and protein productivity, improved conditions for VFP accumulation 

were determined as mixotrophic cultivation in bright light at 30 °C, considering the 
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protein productivity per volume of culture. In order to explore if these conditions could be 

applied for increasing level of a protein of therapeutic application and commercial interest 

such as the Cpl-1 endolysin, the strain TN72-Cpl1 , in which Cpl-1 is expressed under the 

control of the psaA regulatory elements, was grown under the improved conditions. 

Unfortunately, protein levels were not influenced in the same way as for VFP, and these 

cultivation conditions did not improve protein accumulation. This result was not 

completely unexpected since Dr Rosie Young from the Purton lab has observed different 

trends for the accumulation of a variety of proteins when growing cultures at 30 and 35 °C 

(unpublished data). Her data has shown that for some proteins the accumulation level is 

not increased at higher temperature despite being driven by the same regulatory 

elements. This phenomenon has also been observed by Rasala et al. (2010) when 

expressing a set of seven proteins of commercial relevance that exhibited varied synthesis 

profiles. This variable accumulation can be attributed to transcriptional/translational 

obstacles as discussed in section 1.2.2; however, one can speculate that in this case it has 

more to do with the protein sequence itself and the translation rate since the same 

regulatory elements have been used, or may be due to poor stability of the final product. 

This work presented a study of three cultivation parameters, and the combination of these 

showed interesting effects on protein production and biomass accumulation. Future 

efforts should continue in this direction because here it has been demonstrated that the 

combination of genetic manipulation and bioprocess conditions can contribute 

simultaneously towards the same goal, and both approaches can provide increased 

protein productivity. There are plenty of other factors, particularly cultivation conditions, 

which have not been investigated thoroughly, such as the effect of pH, media composition 

and presence of toxic compounds, to name some, and it is envisaged that each of these 

could have an effect on protein accumulation. Design of Experiments (DoE) softwares such 

as Design-Expert are valuable tools used for planning, analysing and interpreting data in 

order to evaluate the effect of different parameters simultaneously. Using such software 

allows for a better coverage of the factors (parameters) and their associated levels 

(numeric range covered by a specific parameter), known as the Experimental Space, which 

provides higher efficiency for the optimisation process. Future work should incorporate 

this tool in order to establish optimal conditions for the production of specific proteins, 

and this could certainly lead to higher yields of biomass and protein that can make 

microalgae comparable to conventional systems. 
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6.4 Final remarks 

The research covered in this thesis has presented two different approaches with the aim of 

developing a more robust, fast-growing and protein-productive microalgal platform using 

the model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The availability of such a host could contribute 

to the production of heterologous proteins of high value in microalgae in order to make it 

commercially feasible and to compete with existing expression platforms. Microalgae 

present several advantages in terms of manipulation, ease of cultivation, downstream 

processing, and even public perception; therefore it is truly an opportunity that should be 

further exploited and investigated. 

The combination of approaches such as genetic manipulation, in order to generate a 

certain phenotype or specific advantageous traits originally inexistent in an organism, 

together with improvement of the cultivation conditions, by means of a thorough 

evaluation of the environmental factors affecting the organism’s growth, can contribute 

enormously to the generation of more productive hosts. These improved hosts and 

conditions can make the difference for microalgal cultures, positioning these organisms as 

a competitive commercial platform for recombinant protein production.  
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APPENDIX 1: Primer sequences 

 

Name Sequence (5’->3’) Annealing 
Temperature 

[°C] 
 

GC 
content 

[%] 

FLANK1 gtcattgcgaaaatactggtgc  
(22) 
 

58.4 45.5 

atpA.R acgtccacaggcgtcgtaagc 
(21) 
 

63.7 61.9 

rbcL.Fn cggatgtaactcaatcggtag 
(21) 
 

57.9 48 

MluR2 gatgacgtttctatgagttggg 
(22) 
 

58.4 45.5 

RY-psaR catggatttctccttataataac 
(23) 
 

53.5 30 

VFP.F cagacatgcgtattaaattacg                                          
(22) 
 

54.7 36.4 

VFP.R taacattgaacaacgagcagc                                            
(21) 
 

55.9 42.9 

VFP_SapI.F agaggctcttcgatgaacgttattaaacc                       
(29) 
 

63.9 41.4 

VFP_SphI.R agaggcatgcttattatttagcttgagatggtaac      
(35) 
 

66.0 37.1 

rbcL_VFP1.F ccatacgatgttccagactacgcttaatttttatttttcatgatgt
ttatg                                                                       
(51) 
 

69.4 31.4 

rbcL_VFP1.R cgaggaaccaccaccacctccacctgatgagccaccaccacc
aagtttgtcaatagtatcaaattcg                            
(67) 
 

> 75 50.7 

VFP_rbcL.G.F ggtggtggtggctcatcaggtggaggtggtggtggttcctcgat
gaacgttattaaaccagacatgc                                       
(67) 
 

> 75 53.7 

VFP_rbcL.G.R cataaacatcatgaaaaataaaaattaagcgtagtctggaaca
tcgtatgg                                                                                  
(51) 
 

69.4 31.4 
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rbcL.F 

 
ttccacaaacagaaactaaagc 
(22) 
 

 
54.7 

 
36.4 

rbcL.R gtttgtcaatagtatcaaattcg 
(23) 
 

53.5 30.4 

P266.rbcL.R aagtaaaaacacataactccacg 
(23) 
 

55.3 34.8 

PRD.F taggttctgttattgctttacc 
(22) 
 

54.7 36.4 

PRD.R ttgaactttcttttactgctacg 
(23) 
 

55.3 34.8 

psbC.F gatttttgttgttaaaggtttcacc 
(25) 
 

56.4 32 

psbC.R cattttccgtgtcagatgagc 
(21) 
 

57.9 47.6 

psbCknock.R taattcgttcagcttgtaaatgg 
(23) 
 

55.3 34.8 

psbK.F aactttagcactggtacttgc 
(21) 
 

55.9 42.9 

psbK.R ttaacggaaactaacagctgc 
(21) 
 

55.9 42.9 
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APPENDIX 2: Relationship between dry biomass concentration 

and optical density (OD740)  

 

The standard curve represents the mathematical relationship between dry biomass 

concentration and optical density measured at 740 nm. Dry biomass concentration was 

determined by lyophilising samples until weight stabilised. Linear regression does not 

give a very good correlation (R2 < 0.90), due to the accuracy of the measurements and 

inherent error weighting mass values in the magnitude of mg. 
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APPENDIX 3: Gene sequences 

 

PROTEORHODOPSIN  

 

5’ – gctcttcaATGaaattattattaattttaggttctgttattgctttaccaacatttgctgcaggtggtggtgatttagatgcttca 

gattacacaggtgtatcattctggttagttacagctgcattattagcttcaacagttttcttcttcgttgaacgtgatcgtgtttcagcaa 

aatggaaaacaagtttaacagtttcaggtttagtaacaggtattgctttctggcactacatgtatatgcgtggtgtatggattgaaac 

aggtgattctccaacagttttccgttacattgattggttattaactgttccattattaatttgtgaattctacttaattttagctgctgctac 

aaacgttgctggttcattattcaaaaaattattagtaggttcattagtaatgttagttttcggttatatgggtgaagcaggtattatggc 

agcttggcctgcattcattattggttgtttagcatgggtatacatgatttacgaattatgggcaggtgaaggtaaatcagcatgtaac 

actgcaagtcctgcagtacaaagtgcatacaacacaatgatgtacattattattttcggttgggcaatttacccagtaggttacttcac 

tggttacttaatgggagatggtggttctgcacttaacttaaaccttatttacaaccttgcagacttcgtaaacaaaattttattcggtct 

tattatttggaacgtagcagtaaaagaaagttcaaacgcaggtagttacccttacgacgtacctgactacgcaTAATAAgcatg 

c – 3’ 

 

 

 

 

 

gctcttc    SapI restriction site 

gcatgc    SphI restriction site 

tacccatacgatgttccagactacgct HA tag sequence 
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VFP  

 

5’ – gctcttctATGaacgttattaaaccagacatgcgtattaaattacgtatggaaggtgctgtaaacggtcacaaattcgttatt 

ttaggtgacggtaacggtaaaccatacgaaggtacacaaacaattgacgttacagttaaagaaggtggtccattaccattcgcttac 

gacattttaacatcagctttccaatacggtaaccgtgttttcacaaaatacccagatgacattgctgactacttcaaacaatcattccc 

agttggttactcatgggaacgttcaatgacatacgaagatggtggtatttgtacagtttcatcagacattaaaatggaaggtaactca 

ttcatttatgaaattcgtttccacggtttaaacttcccatcagatggtccagttatgcaaaaaaaaacagttaaatgggaaccatcaa 

cagaaaaaatgtacgttcgtgatggtgttttaaaaggtgacgttaacatgacattattattagaaggtggtggtcactaccgttgtga 

cttcaaatcaacatacaaagctaaacgtgctgttcaattaccagactaccactacattgaccaccgtattgaaattttatcacacgac 

aaagactacaacaaagttaaattatgtgaaaacgctgctgctcgttgttcaatgttaccatctcaagctaaaggttcatacccatacg 

atgttccagactacgctTAATAAgcatgc – 3’ 

 

 

 

 

 

gctcttc    SapI restriction site 

gcatgc    SphI restriction site 

tacccttacgacgtacctgactacgca  HA tag sequence 
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rbcL-VFP fusion 

 

5’ – ATGgttccacaaacagaaactaaagcaggtgctggattcaaagccggtgtaaaagactaccgtttaacatactacacacct 

gattacgtagtaagagatactgatattttagctgcattccgtatgactccacaactaggtgttccacctgaagaatgtggtgctgctgt 

agctgctgaatcttcaacaggtacatggactacagtatggactgacggtttaacaagtcttgaccgttacaaaggtcgttgttacgat 

atcgaaccagttccgggtgaagacaaccaatacattgcttacgtagcttacccaatcgacttattcgaagaaggttcagtaactaac 

atgttcacttctattgtaggtaacgtattcggtttcaaagctttacgtgctctacgtcttgaagaccttcgtattccacctgcttacgtta 

aaacattcgtaggtcctccacacggtattcaggtagaacgtgacaaattaaacaaatatggtcgtggtcttttaggttgtacaatcaa 

acctaaattaggtctttcagctaaaaactacggtcgtgcagtttatgaatgtttacgtggtggtcttgactttactaaagacgacgaa 

aacgtaaactcacaaccattcatgcgttggcgtgaccgtttccttttcgttgctgaagctatttacaaagctcaagcagaaacaggtg 

aagttaaaggtcactacttaaacgctactgctggtacttgtgaagaaatgatgaaacgtgcagtatgtgctaaagaattaggtgtac 

ctattattatgcacgactacttaacaggtggtttcacagctaacacttcattagctatctactgtcgtgacaacggtcttcttctacaca 

tccaccgtgctatgcacgcggttattgaccgtcaacgtaaccacggtattcacttccgtgttcttgctaaagctcttcgtatgtctggtg 

gtgaccaccttcactctggtactgttgtaggtaaactagaaggtgaacgtgaagttactctaggtttcgtagacttaatgcgtgatga 

ctacgttgaaaaagaccgtagccgtggtatttacttcactcaagactggtgttcaatgccaggtgttatgccagttgcttcaggcggt 

attcacgtatggcacatgccagctttagttgaaatcttcggtgatgacgcatgtcttcagttcggtggtggtactctaggtcacccttg 

gggtaacgctccaggtgctgcagctaaccgtgtagctcttgaagcttgtactcaagctcgtaacgaaggtcgtgaccttgctcgtga 

aggtggcgacgtaattcgttcagcttgtaaatggtctccagaacttgctgctgcatgtgaagtttggaaagaaattaaattcgaattt 

gatactattgacaaacttGGTGGTGGTGGCTCATCAGGTGGAGGTGGTGGTGGTTCCTCGATGaacgtta 

ttaaaccagacatgcgtattaaattacgtatggaaggtgctgtaaacggtcacaaattcgttattttaggtgacggtaacggtaaac 

catacgaaggtacacaaacaattgacgttacagttaaagaaggtggtccattaccattcgcttacgacattttaacatcagctttcca 

atacggtaaccgtgttttcacaaaatacccagatgacattgctgactacttcaaacaatcattcccagttggttactcatgggaacgtt 

caatgacatacgaagatggtggtatttgtacagtttcatcagacattaaaatggaaggtaactcattcatttatgaaattcgtttccac 

ggtttaaacttcccatcagatggtccagttatgcaaaaaaaaacagttaaatgggaaccatcaacagaaaaaatgtacgttcgtga 

tggtgttttaaaaggtgacgttaacatgacattattattagaaggtggtggtcactaccgttgtgacttcaaatcaacatacaaagct 

aaacgtgctgttcaattaccagactaccactacattgaccaccgtattgaaattttatcacacgacaaagactacaacaaagttaaa 
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ttatgtgaaaacgctgctgctcgttgttcaatgttaccatctcaagctaaaggttcatacccatacgatgttccagactacgctTAA 

– 3’ 

 

 

 

1 – 1425 rbcL 

1426 – 1467 GS linker 

1468 – 2178 VFP 
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APPENDIX 4: List of conferences attended and posters presented 

10th European Symposium on Biochemical Engineering Sciences and 6th 
International Forum on Industrial Bioprocesses (France)                                      09/2014 
Talk - Recombinant protein expression in the chloroplast of the green microalga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: a case study using a novel green fluorescent protein as a 
reporter 
 
16th European Congress on Biotechnology (UK)              07/2014 
Talk - Recombinant protein expression in the chloroplast of the green microalga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: a case study using a novel green fluorescent protein as a 
reporter 
 
Alg’ n’ Chem Conference (France)                                                                                   04/2014 
Poster - Recombinant protein expression in the chloroplast of the green microalga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: a case study using a novel green fluorescent protein as a 
reporter 
 
Young Algaeneers Symposium (France)                                                                           04/2014 
Poster - Recombinant protein expression in the chloroplast of the green microalga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: a case study using a novel green fluorescent protein as a 
reporter 
 
3rd International Symposium on Chloroplast Genomics and Genetic Engineering 
(USA)                                                                                                                                                 05/2013 
Poster - Expression of a novel fluorescent protein in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
chloroplast: a new marker for recombinant protein production. 
 
9th European Congress of Chemical Engineering and 2nd European Congress of 
Applied Biotechnology (The Netherlands)                                                                      04/2013 
Talk - Recombinant protein expression in the chloroplast of the green microalga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: a case study using a novel green fluorescent protein as a 
reporter. 
 
Plastid Preview (UK)                                                                                                                 09/2012 
Talk - Expression of a novel fluorescent protein (VFP) in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
chloroplast: a new marker for recombinant protein production in microalgae 
 
8th Asia-Pacific Conference on Algal Biotechnology and 1st International Conference 
on Coastal Biotechnology (Australia)                                                                                07/2012 
Poster - Expression of a novel fluorescent protein (VFP) in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
chloroplast: a new marker for recombinant protein production in microalgae. 
 
Young Algaeneers Symposium (The Netherlands)                                                      06/2012 
Talk - Exploring the potential for therapeutic protein production in algae 
 
15th International Conference on the Cell and Molecular Biology of Chlamydomonas 
(Germany)                                                                                                                                      06/2012 
Poster - Expression of a novel fluorescent protein (VFP) in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
chloroplast: a new marker for recombinant protein production in microalgae. 
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